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AMPLIFIERS

This chapter covers electronic amplifiers. An
electronic amplifier is a circuit using active

devices such as transistors and iCs that allmvs
an input to control a power source to produce
some useful output: industrial sstems may

also use h ydraulic, pneumatic or magnetic

amplifiers.

6-1
SIMPLE LINEAR TYPES

A linear amplifier is one whose output -signal is a
replica of the input signal. For example, if The -input
signal is a siiiusóid, then the output signal-from the
amplifier will also be a sinusoid- The purpose of a
linear amplifler is to increase the letel of the signal.
In an industrial control s ystem. the output from a
temperature sensor may vary only several millivolts
over its entire operating range. Small signals such as
this must be amplified to be useful. Ampliflers are
often identified according to the power level that they
produce. Amplifiers that produce signals at signifi-
cant levels of voltage or current are usually called
power amplifiers. Amplifiers that work at small volt-
age and current levels are usually called voltage am-
plifiers or small-signal amplifiers.

The amount of gain that an amplifier produces is
often measured in decibels (dB). The dB power gain
of an amplifier is evaluated by

dB	 10 X log

For example, if an amplifier develops a lOO-W output
signal when driven by a l-W input signal, then the
power ratio is 100. The common logarithm of 100 is
2; therefore the power gain of the amplifier can be
stated as 20 dB. Small-signal amplifiers are usual]'
evaluated in terms of their voltage gain. Since power
varies as the square of the voltage, the dB gain is
evaiuntcd as foliotvs:

dB 20 x log
V.

Suppose an amplifier develops a 5-V output signal
when driven by a 100-mV input signal. The voltage
ratio is 50, the common logarithm of 50 is 1.7, and
the gain of the amplifier is 34 dB. Since the d3 sytrn

is based on power ratios, it must be adapted to work
with voltage ratios by doubling the logarithm, which
is equivalent to squaring the voltage ratio. However.
there is an implicit assumption: that the input imped-
ance of the amplifier is equal to the output impedance
of the amplifier.- This rule is commonly violated, and
the dB voltage gain- of a circuit is often evaluated
with the preceding equation even though the imped-
ances are not equal.

Figure 6-1 shows a simple common emitter ampli-
fier circuit. The name common entirrer is used since
the input signal is supplied to the base circuit, the - --
output signal is taken from the co llector circuit, and --
the emitter terminal is grounded and is therefore
common to both the input and output circuits..This -
circuit is useful for amplifying sm-all' signals since i' --

- can be expected-to show a voltage gain of about .lCJ
- times (40-B. ignoring the impedances) It can be

viewed as a voage atnplier even though it is based
on a bipolar transistor. whi;h is a :urent amp!Ler.
This idea was discussed in Chapter 2.

The input signal is capacitively coupled in Fi.
6-I to the base of the transistor. As the input signal
goes in a positive direction it will aid the supply
voltage (V) and increase the base current. Since the
transistor is controlled by base current, the collector
current will also increase but many times more since
there is quite a bit of current gain from the base to
the collector. The increase in collector current will
cause agreater drop across the collector load resistor
(RI ), and therefore less voltage will drop across the
transistor from collector to ground. It can be seen
that the output signal goes in a negative direction
(less positive) when the input signal goes in a positive
direction. Thus, the output signal is phase-inverted
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1S compare to the input signal. As the input
si g td goes in a negative direction, the base current
decreases, the collector current decreases, and the
drop across the transistor increases, making the col-
lecr terminal go in a positive direction.

Figure 6-2 shows a graphic presentation of the
am plifier perforinane. It consists of a coilcctr fam-
ily of characteristic curves upon which a load line
has been added to show how the collector load and
surniy volta ge will interact with the transistor to
develop an output signal. Notice that one end of the
load line terminates on the horizontal axis at a value
of 16 V. This is the cutoff voltage and is equal to the
supply voltage in Fi g . 6-I. Also notice that the other
end of the load line terminates on the vertical axis at
a value of 18 mA. This is called the saturation current
and represents the maximum flow with a 16-V supply
and a load resistor of 8890. Use Ohm's law to verify
this current. An amplifier can operate anywhere
along its load line between Saturation and cutoff.
Small-signal amplifiers usually operate near the cen-
ter for best linearity and maximum signal output
swing. The amplifier of Fig. 6-1 will operate where
the 40-A base curve intersects the load line due to
the 16-V supply and the 400.000-0 base-limiting re-
sistor R8 . Use Ohm's law to verify this current.

The operating point is also called the quiescent
point. It is marked with a Q in Fi g . 6-2. The cj.esceIii
vofue is the steady-state or resting condition of the
amplifier. Quies'ceir values can be measured .% ith no
input signal applie..±. The quiescent collector-to-cm.
itter voltage can be found by projecting dcv. n from
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the Q point in Fig. 6-2 and is seen to he a little less
than 8 V. The quiescent collector current is found by
projecting to the left and is a little over 9 mA. What
happens when an input signal is applied? An ac input
signal will drive the amplfier above and below its Q
point. Figure 6-2 shows the amplifier bcng driven
with an input signal of 40 1A peak-to-peak (from 60
to 20 p.A). By projecting this swing down, the output
signal is shown to be about 8 V peak-to-peak. The
voltage gain can be calculated if the input resistance
of the base-emitter circuit is known. This resistance
is approximately 2000 0 in a circuit of this type. We
can now use Ohm's law to calculate the input signal
voltage required to develop a signal current of 40 p.A
peak-to-peak:

V = 40 x 10-6 x 2000 = 0.08 V
The voltage gain of the amplifier is 8 divided by 0.08,
or 100 times. It should now be clear how bipolar
transistors can be viewed as voltage amplifiers even
though they are inherently current-amplifying de-
vices.

Figure 6-2 is also useful tp explain clipping in a
linear amplifier. If the input signal is too large, the
output signal will be clipped. The limits at which the
cli pping will occur are saturation and cutoff. The
a. pIifier 'kill clip if the output tries to swing more
than about 15 V peak-to-peak. The output signal %%i!l
no longer be a good reproduction of the input. .-\

erely clipped sine wave, for example. looks more
ke a square wave. This is not desirable in linear

amplifiers. It is avoided by operating the amplifiers
near the center of their load lines and by not allowing
the input signals to become too large.

Figure 6-I can also he evaluated with a few simple
alculations. We know how to use Ohm s hi.; '3

calculate the base current at 40 j.LA. If hF E is kiio .n.
the collector current is found by:

Ic = hFE X 'B = 230 x 10 x 10 6 = 9.2 mA
You can verify IZFE and the quiescent collector cur-
rent from Fig. 6-2. Chapter 2 covers how to calculate
1'FE from the curves if you have forgotten. The 1'FE
varies quite a bit from transistor to transistor. Sup-
pose the circuit is constructed with another transistor
which has an /tFE of only 50. In this case, the collec-
tor current will be only 2 mA. The drop across the
load resistor will be 2 mA x 889 0, or 1.78 V. This
means that the drop across the transistor will be 16
- 1.78, or 14.22 V. The transistor will be operating
near cutoff, which is not a good arrangement. The
output signal can now be no larger than 3.56 V peak-
to-peak before clipping starts to appear on the posi-
tive peaks. It should be clear that the circuit of Fig.
6-1 is not practical because it is too sensitive to /IFE.
It is also temperature-sensitive, and its Q point will
move toward saturation as it gets warmer.

Figure 6-3(a) shows an improved common emitter
amplifier. This circuit is not nearly so sensitive to
h ER and temperature. It is improved by the addition
of two resistors: one in the base circuit and one in
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the emitter circuit. Resistors R31 and Rform a volt- 	 capacitor (shown as a phantom component in Fig. -
age divider to set the base voltage at some fraction 	 6-3[al). The capacitor is selected to have a reactance
of the suppi) voltage. The divider current is much 	 of about one-tenth the value of RE at the lowest
greater than the base current (typically 20 times as 	 frequency of operation.
much) and therefore behaves essentially as an un- 	 Figure 6-3(b) shossthe PNP Version of the. irn-
loaded divider to provide a stable base voltage. Plac- 	 proved amplifier circuit. It has the same ac chara:-
irte different transistors into the Circuit will not 	 tetistics as the NPN version but uses a negative
chan ge the base voltage or current appre c iably. Re- -	 collector supply. Compare the two versions and no:e
sistor RE is added in the emitter'circuit to provide	 that the dc currents are reversed. 	 -	 -
negative feedback. If a transistor tends to conduct 	 The circuits discussed thus far have shown caps:-
more current, the drop across the emitter resistor 	 itors for coupling signals and for eliminating a: ne g-
svill increase, thus subtracting from the forward bias 	 ative feedback. These techniques are not useful in
for the base-ensitterjunctton. This condition tends to 	 dc amplifiers. Direct coupling must be used in d:
decrease the device current. The negative feedback 	 amplifiers. One very popular direct-coupled arrange-
stabilizes the opera t ing point. The ne gative feedback	 ment is the Darlinglon amplifier shown in Fi g . 64. ) .

increases the input impedance of the amplifier by an 	 The emitter of Q, is directly connected to the base
amount equal to /:FE times RE . The negati\e feedback	 of Q. This circuit provides a very high gain from the
also affects the signal performance of the amplifier, 	 input to the output. The input impedance is a50
The voltage g3in is much lower and is approximately	 increased by this arrangement. If each transis:or has
eaal to RL vided by R. Hosse'. er, the gain can he	 an hFE of 200, the overall current gain will he a
restored for am signals b% eliminating the ac negative 	 proximately equal to h-EI times h. or 40.0€. In
feedback. This is done by adding an emitter bypasspractice it is difficult to achieve this much gain, ho-

ever. The f.rst transistor must be operated at a very
low level to avoid driving the second transistor into

-	 saturation. Transistor gain tends to drop off at low
current levels. In spite of this, the circuit still pro- 	 -
rides considerable current and volta ge- gain. When
two transi^ -ors are connected in the Darlingiona_-_

sisto, NN ith uper gain- For this reason. . the% are a% a.1-

Cc.::

OLc:put S9

(s)

Fig. 6-3 1mpre.S ampiCer circuits. () NPN common emitter	 Fl1. 6-4 Dsrlicgton connection. (n) NPN Darlmgton asnpUfie.

amptifier. (b) P ?comnsor, ernitr amplifier.	 (b) NPN Dartiuuglom transioot.
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14BLE 6-I AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATION SUMMARY

Common
Emitter

Input signal applied to 	 Base
Output taken from	 'Collector
Current gain	 High 50 to 100
Voltage gain	 High.-100
Input impedance	 Medium I200 0
Output impedance	 Medium 0 kO
Application	 General purpose

Common
Collector

Common	 (Emitter
Base	 folloner)

Emitter	 Base
Collector	 Emitter
Low t	 High 50 to 100
High 100	 Low l
Low 50 0	 High 100 kO
High l MfI	 Low 50 0
Low to high	 Buffer amplifier

impedance
transformer

able packaged as a single device with one base, one
emitter, and one collector lead (Fig. 6-4[bD. In ad-
dition, PNP Darlinglons are available.

The common emitter configuration is the most pop-
ular way to arrange an amplifier circuit. However,
two other configurations exist, as shown in Fig. 6-5.
The common base amplifier in Fig. 6-5(a) is so named
because the base is common to both the input and
output circuits. This configuration has a low input
impedance since the input signal is applied to the
emitter terminal, which is a high-current point. ft is
therefore limited to amplifying signal sources that
have a low characteristic impedance. The output
impedance is high. The output signal is not phase-
inverted as it is in the common emitter amplifier. It

(a) Cr — 01 case rp:ifer

Ccor coecsor amar,

6 .5 0u. c.

provides no current gain but does provide voltage
and power gain. The common collector amplifier con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 6-5(b). It uses the emitter
terminal as the output and shows no voltage gain;
there is actually a slight loss in signal voltage. The
output is in phase with the input, and the circuit is
usually called an emitter follower. Even though it has
no voltage gain it is still very useful, especially for
eliminating loading effects on a signal source. It has
a reasonab!y high input impedance and a low output
impedance and is often used as a buffer ampliñer. It
does provide current gain and power gain. The circuit
of Fig. 6-4(a) can be converted to a Darlington emit-
ter follower by moving the load resistor to the emit-
ter circuit of Q, to provide an even higher input
impedance. The common emitter amplifier is the only
configuration that provides both voltage and curren'
gain. It also provides the highest power gain and is
best suited to most applications. Table 6-1 provides
a summary of the amplifier configurations.

Other transistor t ypes can be used to build ampli-
fiers. For example, PNP devices can be substituted
in the circuits shown by using a negative col!ector
supply. Metallic oxide semiconductor field effect
transistors (MOSFETs) can be used, although the
gate-biasing techniques may be different. For those
applications where a signal source has a high imped-
ance MOSFETs are attractive. Since they are volt-
age-controlled transistors, they do not load the signal
source as much as biopolar transistors do. They are
often used in the first stage of a multistage amplifier.
Bipolars will be used in the subsequent stages since
they are less expensive and provide better gain.
Power MOSFETs are attractive in some applications
and are replacing power bipolars. Some of the in-
dustrial applications are in dc motor control, ac mo-
tor control, power supplies, induction heating, and
high-frequency welding.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Calculate the dB power gain for an amp1iier

with an input signal of 1 mW and an output signal
of SW



-2. Calculate the dB gain of an amplifier with an
input signal of 0.5 V peak-to-peak and an output
signal of 20 V peak-to-peak (assume the input
impedance is equal to the output impedance).

3. A transistor amplifier is driven at its base ter-
minal, and the output signal is taken from its cot-
lector terminal- What is the configuration of this - - -
amplifier?

4. What is the phase relationship between the in-
put and the output voltages for question 3?

5. Refer to Fig- 6-1. If the drop across the col-
lector load resistor is 12 V. what is the oltage
from the collector terminal to ground?

6. Suppose the base bias resistor in Fig. 6-I
opens (infinite resistance). At which end of the load
line will the amplifier operate?

7. What will be the collector volta ge for ques-

tion 6?

6-2
DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS

A differential amplifier (diii amp). responds to the
difference between two input . signals. Figure 6-6
shows a simple example; The ckcui: has two inputs.
and two outputs. It is posihIe to drive such an am-
plifier at one, or at both, of its. -inputs. it is also
possible to take the output sig-tal from. one. or both.
of its outputs. In a sf.g!e-erded oupul the signal ii
being taken from one of the outpcts ireferenced to
ground). In a di;trrc:!iu! oupii the si gna is hein2
taken from both outputs (not referenced to ground,.
The amplifier is very flexible in this respect since it
offers four combinations of inputoutput conditions.
Differential amplifiers are important in their ov.n
right. They are very flexible and stable and capable
of rejecting some types of noise. They are even more
important as an integral part of operational ampli-
fiers, which are covered in the next section of this
chapter.

-

R,,

R,	 1.-.
Oet
A	 B

Re

Fig, 6-6 Differential aner.
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Direct coupling is the method used to provide dc

.gain. When quite a bit of gain is needed, several
stages must be arranged. with the output of the first
amplifier directly coupled to the input of the second
amplifier and so on. When this multistage arrange-
ment is used with the simple designs of the preceding
section. drift becomes a problem. Transistors are
temperature-sensiti ve When many stage's are direct-
coupled, even a small temperature change in the first
stage can drive the last stage into saturation or cutoff.
Temperature compensation and negative feedback
can be used to stabilize the operating point, but the
circuit tends to become expensive and complicated.
A differential amplifier is an attractive choice be-
cause its desi gn inherently cancels drift due to tem-
perature change (refer to Fig. 6-6). If the two tran-
sistors are cloel' matched and maintained at the
same tCmperature, any temperature change Nvill l af-
fect both outputs b the same amount. We sili see
that such changs are canceled in the differenti
output. Matching transistors is an expensive cr020-
sition in discrete circuitry, but fortunately it is a
byproduct of monolithic circuit construction. Since
all of the devices are formed at the same time, the;.
have well-matched characteristics. They also track
well in temperature since they exist tQgether in a
single monolithic structure. Thanks to interated-cr-

iscuit technology. differential and operational an.n-
fiers have found 'ae application in industria l cir-

cuitry.
- Suppose the ampiier c'f'Fig..6-6 is driven with a
sinusoid at its B ir.;ut only. As '.ou would excec:.
the input signal wi l l cause changes in the base' CU. -

rnt. which. in tun.. \i' crea:e a collector sig:. a
output B. We can aiu expect that output B will -c
phase-inserted. Nc". look at Fig. 6-7. It shows th.:
both outputs are active. Why is this so, since onlr
input B is being driven? The reason is that both sides
of the differential amplifier share emitter resistor R
When input B 2oes positive, the base, collector, and
emitter currents of Qz all increase. This causes an
increase in the current through R which increases
the voltage drop across it. This drop acts as a poi-
tive-going signal fed to the emitter of Q,, which re-
sponds as a common base amplifier, and it produce
a posi tive-going output at A (Fig. 6-7). Thus, both
outputs are active even though only one input is
driven. The same results can be obtained by driving
only input A. except that output A will be out of
phase and output B will be in phase with the input.
Driving only one of the inputs creates a difference
signal to which this type of amplifier responds.

Figure 6-7 also shows that the differential output
(A—B) has twice the peak-to-peak swing when com-
pared to either single-ended output For example. if
output A has swung 2 V positive, then output B has
swung 2 V negative, and the difference is +2 -
(-2) = +4 V. What happens if both inputs are
driven with the same signal? Of course, if they are
driven the same, then the difference is 0 and there is
no difference to amplify. Any signal applied to both
inputs with exactly the same phase and voltage is

I
.3
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OutA	 _	 Output A

Outp ; 8 

^ f__ —1 —
	 B

Different ia l output (A - B)

Differential output (A	 Bi	 —

Fig. 6.7 flu rut'	 oh dcrTercnria) input.

no n a a commv,z on de signal. Figure 6-8 shu s
hat happens. '\ hen input A and input B are drien

by a common mode signal, the outputs are in phase.
If output A has sung 2 \' negative, then output B
has also swung 2 'J n'ativc-, and the difference is
—2 - ( -2) = (1 V. So Ahen the output is taken
differentially, any common mode signal is canceled.
It will be sho'a n a !itt!e later that it is also possibe
to cancel common mode signals at the single-ended
outputs by adding a current source to the emit:er
circuit of the diff amp.

The ability of differential amplifiers to cancel com-
mon mode signats i an important one. Man y signals
have co,';mon mode ,wise. A prime example is in the
case of floating measurements, here the oscil'o-
scope probe cannot be grounded because of the pres-
ence of ac voltages ('reference to ground) at both
points in apiece of equipment across which a wa e-
form must be measured. Figure 69 shows how a
differential amplifier can be used to make such a
measurement. Notice that input A is a higher-fre-
quency wave that is riding on a lower-frequency sg-
nal. The lower-frequency signal is undesired and is
knon as noise, or hunt. Input B is about the same,
but note that the phase of the higher-frequency siral
is inverted. Now look at the output. The low-'i.."-
quency noise, or hum, has been canceled, and the
high-frequency signal has been amplified because it
appeared n	 ifferential signal. A differential am-
plifier	 ,i,. eliminate high-frcqiency noise if it
appears as a common mode signal.

Fig. 6-8 Outputs ith common mode input.

Vput A

input B

''outpi,t

Fig. 6-9 Etinunation of common mode ncise.

.A differential amplifier must be perfectly balanced
if it is to cancel the common mode signal completely.
Perfect balance can never he achevcd. For this rea-
son, a way of measurin g performance is required.



Fig. 6-10 Dual-supply differential amphIier,
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The figure of merit is known as the co,nn:on mode

rejection ratio (CMRR). It is found by

Gain (differential)
CMRR 20 x rog Gain (common mode)

For example s suppose an amplifier shows a voltage
cain of 300 for a differential si gnal and a volta ge gain	

--
of 0.01 for a common mode signal. The gain ratio
v.ili he 30.000, the common logarithm is 4.5. and the 	 - -
CMRR is 90 dB. Note that the amplifier actually	 l,pt A

decreases the common mode signal to only-I percent 	 2 .
of its original value. This is the opposite of amplifi-
cation and is called att enuation.

Figure 6-10 shows an important improvement to
the differential amplifier, it is powered by a dual
supply. Compare this vith Fig. 6-6 and vedf% tb.

the voltage di
vider bias has been eliminated- The	 =

negative emitter' supply (VEF) alioss the bases of
both transistors to be-operated at dc ground poten- 	 1

tia! Base current is ver y small, and the drop a c ro ss ^i
R and R 8 is negligible. This Is usuall y desired in a	 -
dc amplifier since the signal source is often refer-
enced to ground. The original circuit (Fig. 6-6) is 	

Fig. 6-11 Diff .np s.nh coristaal curnt se-orc.
awkward to use since the Inputs have a dc offset w ith

respect to ground.	 S.	 -

Figure 6-I1 shos s another improve-mont for the
differerilial amplifier circuit. The emitter tOSI5iOf has	 -volletor.emitter resistance in the differential pair.
been replaced s ith a cons t ant current source. Th

i
s- The same thin g is true if a common mode signal- is

particular example uses a 5.7-\' zoner biased hr the	 negtie-oing an	 tte fripts to decreas e the current -
negative suppl y. The zoner drop is applied across, 	 - in both transistors. The common mode si g nal will no:
base-emitter B-E) junction of transistor Qc. and	 appear at output A or output B. 1n other v. ords.
1000.0 resistor. Subtracting 0.7 V for the B-E unc-	 adding the ccnstart: current source provides good
non leaves 5 \' across the re-.t-tor. Ohm sLsst. 	 oommn mcde rejection for the sirtde-ended outpits.
the current through the re s i s tor at 5 m.-N. Stne Inc	 The previous crciei:s provided good common mode
emitter and collector currents are almost equal. Qc 	 rejection only in the differential output. A differential
will conduct a total of 5 rn.A for both transistors in	 input in Fig. 6-Il	 ssill unbalance the transistor cur-
the diff amp. Assuming balance, each transistor '	 rents. For e sample, a poSitive-going signal applied
have 2.5 mA of emitter current. Now assume a com- 	 to one input might cause that transistor current to
mon mode signal that is going positive. Ordinaril

y .	 increase to 3 mA, in which case the other transistor
both transistor currents would increase, but in this	 current will decrease to 2 mA. The current changes
case they cannot. The Constant current source slip-	 will cause both differential and single-ended Outputs
plies a total of 5 mA regardless of the change in 	 to appear. The constant current source has a second

advantage. It raises the input impedance of the dii-

	

-v	 ferential amplifier to the megohm region. The input

	

c	 impedance is increased by an amount equal to lifE

times the impedance of the current source. sshich is
-	 characteristically very high.

REVIEW QUESTIO.VS

8. Refer to Fig. 6-6. Assume that only input A
is driven v.ith a signal. Will a signal appear at out-
put B? If so, what is its phase relationship to the
input signal?

9. The circuit of Fig. 6-6 is driven with a com-
mon mode signal. Will there by any single-ended
output? Assuming balance, will there be any differ-
ential output?

10. Refer to Fig. 6-9. Suppose the low-frequeacY
(noise) component of input signal B is out of phase
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:h the same compOr.cflt at input A. \Vv 	 the
amplifier he able to attenuate the noise?

fl. What is the CMRR (in decibels) of an ampli-
er that provides a voltage gain of 100 for a differ-
-:'a1 si g nal and a voitage gain of 0.01 for a corn-

aon mode sional?

6-3
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

The original operational amplifiers (often called op
a--ri ps) were based on vacuum tubes and were used
to do mathematical operations in analog computers.
They were large, expensive. power-hungr y, and sub-
ject to drift. The digital computer has replaced the
analog computer, and solid-state devices have re-
placed vacuum tubes. Modem operational amplifiers,
thanks to integrated circuit technology, are small,
inexpensive, power-efficient. and mu -h more stable.
The y have found a wide range of applications in
industrial circuitry even though their first applica-
tion, the analog computer, has vaniJted. They are
direct-coupled high-gain amplifiers and are usually
powered by a dual supply. Dual-supply operation
allows them to conveniently amplify signals near
ground potential and allo'.s their output to swing
above and below ground po:ential.

The major sections of a modern IC operational
amplifier are shown in Fig. 6-12. There are two inputs
to the first stage, hich is a differential amplifier.
The outputs of most op amps are sin g le-ended. One
of the differential inputs is in phase with the output
and is called the nonnverting input; it is marked plus

). The other input is out of phase with the single-
ended output, is Lalled the inverting inpur. and is
marked minus (—). An intermediate voltage amplifier
follows the differential inpul amplifier to provide high
gain. An output amplifier is the thud rnajov stage and
provides a low output impedance so that the op amp
can drive most loads. In addition to the terminals
shown in Fig. 6-12. an op amp may have offset null

terminals, frequency-compensation terminals, or
gain-Coiltrol terminals. The standard schematic sym-
bol for an operational amplifier is a triangle with ±
and - inputs and a single output. The power supply
and other connections may he omitted from some
schematics for simplicity, as they are for many of the

iic uits '6"s11 in this bov4.
Figure 6-13 shows the equivalent circuit for a very

popular op atop, the 741. Since it is a monolithic IC,
studying the circuit in detail is not necessary. It is
shown here to demonstrate how complex and expen-
sive it would be in discrete form and to illustrate a
few important concepts. Transistors Q and Q2 are
the input devices and are part of a differential am-
plifier which acts as a voltage-to-current converter.
Emitter resistors R 1 and R are brought out to offset
null terminals for the purpose of externally balancing
the duff amp. The current signal from the differential
input is sent to the second stage, consisting mainly
Of Qi6 and Q17, which acts as cut-rent-to-voltage con-
verter. Capacitor Cl , a 30-pF frequency-compensa-
tion capacitor, is connected across the second stage
to roll off (decrease) its frequency response 20 dB
for every decade increase in frequency. A decade
equals 10; thus a frequency change from 100 to 1000

• Hz represents a decade increase. This gain roll-off is
characteristic of most modern op amps with internal
frequency compensation. It is used to ensure that the
amplifier will remain stable with all feedback config-
urations. An unstable amplifier does not respond as
planned and is useless. As we will see, op amps are
almost ak ays used with feedback. The last detail
we will look at is the output circuit, which consists
mainly of transistors Qi.l and Q:o, which are a com-
plementary pair. These to devices act as emitter
followers to give the op a'ip a low-impedance output
so that it can drive loads down to around 2000 ft

Figure 6-14 shows some popular op amp packages.
The dual-in-line style is widely applied and can house
one, t'ao, or four amplifiers. The metal package is
hermetically sealed and rated to operate over a
slightly wider temperature range but is more expen-
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sive. Note that the metal case is interrrallv Co

to the 1— Suppi.. The quad op amp package ehru-
nates the offset null terminals since too many
would be required. Many applications for operational
amplifiers do not require the offset null function, and
the quad package may be a good choice in those
cases. The dual package uses a separate V+ pin for
each op amp. Both pins must be energized when both
amplifiers are in use.

Operational amplifiers are widely applied because
they approach ideal amplifiers, especially for do and
low-frequency signals. Let's see how some specifi-
cations for common op amps compare to the ideal.
The ideal amplifier has an infinite input impedance
so that it can be connected to any signal source ith
no loading effects. An ordinary op amp, such as the
741, approaches the ideal with an input impedance of
6 MIl. Super Beta op amps offer input impedances
10 times higher, and BJ-FET operational amplifiers
are available with FETs in the input amplifier and
boast an input impedance of 1012 fi. Another ideal
amplifier characteristic is infinite gain. Common op
amps provide over 100 dB of gain at low frequencies.
Premium devices, called instrumentation amplifiers,
provide 130 dB of gain at low frequencies. The ideal

'nplifier would infinitely reject common mode sig-
nals. Operational amplifier CMRR ranges from 90 dB

for standard t ypes to 130 dB for ins:rumen:a:ion am-
plifiers. The ideal amplifier has zero ou:put imped-
ance and is capable of driving any load. Common
operational amplifiers, such as the 741. can supply
at least 5 mA to a 2000-0 load. Monolithic power
devices are capable of up to I A of output current,
and hybrids with even higher ratings can be found.
The ideal amplifier also has infinite bandwidth, mean-
ing it can amplify any signal frequency. In this area
the typical op amp falls considerably short of the
ideal, with useful gain extending only into the tens
of kilohertz region. Wide-band devices are available
and extend performance to the tens of megahertz.
Many, many applications do not require wide-band
performance, and the typical device is all that is
required. Modern op amps approach the ideal closely
enough to make them very attractive for many ap-
plications.

Figure 6-15(a) shows the gain versus frequency
response for a 741 op amp. The gain is in excess of
100 dB for low frequencies. Around 7 Hz, the gain
begins to drop at a rate of 20 dB per decade as a
result of the internal frequency compensation capac-
itor as previously mentioned. Some op-amps without
internal frequency compensation are available but
are not very popular since they must be externally
compensated with resistors and capacitors. This fea.

5'
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sive. Note that the metal case is internally connected 	 for standard types to 130 dB for ins:rurnen:a:ion am-
to the I'— supply. The quad op amp package eItn?I- 	 pllfiers. The ideal amplifier has zero output imped-
nates the offset null terminals since too man y pins	 ance and is capable of driving any load. Common
would be required. Many applications for operational 	 operational amplifiers, such as the 741, can supply
amplifiers do not require the offset null function, and 	 at least 5 mA to a 2000-ti toad. Monolithic power
the quad package may be a good choice in those 	 devices are capable of up to I A of output current,
cases. The dual package uses a separate V+ pin for	 and hybrids with even higher ratings can be found.
each op amp. Both pins must be energized when both 	 The ideal amplifier also has infinite bandwidth, mean-
amplifiers are in use. 	 ing it can amplify any signal frequency. In this area

Operational amplifiers are widely applied because 	 the typical op amp falls considerably short of the
they approach ideal amplifiers, especially for do and 	 ideal, with useful gain extending only into the tens
low-frequency signals. Let's see how some specifi- 	 of kilohertz region. Wide-band devices are available
cations for common op amps compare to the ideal, 	 and extend performance to the tens of megahertz.
The ideal amplifier has an infinite input impedance	 Many, many applications do not require wide-band
so that it can be connected to any signal source with 	 performance, and the typical device is all that is
no loading effects. An ordinary op amp, such as the	 required. Modern op amps approach the ideal closely
741, approaches the ideal with an input impedance of 	 enough to make them very attractive for many ap- 	 -
6 Mu. Super Beta op amps offer input impedances 	 plications.
10 times higher, and BI-FET operational amplifiers 	 Figure 6-15(a) shows the gain versus frequency
are available with FETs in the input amplifier and 	 response for a 741 op amp. The gain is in excess of
boast an input impedance of 1012 II. Another ideal 	 . 100 dB for low frequencies. Around 7 Hz, the gain
amplifier characteristic is infinite gain. Common op	 begins to drop at a rate of 20 dB per decade as a
amps provide over 100 dB of gain at low frequencies. 	 result of the internal frequency compensation capac-
Premium devices, called instrumentation amplifiers ,	 itor as previously mentioned. Some op-amps without
provide 130 dB of gain at low frequencies. The ideal 	 internal frequency compensation are available but

mp1ifler would infinitely reject common mode sig- 	 are not very popular since they must be externally
nals. Operational amplifier CMRR ranges from 90 dB 	 compensated with resistors and capacitors. This fea-
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Fig. 6-17 \nitage offset nail circuit.

slight differential input voltage of 1 mV or so will
typically be required to zero the output. This error
is called the input offset voltage and can be corrected
in critical applications with the voltage offset null
circuit shown in Fig. 6-17. A 10-kfl potentiometer is
connected across the offset null terminals I and 5.
The wiper arm is connected to the negative supply.
The potentiometer is adjusted for 0 V at pin 6 when
the differential input is 0. You may wish to refer to
Fig. 6-13 to verify how the offset null circuit trims
the emitter resistors in the differential input amplifier
to achieve balance. The offset null connection is not
required in all applications, and pins I and 5 are left
floating in those cases. The pin numbers used in Fig.
6-17 are for the mini-dip and metal packa ges shon
in Fig. 6-14.

REVIEII' QUESTIONS
12. Which op amp input is in phase with the out-

put, and how is it usually marked on a schematic
diagram

13. If the gain of an internally compensated op
amp is 80 dB at 100 Hz. what will it be at 10 kHz?

14. What is the input impedance of an ideal am-
plifier? Why?

15. What is the output impedance of an ideal
amplifier? Why?

16. Refer to Fig. 6-15. What is the gain band-
width product at tOO Hz? Is it constant at other
frequencies?

17. Calculate the power bandwidth for an op
amp with a slew rate of 100 V/p.s and an Output
signal of 2 0 V peak-to-peak (10-V peak).

18. If the amplifier of question 17 has a gain
bandwidth product of 65 MHz, what limits its high-
frequency performance for large output signals?

High-speed operational amplifiers are manufactured
with slew rates of 100 V.'1js. They have gain-band-
width products over 50 MHz and are useful in high- 	 6-4
frequency applications. 	 OP AMP APPLICATIONS

A perfectly balanced op amp will produce 0 's

output for ON differential in put. Practical amplifiers 	 Practical operational amplifiers approach the ideil
show a slight dc voltage at the output due mainly to 	 amplifier ivi several important ways. The approach is
slight imbalances in the diffcrntial input stage. A	 close ecegh to allow simple and straightforward

4
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analysis techniques to be used with good results. The 	 - 120

techniques are based on several assumptions. First, 	 -
there is no input current in an ideal amplifier since it 	 I	

- too

has infinite impedance. Second, the output imped-	
lOOP

ance is zero. Third, the gain is infinite and reduces 	 -	 - - - 30

the differential input to zero when negative feedback
is used. Refer to Fig. 6-18. Resistor R 2 provides
negative feedback because it connects the output 	 l C:oOoz

back to the inverting input. With infinite gain, it will
not he possible to make the voltage at the inverting
input at all different from the voltage at the nonin- 	 -	 :0

verting input, which is at ground. Suppose, for ex- 	 -
ample, that the input terminal to the left of R 1 is	 .
driven positive by a signal. The inverting input will 	 -
also try to go positive, but the gain of the amplifier 	

F.z-.ci n Hz

will immediately produce a negative-going output 	 Fig. 6-19 Ckcd k frequenc response.

which feeds back through R2 to cancel the positive
change and keep the inverting input at ground poten- - 100 (the aholu:e value ignores the minus signL This
tial. It is not possible to have any voltage difference 	 value is called the closed loop gnin. One of the ad-

across the -- and - inputs since the feedback acts 	 vantages of closing the loop and reducing the gain is
to cancel it. The noninverting input of Fig. 6-18 is	 increased bandsidth. Figure 6-19 shos that the

grounded through R3 . We have assumed no input 	 closed loop gain is constant to a frequency of

current, and there is no voltage drop across R3 . Both	 10 kHz, giving a bandwidth of 10 kHz. The open
inputs will remain at ground potential even when the 	 loop hanthsidth is only 7 Hz. This greatly improved
amplifier is driven with a signal. The feedback keeps 	 bandwidth makes the amplifier more useful for many

the inverting input at -ground potential, and that ter- 	 applications.
minal is considered to be aiirtua! ground. -	 - It is easy to predict the bandwidth shen the am-

The voltage gain for the inverting amplifier of Fig.	 plifier is operated with negative feedback. Calculate.

6-19 is eas y to derive. The virtual ground sets the . the gain by using the ratio of the feedback resistor 	 -

current in R 1 at V1 1R1 and the current in R-. at	 to the input resistor. Draw a line from the calculated

1 0 'R 2 . Because there is no amplifier input current. 	 gain value on the vertical axis until the open loop

these currents are equal: 	 - rain plot is intersected. This intersection is called the

-	 . -	
- corner treattency and represents the closed loop

= -	 bandwidth of the amplifier. The plot in Fig. 6-19 does
not shos\ it, but the gain is down 3,dB at the corner

The input voltage is indicated as negative because it 	 frequency. For the example given, the gain sill be
is inverted from the output voltage. Solving for V	 37 dB 00 dB - 3 dB) at a frequency of 10 kHz. The

gives	 —3-dB point is the standard limit when specifying

	

R	
amplifier bandwidth and is also known as the cutoff

= -	 x	 frequency. Note that the amplifier does not abruptly

	

I	 stop orking beyond this frequency. but its gain
The voltage gain for the inverting amplifier in Fig. 	 drops at a rate of 20 dB per decade for signals higher

6-18 is equal to the feedback resistor value divided	 in frequency.
by the input reistor value. For example, if R2	. The input impedance of the inverting amplifier in

is 100 kO and R 1 is I kO, the voltage gain will be	 Fig. 6-18 is equal to the input resistor R 1 because of

- 100. Again, the minus si gn indicates the phase in-	 the virtual ground at the inverting input. In our ex-
version between the input and the output. Now refer	 ample, the signal source would see a load of 1000 P..
to Fig. 6-19. The open loop gain of the typical op	 The outputimpedance of the amplifier is equal to the
amp is several hundred thousand. By using negative 	 inherent output impedance divided by the loop gain.
feedback, the gain is reduced to an absolute value of Loop gain is equal to the open loop gain divided by

the closed loop gain. The open loop gain is 200,00,
and the closed loop gain is 100 for our example,
yielding a loop gain of 200,0001100 = 2000. The in-
herent output impedance is 75 11, and the closed loop

-	 -	 output impedance is equal to 75/2000. or 0.04 0. This
I -	 -	 indicates that adding negative feedback also do-

creases the output impedance of the amplifier. The

8 
low output impedance is advantageous because the
circuit can deliver a signal to almost any load, pro-
vided that the current capabilities of the op amp are

-not exceeded. Resistor R 3 iii Fig. 6-18 may be re-

Fig. 6-18 Invcrlir't arr.ptifin	
placed by a direct connection to ground with only



Control input

minor impact on circuit performance. When used, it
is usually selected to have a value equal to the par-
allel resistance of R 1 and R 2 (990 fl in our example).
The idea is to produce identical voltage drops due to
the input bias current at both amplifior inputs. Even
though we have assumed zero input current, real op
amps do have a small input current. Balance reduces
offset error. However, the input current is only
30 nA in a typical op amp, and the imbalance created
by directly grounding the noriinverting input can be
ignored in most applications.

Thus far we have seen that it is easy to use an op
amp as an inverting amplifier. The merits of negative
feedback for increasing bandwidth and decreasing
output impedance have been established. Now let's
look at some other applications. Figure 6-20 shows
a voltage follower which is a noninverting amplifier
since the input signal is applied to the noninverting
input. The voltage gain of the circuit is I. This circuit
is useful even though it has no voltage gain. It has a
very high input impedance, which is equal to the
inherent input impedance of the op amp. Since this
impedance is 6 MU in a standard op amp, the voltage
follower makes an excellent isolation amplifier. The
inverting amplifier that we looked at previously ex-
hibits a much lower input impedance due to the vir-
tual ground created by negative feedback. A high-
impedance signal source will suffer loading effects
when connected to such an amplifler. Therefore. it
is sometimes necessary to isolate the signal source
by connecting it to a voltage follower and then con-
necting the voltage follower output to the next stage.

A noninverting amplifier with gain is shown in Fig.
6-21(a). The gain for this circuit is derived by starting
at the inverting input. Notice that th vo"nge there
is a function of the output voltage and ho divider
network formed by R 1 and R::

	

l	 vX	
R1

R 1 ± R

Once again 'e make the assumption that both am-
plifier inputs are at the sttrne potential: therefore,

.	 •.	
.<	 R

— out - R 1 + R,

Solving for V gives

V Vu., 	 R1

Suppose R 1 in Fig. 6-21(i) is a I-kU resistor and
R is a 22-KO resistor. The voltage gain will be
(22 + 1)11, or 23. The bandwidth will be 40 kHz and

	

Input	
Output

1i5. 6.20 Votago F ttuuor.
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Fig. 6-21 Amplifiers. ut orinvi1ing, (b) Sltchable.

can be verified by using Fig. 6-19. The input imped-
ance is equal to the input impedance of the op amp,
which is high. The output impedance will be reduced
by a factor equal to the loop gain and will therefore
be quite low.

Figure 6-21(b) shows a switchable amplifier that
will invertor not invert the input signal, depending
on the control signal applied to the gate of the FET.
Suppose the control signal i s 0 V. The FET will be
on, grounding the noninverting input of the op amp
and the right end of R,. The amplifier will function
as an inverting amplifier with a gain of I sne
Ai l = R:. If the control input is made negative enough
to cut off the FET. the amplifier will switch to the
nor.	 iing mode since the input signal now also
driv se ± input of the op amp. Once again, we
can assume no differential input due to the large gain
of the op amp, and therefore the signal voltage at the
left end of R 1 will be equal to the signal voltage at
the right of R 1 . There will be no signal current in R1,

and it appears as an infinite resistance as far as the
signal circuit is concerned. Now, look at the gain
equation in Fig. 6-21(a) to determine that the voltage
gain approaches I as R 3 approaches infinity. There-
fore, the voltage gain of the switchable amplifier is
— 1 or + I, depending on the control signal.

Operational amplifiers are also capable of subtrac-
tion and addition. Figure 6-22 shows an amplifier that
subtracts one input signal from another and amplifies
the difference. Input I is applied to the inverting
terminal and is subtracted from input 2. which is
applied to the noninverting terminal. A summing am-
piiñer is shown in Fig. 6-23. It can be used to add
two or more ac or dc inpttt sienals. All inputs are
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-	 I F)IRJI	 L	 loang-effect of the meter or the load res istor. The-	
-internal impedance of the meter adds to the effective

Fig. 6-2.3 Srnmi ampli&r. 	
res resistance nfthe current source (assumin g that

	- 	 itis not an ideal current source) and unloads the
circuit. The unloading causes the measures curren
to be less than the true short-circuit current. The
current-to-voltage converter circuit eliminates un-
loading effects for improved accuracy. Figure 6-25
shows a current-to-voltage converter circuit with
current boost. The typical op amp can supply only
milliamperes. This Circuit extends the current capac-
ity into the ampere ran ge by using the current gain
of an external NPN transistor. The current gain from
the base terminal to the emitter terminal is /iFE ± I,
and the required operational amplifier output current

	

ill	 is reduced tv this factor.
Fire 6-26 shows an op amp voltaze-to-current

	

m	 converter. This circuit is also called a transconduct-
once amplifier. Resistors RL and R3 divide the output

	

ie	 voltage for the inverting input. Once again, we can

	

.h	 assume that there will be no difference between the

	

te	 inverting terminal voltage and the noninverting ter-
minal voltage; therefore.

v - V(Rs+RL)

The output current is predicted by Ohm's law:

-	 V,,
	te 	

Ost Rs+RL

Combining, we obtain: 	 -

R5

Fig. 6-24 urren t to-\ OItagC consener.

2- 0 -d to the inverting terminal r'd the output w
be the inverted sum. If R1 R2 = R 3 , then t
output will be proportional to the nonweirhted su
of the inputs. A weighted sum can be obtained
varying the value of the input resistors. Since ti
inputs are summed at the inverting terminal, shic
is a virtual ground, there is no interaction among IF
inputs. A signal at any input will not cause any e
fects at the other inputs.

An operational amplifier used as a current-to-vol
age converter is shown in Fig. 6-24. The output vol
age is equal to the- input current times the feedbac
resistor. Sincc th. inverting tertr.inal is virtu
ground, this circuit places a short circuit across
current source. This is a valuable asset for sorr
.signal sources since they must be short-circuited f
accurate measurements. Other approaches, such
using a current meter or a load resistor, may a
versely affect measurement accurac y because of Eli
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This equation shows that the current in the load
resistor (R L) is independent of the value of the load
resistor. It is a function of the input voltage and the
value of the sense resistor (R h ). By making the input
voItae constant, this circuit can serve as a constant
current source or sink.

REV IEIV QUESTIONS

19. Refer to Fig. 6-18. Calculate the voltage gain
if R 1 = 10 kf'l and R2 = 100 kIL What is the input
impedance of the amplifier?

20. Use Fig. 6-19 to find the bandwidth of the
amplifier in question 19.

21. Refer to Fig. 6-21. Calculate the gain if R 1 =
I ki'l and R2 = 100 kO. What is the input imped-
ance of this circuit if the op amp is a standard
type?

22. Refer to Fig. 6-22 and assume that all resis-
tors are 10 kf1 in value. Calculate the output volt-
age if input! = —1 Vand input 2 = 2 V.

23. Refer to Fig. 6-23. Assume that R 1 = R 2 =
R3 = 10 k1 and that R	 47 kIl. Calculate the
output voltage if input I = +0.5 V. input 2 =
±0.7 V, and input 3 =. ,- I V.

24. Are the inputs in question 23 wei ghted or
nonweighted? How could the circuit be changed to
achieve the other condition?

6-5
NONLINEAR APPLICATIONS

In a nonlinear circuit the output signal is not a replica
of the input signal. For example, refer to Fi g . 6-27.
The input stgnal is a sine wave, and the output signal
is a rectangular wave. This circuit is called a cofli
pararor and can be used to con\ cr1 other w as eforms
to rectangular. It is also used to compare a signal to
a reference voltage and change output states when
the reference threshold is crossed. Since the op amp
is running open loop. the gain is very high, and only
a few millivolts difference between the input voltage
and the reference \oitage (VREF in Fig. 6-27) will
drive the output to positive or negative saturation.
Operational amplifiers can be used as comparators,
but their slew rate may limit performance for many
applications. Integrated circuit comparators that
have optimized characteristics such as fast switch-
ing, side supply range. and high output current are
available.

Figure 6-27 is an inverting comparator because the
input is applied to the inverting input of the op amp
or comparator IC. When the input signal goes more
positi e than V=F. the output goes to negative sat-
uraten. When t he input is less than 'REF. the output
goes to positi'.e saturation. The output waveform
shows that the sa:ura:ion voltages are a little less
than t

h
e supply voltages. Some comparator ICs. such

^ V
ou"Pit

_

Fig. 6 . 27 t n ertin2 cenlpdrdtor.

as the type 311, wilt require an external pull-up re-
istor on the output. This is convenient when an

analog signal must be converted for another circuit
where the voltage levels are different. For example,
the comparator IC can be connected to a 15-V dual
supply, and its output can be pulled up to a separate
--5-V supply. The output will swing between 0 and
—5 V. This swing is compatible with many digital
circuits.

The reference voltage in Fig. 6-27 can be changed
fr dif

f
erent results. If the noninverting input of the

IC is grounded, the reference voltage will be zero.
This will change the duty cycle of the output wave-
form to 50 percent with the input waveform that, is
shown becau"e the o;put will switch at the zero
crossings. If the refeence voltage is made greater
than the peak value of the input, the output will
remain at the positive saturation point. By making
the reference soltage adjustable, the Circuit could be
used to produce a rectangular output with varying
duty c.cle. The circuit can also he reconfigured for
norlin\ erting operation, as shown in Fig. 6-28. In this
example, the reference voltage is negative. When the
input signal goes more negative than the reference,
the output is driven to negative saturation. When the
input is more positive than - VOEF the output is at
positive saturation.

Figure 6-29 shows a window comparator. This cir-
is used to determine whether a voltage or signal

is within or 'a ithout a given range called the window.
I: uses two op amps or comparators and two refer-
cee sultages. The waveforms show that the output
snal is 0 as long as the input is between + 4.5 and
—5.5 V. If the si gnal is outside this window, the
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the input goes more positive than 5.5 V. The top IC
goes to positive saturation, D 1 is forward-biased (on),
D2 is still off, and the combined output goes to pos-
itive saturation less the drop across D 1 . If the input
goes below +4.5 V, the bottom IC goes to positive

V	 —v	 - -	 saturation as its inverting input will be ne gative with
respect to its noninverting input. This will foiward-
ht-c fl t,r,,- the	 hit1 -u,tntit will he at positive

_V _H--ll
Fig. 6-28 Nc'nirtverting omparutor

output is at positive saturation. Suppose-the signal is
in the window. The top IC will be at negative sat-
uration, since its noninverting input is negative fless
than +5.5 V). The bottoni IC is also iz negative
sa:uration because its inverting input is positive
(mere than ±4.5 V). Both diodes are reverse-biased
(off), and the combined output is zero. Now, suppose

saturation less the drop acros D2. Window compar-
ators can be used to monitor a critical voltage such
as a power supply to determine whether or not it is
in tolerance.

The waveforms in Fig . 6-30 show the operation of
a Schmitt trigger. At first glance this circuit appears
to be accomplishing the same result as the inverting
comparator circuit since the input waveform is sin-
usoidal and the output is rectangular. However, there
is a difference because positive feedback is used.
Note that R 1 connects the IC output back to the
noninvertitlg input. This is positive feedback and pro-
duces two switching points: the upper threshold
point (UTP) and the lower threshold point (LTP).
These points are set by the supply voltages and re-
sistors R 1 and R2 . For example, if the IC is energized
by a 15-V dual suppy the output will saturate at near -
+14 V or —14 V. If weassumé that R 1 is 22 kfl and
that P2 is 1 kIl, we have the information needed to -

- calculate the two threshold points:

- UTP= 
R:R,	 ."SAT)

-	 1k0=-.x(+l4Vy
23 kf!

= +O.61V

_v _
-i	 ri i- OutPut

-5 __ 1-T
0 ^T

— —

r. 6-29 Wdo- ornparter.

hrir
Output	 0

Fig. 6-30 Schmitt trgger.
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The UP is determined by using VST in the pre-
ceding equation and calculates to —0.61 V in this
example. The waveforms of Fig. 6-30 show how the
threshold points work. At the beginn i ng of the iaput
cycle, the output is at positive saturation. Therefore,
the voltage divider sets the noninverling input at the
UTP. \Vhen the input signal exceeds this point, the
IC output goes to negative saturation, and the voltage
divider now sets the noninverting input at the LIP.
The output does not switch again until the input
signal goes more negative than the LIP.

The difference between the two threshold points
is called hysteresis. For our example, the hysteresis
will be equal to +0.61 - (-0.61) 1.22 V. Hys-
teresis is desirable when signals are noisy. Refer to
Fig. 6-31, which shows the noisy signal performance
for a comparator circuit and for a Schmitt trigger.
The output waveform in Fig. 6-31(a) has extra tran-
sitions. They are caused by noise when the average
value of the input signal is near the reference voltage.
The noise adds and subtracts from the input signal,
and the instantaneous value goes above and below

IPA-
I	

O.'P.,

Cernpar.'

----------

1OiSy s; -

the reference value several times. The output fre-
quency is higher than the input frequency. The
Schmitt trigger waveforms in Fig. 6-31(b) show no
frequency distortion. As lonz as the hvstcrsis is
greater than the peak-to-peak maise amplitude, extra
transitions are eliminated. The hvterek must he
less than the peak-to-peak sznal, however, or the
output will not switch at all.

Figure 6-32 shows an operational amplifier differ-
entiator. A differentiator is a circuit that responds to
the rate of change of the input si gnal. It is essentially
a high-pass filter, meaning that it produces more Out-
put for signals at higher frequencies. Its instanta-
neous output is proportional to the instantaneous rate
of change at its input (Or to the slope of the input
waveform):

V0, = — RC x a Vitt

Assuming an input signal that is changing at a rate
of 100 V/s and the circuit values shown in Fig. 6-32:

V0 = _ lX104x1x10'-6x100 V

= —lv

The illustration shows the input and output wave-
forms. The simple differentiator circuit suffers from
high-frequency noise since the gain goes up as fre-
quency does. A practical differentiator will often use
a resistor in series with the input to limit the high-
frequency gain.

The opposite of differentiation is integration. Fig-
ure 6-33 shows an op amp integrator. It is essentially
a low-pass filter and produces more output for signals
at lower frequencies. When an input waveform steps
from 0 to - I V, the output ramps positive At a rate
of 100 V/s. The integrator output is proportional to

3krt

NO!SY 5!5',ôL

vp,.

EL_fL -
	 V. 

IT
Fig. 6. 31	 is.; itnat	 (.1 Corrp.t..r.
trigger.	 Fig. 5-32Differrttc.	 . -	 -
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the product of the amplitude and duration of the input
signal (the area under the curve). The output voltage
is given by

V=VmX•XT
RC

By dropping the T term in the preceding equation,
the output is expressed as a rate of chan ge in volts
per second. With the input and circuit values shown
in Fig. 6-33, the rate of change will be

= —(—I V) x x 10 x  x lO
tOO V/s

- -

	

Iry
Oupt	 VNVNF

I J,
nrt c

The simple integrator circuit suffers from duift. Any
dc offset voltage at the input will cause the interrator
to drift and eventually saturate. Practical circuits
usually use a hi gh value of resistor in parallel with
the feedback capacitor to reduce this drift.

Comparin g the waveforms of Fi g . 6-32 and Fig.
6-33 shows the opposite natures of differentiation and
integration. If the differentiated function is fed to an
integrator, its output will be the same as the original
function. Figure 6-34 shows circuit performance with
other waveforms. The differentiator output shown in
Fig 6-34(a) is an inverted cosine ware with a sine
wave input. A cosine wave is 90 Out of phase with-
a sine wave. The total phse shift shown is 270 since
the output is differentiated and inverted (90 - ISO).
Note that the output is zero when the input is peak-
ing. because the instantaneous rate-of chang .of a
sine wave at peak is zero. The maximum rate of
chan ge occurs durin g the zero crossing at the output
peaks at this time. The integrator waveforms of Fig.
6-34(b) show that an inverted cosine at the input
produces a sine wave at the output. Once again it is
demonstrated that when a signal is differentiated and

-i--I

P-f I h.vr
-.-.----..---	 •-:.. - -

vIr= lOov.
Fig. 6-33 litegrator

- Fig. 6-4 Output aveforrn. tat

then integrated, the original signal will appear at the
output of the integrator.

Inte grators and comparators can be used together
to achieve some other valuable functions. Figure
6-35 shows a voltage-to-frequency converter. The
positive input voltage is applied to the integrator.

+V.,

—v

Fig. 6-35 Vottg .to-frequr, y cor,vcre;
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V*
	 Vt

R,
	 I

Light	 515	 LDR

Fig. 6-36 Light irueator

which begins ramping negative at a rate proportional
to Va,. When the integrator ramp exceeds the value
Of VREF, the comparator Output switches to positive
Saturation and turns on the reset transistor. With the
transistor saturated (low resistance), the integrator
output is rapidly driven positive because V— is ap-
plied to the input. The comparator then saturates
negative, and the reset transistor turns off so the
next integration cycle can begin. The outputis a
series of positive-going pulses, and the pulse fre-
quency is proportional to V. For example, if the
value of V, is doubled the integrator will ramp neg-
ative at twice the rate, and the reset pulses wilL ap-
pear in half the time. The output freency will dou-
ble. Capadtor C2 is a speed-up capacitor. It
decreases the switching time of the reset transistor.
The voltage-to-frequency converter can also be
called an analog-ro-digital converter. The input volt-
age is analog, and the output is a digital pulse train.

Figure 6-36 shows a light integrator. The light-
dependent resistor (LDR) shows a decrease in resis-
tance when it is illumHited. It acts as part of a
voltage divider along v.tth R,. The divided positive
voltage is applied to the integrator, which ramps neg-
ative at a rate that is proportional to the light inten-
sity. When the ramp exceeds- - VREF , the comparator
output saturates nega:ive. This turns off the relay
amplier. and the contacts open and turn off the light
source. Pushing the reset button will dischare the

integrator-and begin another cycle. The 'alueof in-
teg ration in this application is that the circuit ensures
the proper light dosage regardless of supply varia-
tions, light source variations, or light transmission
path changes. The integrator/comparator combina-
tion will not turn the light source off until the proper
sum has been acquired. This type of a circuit can be
used in various photochemical processes and is far
superior to a simple timer, which is subject to errors
when light intensity fluctuates. Diode D 1 prevents
the diider from discharging the integrator when the
light source fluctuates or is momentarily interrupted.
Diode D- clamps the base voltage of the transistor
when the comparator output is negative. Diode D3
protects the transistor from relay coil transients.

Ordinary diode circuits cannot be used to rectify
signals in the millivolt range because several tenths
of a volt are required to turn diodes on. A precision
rectifier circuit that overcomes this limitation is
shown in Fin. 6-37. The op amp on the left, along
with its diodes and resistors, forms a precision half-
wave rectifier. When the input signal goes positive,
the output goes negative, and D 1 turns on to conduct
the feedback current. Diode D is reverse-biased.
and the left end of R3 remains at zero as long as the
input is positive. When the input goes negative, the
output of the left op amp goes positive. Now D 1 is
off. and D. is on and supplies the feedback current
through R 2 . Resistor R 1 = resistor R. and the signal
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28. Refer to Fig. 6-30. Assume that R = 4..7 kf,
R2 = 1 kfl, and VS,T is equal to plus and minus
II V. Calculate UTP and LTP.

29. What output waveform would you expect

R	 from the circuit in Fig. 6-32 with a trian gular input
wave?E

30. Refer to Fig. 6-32. If the inpu: is going nega-
tive at a rate of 50 VJs, hat is the output voltage?Rt

31. Refer to Fig. 6-33. If the inuI wa'.e is•JL square, what ill the out put be?

6-6
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

It is often desirable to have a differential amplifier
that has high gain, huh input impedance. and a high
CMRR. Using an operational ampIier produces con-

/ 
(for good gain) lowers the input pedance. You may

tlicting design requirements in these cases since the
gain is decreased by makin g the mOot resistors high
in value. Conversely, makin g the thut resistors low

V.

wish to refer again to Fig. 6-22 to verify this point.
It is also difficult to chan ge gain because resistorFig. 6-38 Positivc peak detector	
ratios must be closely matched (within 0.1 percent).
These op amp limitations have led to the develop-

-	 - ment-of a special circuit or device called the instru-
mentation amplifier (JAt	 - - -

at the cathode of D is an inverted replica of the	 . Figure 6-19(a) shows how an IA can be "built up"
negative portion of the input signal. If a precision 	 by usin three op amps. The input section uses two
half-wave rectifier is all that is required, the other O	 devices-, and the signal is fed to the noninverting
amp and its associated parts can be eliminated. Full- 	 input in each case. This meets the requirement of
wave operation is realized by combining the half-
wave signal with the original signal in the second op
amp, which serves as a weighted adder. Its feedback
resistor is twice the value of R3 , and the half-nave	 V.

Jsignal receives twice the gain that Vi. receives.	 —j_-

	

Figure 6-38 shows a positive peak detector circuit. 	 R2	 P, I r'....	 I
It "remembers" the greatest positive input value un-
til it is reset- The op amp at the left serves as a
noninverling amplifier. The diode in series with its 	

/output allows the capacitor to charge positive with
respect to ground. If the input signal goes less posi-
tive, the diode turns off and prevents the capacitor
from being discharged. The op amp at the right acts
as a voltage follower. Its high input impedance allo
the capacitor to retain its charge for long periods of

	

w s	 v
=-1

time. The circuit is reset at the end of the sampL:; 	 ('12 t)

interval by applying a positive pus to the enhance-
ment mode MOSET.

REVIEIV O,LJESTIOVS	
v

2 —H, - ^ V_5. R efer to Fig f.-7 What will happe's to the
duty cycle of the output if 1 REF S reversed?

26. What will have to be added to Fig. 6-27 if
the IC is a type 311 comparator?	 -

(b)27. Refer to Fig. 6-29. Will the circuit work as a
window comparator if the reference supplies are	 Fig. 6-39 instrumentation amplifier. ( Three op amp. (1') Sche-
n'vcrsed7	 mtiC symbol.
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.1

high input impedance. The output section uses a sin-
gle amplifier to combine the two signals differentially.
The bottom input (V2) is noninverting because it
drives the noninverting input of the output aplifler.
The top input (V 1 ) is inverting because it drives the
inverting input of the output amplifier. Note tItat the
gain is set by a single resistor in the sense that R1
can he changed without the need to change R or R.
In fact, R 1 can be made adjustable, a great conve-
nience for some applications. Changing the gain has
no e ffect on the input impedance of the IA.

Instrumentation amplifiers are also availahle in a
single package. They can be monolithic or hybrid
integrated circuits. Figure 6-39(b) shows the sche-
matic symbol commonly used for a single-package
device. Resistor R0 SCIS the gain of the IA along with
an internal precision feedback network. The National
LH0038 is one example of a hybrid IA and is avail-
able in a 16-pin dual-inline package. It is shown in
Fig. 6-40 in a bridge amplifier application. It features.
a low input offset voltage of 25 p.V and a low offset
drift of no more than 0.25 p.V/C. It has a CMRR of
120 dB and can amplify low-level signals in the pres-
ence of nigh common mode noise. The internal gain
setting resistors are precision thin-film types and ex-
hibit excellent thermal tracking. The voltage gain is
set by using pins 5 through 10 on the IC package,
and a range of 100 to 2000 is available. With pin 7
jumpered to pin 10 as shown in Fig. 6-40, the voltage
gain is 1000.

The bridge circuit is a very popular arrartgement
for accurate measurements using certain t ypes of
transducers such as strain gauges. Chapter 9 will
treat transducers in detail, but a brief discussion here
is appropriate to demonstrate the need for precision
amplification. A strain gauge is a wire device that is
used to measure strain (elon .. or compression)
of some member of a physical system. If a strain
stretches the wire in the gauge, it causes its resis-
tance to increase. The bridge Circuit of Fig. 6-40 is
an excellent arrangement for a strain gauge since the
bridge balance will he affected if the gauge is one
element of the circuit, suc R. Also, a second
identical gauge can be us- . . the R3 leg of the
bridge. If the two gauges track thermally. then tern-

I
-

16

	

G	 -15V

Fig. 6-40 Bridge ampli4er.

perature effects are canceled since bridge h:ance
will not be affected shen both elements change by
the same amount. The thermal (compensation) gauge
will be mounted in such a way that it will not react
to the axis of Strain. The output of the bridge will
therefore be a function of strain only.

Ideally, the amplifier that follows a precision
bridge circuit should not degrade the accuracy ci the
signals. It should also reject common mode hum and
noise picked up on the bridge elements and the in-
terconnecting cable. The IA of Fig. 6-40 has the high
performance and thermal stability required. The
guard output (pin II) is maintained at the common
mode voltage and greatly reduces noise pickup since
it also maintains the shield at the common mode
voltage. The output sense and ground sense termi-
nals are utilized in those applications in which errors
in load voltage can occur. For example, the output
(pin 1) may be used to drive a buffer amplifier for
more current capacity. The load voltage at the output
of the buffer amplifier will show some error due to
drops in the buffer amplifier. The error is eliminated
by Connecting the ground sense and output sense
directly to the load.

Operational amplifiers are normally energized forn
a dual supply. In some cases this arrangement is not
convenient. Figure 6-41 shows that it is possihe to
"float" an op amp across a single supply. Note that
the - V terminal is grounded and that a voltage di-
vider "floats" the noninverting input terminal at half
the supply voltage. The dc output voltage of the op
amp will therefore be at one-half the supply voltage.
This arrangement is convenient for ac amplifiers, and
a coupling capacitor can be used in series with R 1 to
block any dc component in the input signal. The
blocking capacitor sill be required if the snai
source is at dc ground because the output vrl! be
driven to positive Saturation without it. It may .dso
be necessary to use a bypass capacitor across R to
eliminate any ac noise at the noninverting input.

A special type of amplifier called a Norton op ump
offers biasing advantages for single-Supply opera::on.
It is a current-differencing amplifier and uses a :ur-
rent mirror instead of the typical differential par to
achieve the noninverting input function. Figure -42
shows a partial schematic for a Norton amplifier. The
common emitter input amplifier uses a current so-tee

v"'

Fig. 6.41 Sir e-spply ir.ertirg areIiiter.
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j
Current source

oftat4 te1n

- O,.,tput soltg

-	 —'-----t-	 Common emitter
•	 I-,	

-	

npet e,waIe.

+	 I	 Curent mirror

--

Fig. 6-42 Partial schematic of Norton amplifier.

V-.-	 +3	 +4	 —4	 O,.t 4	 0,3	 —3

- -t	 -,-2	 —2	 Out 2	 Out 1	 —t	 Ond

Fig. 6-43 Pin configuracion of LM3900.

as a load for high-voltage gain. A current source has
a very high internal impedance; any change in col-
lector current will therefore produce a large swing in
collector voltage. The noninverting input function is
achieved with a current mirror circuit. Any current
flowing into the mirror (12) will have the opposite
effect on the output voltage when compared to any
current flowing into the inverting input (I' ). For ex-
ample, if I increases, the mirror transistor will turn
on harder and remove some of I from the base
circuit. This has the same effect as decreasing I.

The pinout for an LM3900 Norton op amp is illus-
trated in Fig. 6-43. It contains four separate ampli-
fiers. It is designed for single-suppl y operation, pin
7 is grounded, and the positive supply is applied to
pin IA The ttppIv range icd tc If, V 1c The

on each amplifier symbol denotes that it is a Norton
type. Figure 6-44 shows two single-supply circuits
utilizing the Norton op amp. The noninverling input
is biased with a single resistor, R8 . When this resistor
is twice the value of the feedback resistor, the dc
output voltage is equal to half of the supply voltage.

- R, = 2R,	 -

8,

(b)

Fig. 644 Norton mpli8r esrrrries (0) Iovrtin g (h) Noninert-
me.	 -

- Filters are circuits ued to remove unwanted Ire-
quency components from a signal. They are useful
for improving signal-to-noise ratio and for rejecting
undesired signals. Practical filters can be built by
using only passive devices such as resistors, Capac-
itors. and inductors. lndotors are expens i ve com-
ponents and are often physically large in low-fre-
quency designs. It is possible to eliminate the need
for inductors by using active devices such as op
amps. Filters designed this way are known as active
filters. They can save space and weight and usually
cost less than passive designs. They also eliminate
filter loss and are easier to apply since they have a
high input impedance and a low output impedance.

Figure 6-45 shows the circuit and frequency re-
sponse plot for an active low-pass filter. It is a But-
terworth design and provides an attenuation of
40 dB per decade for signals beyond the cutoff fre-
quencyfc. The plot shows that the gain is —3dB at
the cutoff frequency. Two or more filter sections can
be cascaded for improved attenuation of out-of-band
siEnals. Cascading will affect the cutoff frequency,
however. If to filters with the same cutoff fre-
quency are cascaded, the overall gain will become
—6 dB at the original cutoff frequency, and the gain
roll-off will he 80 dB per decade above the cutoff
freqiiancy The cutoff frequency is always specified
at the —3-dB point and will nowoccur at a slightly
lower frequency. The circuit is easy to design. Sup-
pose a cutoff frequency of I kHz is required. The
design procedure can begin with a selection of resis-
tor or capacitor values depending on which is more
convenient. If a 0.005-jiF capacitor is desirable for
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Fig. 6.35 Unit y c.ttn low-pass BoIter onh filter.
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R - 1.414

r

'C

Frequency

Fig. 6.46 Lcitv gain high-pa	 Butter'sorlh filter.

C 1 , the equation from Fig. 6-45 can be rearranged to
solve for R1:

0.707= 
,28 x 1000 x 0.005 X 10

= 22.5 kfl

The feedback resistor will have to be twice that
value, or 45 kf, and C will have to be twice C l . or
0.01 l.L F.

The circuit for a unity gain high-pass Butterworth
filter is shown in Fig. 6 .46. It produces an attenuation
of 40 dB per decade for sinaIs lower than the cutoff
frequency. It is useful for the reduction of lo..-fre-
quency noise on a signal. Additional sections may
be cascaded to achieve better attenuation for out-of-
band signals. Cascading will shift the cutoff fre-
quency upward a little. The design process is
straightforward and usually begins with a selection
of a capacitor val ue. Suppose the cutoff frequency
is I kHz, and 0.005-t.F capacitors are available:

R	
1.414

6.28 x 1000 x 0.005 x 10
= 45 kf

The feedback resistor will be the same value, and R2
will be half this value, or 22.5 W.

Figure 6-47 illustrates the design of a mutip1e-
feedback bandpass filter. This type of filter rejects
frequencies above and below the pass band. It is
used to select one frequency, called the rcsorwinf

frequency (fR), out of a range of frequencies. The
figure of merit of a bandpass filter is its Q, which is

V.

0
- ef4C

UNA

Fr eq. enCy

Fig. 6 .47 Mul:ipk feedback bandpnes filter.

equal tof divided by the bandwidth. The bri idlh
is the dif:crcnce between the upper and low-1 .:cff

points. As ai\-ays, the response is —3 dB the
cutoff frequencies. The higher. the Q, the mo . nar-
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row the bandwidth of the filter. This particular circuit
is useful for Q values up to about 20. Higher Qs are
obtainable by cascading filter sections. The design
process i based on the resonant frequency, the Q
value, and the desired gain at resonance (.4).

EXAMPLE

C C2

A filter that resonates at 1 kHz with a bandwidth
of 100 Hz is required. The necessary Q is
1000.100 or 10. If the desired voltage gun at 1
kHz is 10, and 0 01-1.rF capacitors are selected, find

=

	

the values of B 1 and B,.	
4

SOLUTION

	The a]ue of Il l can be calculated first: 	 , =
R. 10

= 625 X 1000 X 10 X 0.01 X 10
	=15.9kfl	 I
	The feedback resistor is next;	 Cdt!

RF = 2 X 13.9 X 10 X 10	 -3 d3 - - - - - - - - 

F=31Sk[

Fin ally, B.:

10
it, =-4OdB625 X 1000 X 01 X 10 6 X 1200-10

83S 0

	

Fizure 6-48 de picts the circuit fora bandswpfi!:er. 	 Fee.'.v	 -.
	hch is used to remove one interferin g 'frequency.	 Fig. 645 -Cr±	 bsndstop fiI:er. .

It can he used to eliminate 60-Hz hum from a signal.
it provides an attenuation of approximatel y 40 dB a:
the resonant frequency and a gain of I for signa 	 o.vn in Fi g . 6-49(a). and its schematic smhol is

	

above and below the stophand. It is desi gned for a	 hou ii in Fi g . 6-49b). Its output is the linear product

	

g iven value of resonant frequency and Q. The design 	 of its two input voltages. Quadrant I operation results

	

process begins with the selection of a convenient 	 v. hen both the land the Xinputs are positive. Quad-

	

value of capacitor. Suppose the selected capacitor 	 rant II results when X is negative and I is positive.

	

value is 0.01 I-LF, the resonant frequency is I kHz. 	 When both inputs are negative, the circuit operates

	

and the stophand is 100 Hz wide. The Q is 1000 100	 in quadrant Ill. Quadrant IV means that X is positive
10, and the feedback resistor is found by theand Y is ne gative. The output voltage is algebraically

following equation:	 correct. For example, it is positive when both inputs

	

RF	 fC	
are positive or both inputs are negative. It is negative

=	 if one of the inputs is negative. To aoid saturation
Jo	 ,	 with large inputs, the output is divided b y 10. There-

R	 3.14	 fore, with X = 10 V and V	 10 V. the output will

	

= 318 kO	 he equal to JO x 10 = 100 divided b y 10, Or 10 V.
In addition .to multiplying two signals, the four-

R 1 is found next:	 quadrant multiplier may also be used to square a

RF	 single voltage. This operation is illustrated in Fig.
R1 =4Q2
	

6-50(a). Note that the A' and V inputs are tied to-
gether. The output signal is equal to one-tenth of the

R	 318 x 10'

	

4x	 input signal squared. Note that the output of a squar-102
79611 inc circuit can never be negative. If the input signal= is a sine wave, the output signal is also a sine wave

	

The "alue of R- -il! also be 796 1) rui P. i	 bitt at twice the frequenc y. The odtput sine wave for
the frequency doubler also has a dc component. If

	

R3 = 2 Q2 R,	 this feature is undesirable, it can be removed with aP3	2 x 102 x 796	 coupling capacitor. Figure 6-50(b)shows a divide

	

= 159 kfl	
circuit. The output of the multiplier is summed with

	

The next special function we will look at is the 	 V at the inverting terminal of an op amp. Voltage

	

four-quadrant multiplier. Its transfer characteristic is 	 V. is applied to the X input of the multiplier, and the
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II	 I

—x

Quadrant	 Quadrant
III	 IV

-v

(a)

Out

(b)

Fig. 6.49 Four quadrant multiplier. a) Transfe; char acteristic,.
b) Schematic symbol.

(a)

Vu

(a)

v 

out  =

NO	
a V,.

Icose)20

hase angle between V, and VWhere iS

op -'mp output is applied to th I input. The overall
output i: inverted and is equal to ten times of V2

dividcd by V. Figure 6-50(c) shows a square root
circuit. Th. Circuit wotks for negative input voltages
only, and the output is equal to the square root of tO
times the absolute value of Vth . The, last multiplier
application is shown in Fig. 6-50(d). Is produces a dc
output voltage proportional to the peak value of two
input waveforms and the cosine of the phase angle
between them. For example, if one waveform is a
sine and the other is a cosine, the phase angle be-
tween them vill he 90°. The cosine of 90° is 0, and
the dc output will be zero. If both input waveforms
have a peak value of 10 V and happen to be in phase,
the dc output voltage will he equal to 5 V because
the cosine of 00 is I.

Some industrial applications are hazardous and re-
quire an isolation amplifier to protect equipment from
high-voltage surges and ground loops. Isolation am-
plifiers are also required to measure low-level signals
in the presence of high common mode voltages. Mal-
functions may cause power line voltages to he im-
posed on low-voltage signal tines. The isolation am-

- ..................--

(a)

Fig. 6 . 50 Four quadrant multiplier applications. (o) Squaring ni5.

Cuit (frequency doubler). (b) Dicide circuit. (e) Square root circuit.
(d) Phase angle circuit.

plifier must be able to withstand such a mishap and
protect expensive equipment on the other end. There
are two commonly used isolator designs. In Fig.
6-5I the block diagram for an Analog Devices 284J,
which is of the modulation type, is shown. High-
frequency transformers couple energy into the input
section. Here, a current-limited converter rectifies
and filters the high frequency to provide direct cur-
rect for the input circuits. Since transformer coupling
is used, the input is guarded (isolated) from the pri-
mary supply, the output, and ground. The signal to
be amplified is applied to a phase modulator, which
is also fed by the high-frequency signal. The resulting
phase-modsilated signal is transformer-coupled to a
phase demodulator in the output section. The de-
modulator recovers the original signal, and a low-
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-	 RtorRIirnits
differenal fault

-	 -
Isolated dual m	

currents

	

/	 Guard isolates input
voltages available	 /	 circuit train primary
for external	 supply. output, and ground
transducets	 S..	 -	 -	 -	 .	 - -

	+8,5v&	 single polaity
•8Vta+15.5Vdc

I lOdS r.i, CMR ac6Q i-lu 	 V&
with S U2 so,'rce	 +
imbar.C&	 +--r 63 k ruz revrCa

for demodiator	 Arnpl:fier recovers

-	 Currer.t	
in 200 mm;from 5 k

I	 luntid	 50kH	 dz	 ,terevtial and corrirrio

	

conve-ter	 I	 Oscillator	 mode input pulses

F.' ,-
70

	

Carrie,	 50 kP

Guard

Ari- Ter bat t 2500 V dc
rating. w ittands 6.5 kV
d'rrrt.ul pusey	-

6-SI BOk dapam of 2841 isolation arphfiur L4ri0!o g D'tcvs)-	 -

-	 .	 Itolatron
barrier

F—V	 lr.pu,

External	 output

Fig 6-52 Block diagram of an optically coupled isolation amplifier.

	

pass filter removes the high-frequency component.	 expensive and smaller and has a wider bandwidth

	

The other type of isolation amplifier is optically cou- 	 than the modulation type. However, it requires an

	

pled and is shown in Fig. 6-52. It uses photodiodes	 external dc-to-dc converter for operation. The opti-

	

and photodetectors to communicate across the iso-	 cally coupled types also suffer froth gain inaccuracy

	

lation barrier. The optically coupled isblator is less 	 and are more susceptible to temperature effects.
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Fig. 6 .53 
The two half c den of operation for a commutating autozero op arrp

term drift is only 0.2 1j.V/5ear. it also features an
input offset temperature drift of only 0.00 \

, iC . it

is based on two internal op amps that are connected
so that hen one amplifier is processing a signal the
other is maintained in the auto-Zero mode. Since the
device auto-zeros its internal offset errors. it is ex-
tremely stable with temperature and time. Figure
6-53 shows its operating principles. The voltage at

the auto-zero (AZ) input is the voltage to which each
op amp n,ill be zeroed. In mcde A , op amp number
2 operates in unity gain anc. :hurges external capac-

itor C to a volta ge equal to the dc offset of op amp
number 2 and the instantaneous lofreqUenCY noise
voltage. Later, the internal switches connect the de-
vice in the configuration of mode B. Operational am-
.iifier number 2 now has capacitor C2 connected in

series with its 110 ninverting input. Since it was pre-
viously charged to its oft and noise voltage, the
offset and noise are nulled out.

The last special function to be covered here is the
sample and hold amplifier shown in Fig. 6.54. It is
used in those cases in which circuits or measuring
devices cannot accept varying signals. It works by
pulsing the sample input, which turns on the en-
hancement mode FET. With the FET on. the input
voltage can charge or discharge the capacitor. The
acquisition time can be made short by using a capac-
itor of reasonable value and a low impedance op amp
and FET switch. After the acquisition time, the FET
is turned off. The capacitor now holds the value of
V. The hold time can be made long by using a hi

gh-
input-impedance op amp at the output. The droop
voltage is usually on the order of several millivolts
per second and is caused by capacitor leakage, FET
leakage, and the input cunent of the second ampli-
fier. The sample and held circuitis available on a
single chip.

Their signal-to-noise ratio is also poorer than that of
the modulation types.

Temperature drift is the major enemy of high-gain
dc-coupled amplifiers. An early solution as to use
a chopper amplifier. These circuits chopped the dc
signal to produce an ac signal. The ac signal nas then
amplified in a high-gain ac amplifier. where drift as
not a problem. Finally, the ac signal was converted
hack to dc and filtered. Chopper stabilization has
now progressed to a related but different approach
called comr, 111 tating auto-zero (CAZ) op amps. One
example is the Intersil 1CL7600 CAZ op amp. It
features a tow-input offset voltage of 2 jeV. its long-
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32. Mer to Fig. 6-39(a. What is the differ-
ential gain of the amplifier if R2	 100 kfl and
A 1	 I hf!?

33. What Sets the input impedance of the IA in
oues!on 321

34. Refer to Fi g . 5-40. Asurne no offset error
and a aalanccd bridie. What is the output voltage?

M. Refer to Fig. 6-40. Will the output voltage
chan ge if R 3 and i?4 change by the same amount?

36. Refer to Fig. 6-40. Resistors R and R are
identical strain gauzes. one ofwhjch does not react
to elongation. What is -,he function of the nonreact-
in g gauge?

37. Refer to Fig. 6-41. What will the output volt-
age be if R, opens?

38. Whv are the biasing resistors in Fig. 6-44
made twice the value of the feedback resistors?

39. Use Fig. 6-45 and desi gn a filter that cuts off
at 100 Hz by using a value of 0.1 [IF for C 1 . -

40. What is the gain of the filter in question 39 at
20 Hz? At 100 Hz? At I kHz?

G-7
-0 Sc ILL vrons

CAn osci//wr is a Circuit that creates an ac signal or
changes direct to alternating currcnj' Oscillators are
often based on amplifiers. An amplitTer can be made
to oscillate by addin g positive (in-phase) feedback.
If the gain of the amplifier is greater than the loss in
the ieedtack network, the circuit will oscillate. Fig-
ure 6-55 shows a Vien bridge oscillator. The Wien
bridge is made up of resistors R and R. and capac-
itors C and C. The bridge produces a zero phase
shift at the resonant frequency. Frequencies higher
than resonance produce a la g, 2ing response through
the bridge, and frequencies lower than resonance
produce a leading response. Therefore, only the res-
onant frequency arrives at the floninverting input of
the op amp with the correct phase to sustain oscil-
lations.

A Wien bridge oscillator is capable of very-low-
distortion sinusoidal output because the bridge acts
as a filter and allows in-phase feedback to occur for
only a single frequency. This is an important feature
in low-distortion sinusoidal oscillators because a
pure sine save has energy content at only one fre-
quency. However, there will be considerable distor-
tion in the Circuit if the gain of the amplifier is more
than that required to sustain oscillations The circuit
of Fig. 6-55 keeps the gain low by the voltage divider
action of R 3 , C3 , and the FET. The FET is biased by
rectifying and filtering the output signal with the
diodes and C4 . If the gain goes too high, the output
signal becomes larger., more of it is rectified, and the

negative gate voltage at the FET increases. This in-
creases the drain-to-source resistance of the FET,
and the negative feedback voltage at the inverting
input is now larger. This decreases op amp gain, and
the output is stabilized. Ideall y , the automatic gain
portion of the Oscillator should keep the op amp gain
just large enou gh to sustain oscillations.

The initial study of oscillators is sometimes con-
fusing since it is difficult to understand how the cir-
cuit starts oscillating in the first place. When an os-
cillator is first energized, there is no stron g signal at
any particular frequency, but there is ide-band
noise. This noise comes from the amplifying com-
ponents and any parts connected to the input of the
amplifier. The amplifier provides gain and wide-band
noise is present at the output. The feedback network
is frequency-sensitive and ensures that only one fre-
quency arrives at the amplifier input s'. ith the correct
phase (positive) relationship. This signal receives the
most gain and soon appears at the output. The os-
cillator of Fig. 6-55 starts ver y quickl y because the
Op amp gain is maximum when the circuit is first
turned on.

Figure 6-56 shows another type of oscillator.
known as a i'tu/(jvjbrajor. Resistors R. and R 3 pro-
vide positive feedback and upper and lower threshold
points, as was discussed earlier for the Schmitt trig-
ger. When the output is at positive saturation. Current
flows through R 1 to charge the capacitor. As long as
the capacitor voltage is less than the UTP, the output
remains at positive saturation. Eventuall y, the ca-
pacitor does charge to the UTP, the inverting input
goes positive with respect to the noninvertirg input,
and the output is driven to negative saturation. The
capacitor now must char in the Opp osite direction
until the LTP is crossed. LThe mult jvjbrator is not a
single-frequency oscillator in the same sense as the
\Vjn bridge circuit. It is in a category of re/ow/Ton
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osdlla!orS.)\htch are governed by RC time con-
stants. The output frequency is a square ',save at

some fundamental frequency that is determined by
the time constant of R 1 and C. The output also con-
tains considerable .energy at the odd harmonics of
the fundamental. For example. if the fundamental
frequency is 100 Hz, there v.ill he energy at 300 Hz.
500 Hz. 700 Hz. and so On.

he 555 IC timer can also be used as an astable
multivibrator. This circuit is shown in Fi g . 6-57 (the

555 timer is discussed in Chapter 1). The resistors
can be adjusted for an entire ran ge of duty cycles in

• the output waeform. A -diode Mill be required for
duty cycles of 50- percen t and le}t the moment
of power on. the capacitor is discharged. holding the

-. -	 trigger lot'.. th

e
 irigs-ers the timer and establishes-

the capacitor charge path through R and RB assum-
ing no diode. When the capacitor otta ge reaches the
threshold ofcc- the output goes 1,),x, and the
discharge tranis!or turnS on. Tne capacitOr di-
charges through R3 . When the capacitor \oltnge
drops to V the trigger comparator trips and
retriggers the timer. Adding the diode allos'. s the
charge path to be R and the diode to provir: duty
cycle range of 5 to 95 percent b y adjusting the ratio
of the timing resistors. Resistor R should be no
smaller than 3C)0 f to ensure rehale starting of the
circuit.

Dc.derecured frdtj
ry	 of 5t a. teot

Fig. 6-57 I,e-i-J circuit timer astable rnottiibratOr.

Trir

22

he

Fig. 6-55 bce .c:eJ cirrz' rrrier rnenostbfe torc&4i0'..

IC lier may also be used in the ,no,torobe.
or one-shot. made to provide a timed output p&se
in response to an input trigger pulse. as shown in
Fig. 6-58. Prior to the trigger input pulse, the dis-
charge transistor in the IC is on, thus short-circuiting
the liming capacitor (C) to ground. When a trigger
pulse drives pin 2 helov lç 13, the device triggers.
turning the discharge transistor off. The output ge-es
high and remains hi gh until the timing capacitor
charges to r, Vcc through the timing resistor (R).
When the l'cc threshold is reached, the compar-
ator trips, in turning driving the output low and turn-
ing the discharge transistor on. The transistor quickly
discharges the timing capacitor. The cycle is now
complete, and the timer is ready for another 'n-ut
pulse. The width of the output pulse is equal to
LIRC. If the timing resistor is 4.7 ki and the timing
capacitor is 0.02 tuF. the pulse width wI be 1.1 X

4.7 x 10 x 0.02 x 10 6 = 103.4 s. )
Figure 6-59 shows an oscillator circuit that pro-

duces both a square and a triangular waveform oat-
put. Assume that the threshold detector output is
initially at negative saturation. This will cause the
integrator to begin ramping in a positive direction. It
v.111 continue to ramp until its output crosses the
lower threshold point of the detector. Its output v.iJI
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Fig. 6-59 Square and tnar.g!e cave enerlor.

44. Refer to Fig. 6-57. Which resistor(s) deter-
mine(s) the length of time the output will he in the
high state 'a hen the diode is used? When the diode
is not used?

45. Refer to Fig . 6-63. What determines the out-
put frequency in addition to R. C. R4 , and R5?

6-S
TROUBLESHOOTING AND

L-UNTEXANCE

now snap to positive saturation. The integrator will
now be g in ramping negative until the lower :hreshold
Pow( s coed. The detector reassumes positive

'ulatun, and another C ycle begins.
tautoa:/z oscillator is shown in Fi g . 6-60, Vo!t-ae divider R 1 and R2 appl y some fracijeti of the

negative supply to the integrator. It begins ramping
positive at a rate that is determined by the magnitude
of the input voltage, R 3 , and the capacitor. Eventu-
ally, the anode-to-cathode voltage of the program-
mable unijunction transistor (PUT) will reach the
breakover voltage. The PUT will turn on and quickly
discharge the capacitor to about I V. Then the inte-
grator will begin ramping again. The firing point of
the PUT is adjusted with the positive divider made
up of resistors R4 and R 5 . The output frequenc y is
partly controlled by the gate voltage of the PUT
because if it is adjusted to fire earlier, the positive
ramp will be terminated Sooner.

REVIEW QIJESTIOJVS

41. What two conditions must be met for an am-
plifier to oscillate?

42. What is the function of the FET in Na. 6-55?
43. The oscillator of Fig. 6-56 produces eflergy

at a fundamental frequency and at .._ 	 har-monic frequencies.

Amplifier troubleshooting should begin with a thor-
ough visual inspection. Do not forget to check ca-
bles, sockets, and connectors. Edge connectors on
plug-in circuit boards are notorious for causing prob-
lems. Power down and remove the boards. Brighten
the Contact surfaces on the board by using an ordi-
nary pencil eraser. Do not use highly abrasive ma-
terials. Check devices in sockets because vibration
can cause them to work loose. Reseat any that look
suspicious. If the pins on Ks look black, that is a
clue that some corrosion has taken place. Use an IC
puller or a small screwdriver and work the ICs partly
out of their sockets and then firmlyr eseat them. This
procedure produces a wiping action that will usually
restore the conductivity of the contacts to an ac-
ceptable level. Of course, severe corrosion or sock-
ets that have lost their tension will probably dictate
replacement.

After you have verified that everything looks good,
it is time to verify supply voltages. A Circuit tuuallv
cannot work as intended if its suppl y vc'lta g	volt-
ages are out of tolerance. Too many ch'icians
waste time troubleshootin g circuits that do not have
an thing wrong with them. A complete power supply
check may include an Oscilloscope test. A dc volt-
meter reading can be in the normal range when there
is excess ac ripple on the supply line. This check is
especially important if one of the symptoms is erratic
output or tic hum in the output of the arnplifir.

After the suppl y has been verified, it is time to
identify the sy mptoms. Is the amplifier "dead (no
output at all)? Is the output weak? Is the amplifier
unstable (acting as an oscillator)? Is the output of the
amplifier distorted? Is there noise or hum on the
output signal? Does the dc output drift? Is the output
latched at the positive or negative rail?

Amplifier troubleshooting is usually done while
working "live." If the amplifier is part of a control
system with motors, hydraulic, or pneumatic actua-
tors, you must be very careful that a circuit distur-
bance will not produce a dangerous mechanical out-
put. It may be necessary to deactivate part of the
s ystem while workizg. However, if the s ystem pro-
duces feedback signals, then deactivation my intro-
duce its own set of symptoms. Refer to the manu-
facturer's recommendations when servicing systems
of this type.
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A dead amplifier is often the easiest to trouble-
shooLif it is a multistage arrangement, you should
view it as a signal chain. It must he verified one link
a: a time. Signal tracing with an oscilloscope is a
useful technique. Start with the first stage and verify
the presence of an input signal. Move to the output
of the first stage and check again. If you find a stage
where there is an input signal and no output signal,
the defective stage has been isolated. It is then usu-
ally possible to take a few dc readings to isolate the
defective component. For example, in a common
ezniter amplifier such as the one shown in Fi g . 6-1.
you may find no base voltage on the transistor. This
situation could be caused b y an open bias resistor or
a short-circuited coupling capacitor. Another possi-
bility is normal base voltage and a collector voltage
equal to the supply. If the collector voltage is sup-
posed to be about half the supply, then the transistor
or the emitter resistor is open. The kinds of problems
that upset dc terminal voltages in amplifier circuits
(assttming normal supplies) include short-circuited or
leaky coupling capacitors, short-circuited or leaks
bypass capacitors, open or out of tolerance resistors.
open solid-state junctions, and short-circuited solid-
state junctions. Your knowledge of circuit principles
and device behavior will lead you in the ri ght direc-
t!OL

If the circuit is a dc amplifier, the oscilloscope
tracing technique may he less useful—It ma y he more
desiraNe to use adigital voltmeter to verify the dc
signal at various points in the- si gnal chain, his also
sometimes possible to utilize circuit adjustment as a
way lo verify proper circuit response. For example.
the circuit may have an,offset null adjust po:en:ieim
eter. The po:entiometer setting can be changed
slightly while monitoring the du output voltage to
determine whether the response is as expected. Do
not use this technique until you carefully note the
original setting of the potentiometer. If it is a multi
turn potentiometer, carefully Count the turns so you
can accurately reset the circuit when you are done
teslina. Also make sure that the manufacturer's lit-
erature contains the adjustment procedure so you
can restore the circuit to ori ginal specifications If
you find that it is possible to restore a normal dc
output by making a lar ge change in some adjustment
point, you should not consider this a "fix" until you
have investigated further. This condition often indi-
cates that some component has drifted Out of toler-
ance. It is probably going to continue drifting with
time, and your fix will be temporary at best.

A weak output indicates that the gain of one of the
stages is below normal or that the input signal is out
of tolerance. Once again, tracing with an oscilloscope
or di gital voltmeter will usually isolate the stage.
Low gain in a stage may be caused by a defective
bypass or coupling capacitor, a bias resistor, a de-
coupling resistor, or a solid-state device. Even
though the power supply voltages have been
checked, it is possible that one stage will operate at
a voltage lower than normal. Decoupling resistors

are sometimes used to isolate a stage from the power
bus. If a decoupling resistor increases in value, the
supply voltage for that one stage will drop, and the
gain will often be less than normal. When measuring
gain, remember that follower-type amplifiers are ex-
pected to produce unity gain Qflly- ----

An unstable output may be caused by undesired
oscillations. Remember that any amplifier can be-
come an oscillator if there is in-phase feedback and
more gain than loss. Decoupling resistors are used
in conjunction with bypass capacitors to prevent am-
plifier coupling through the power bus. An open by-
pass capacitormay cause ac feedback and oscilla-
tions. Another source of instability is phase error
that causes feedback to become positive at some
frequency. Stray capacitances in a circuit, along with
resistances, form a group of RC lag networks that do
not show on schematic dia grams. Ne gative feedback
can become positive feedback if the total lag reaches
180'. As the frequency goes hi

gher and higher, the
individual la gs can sum to produce enough phase
shift to make the feedback positive. kihere is enough
gain at this frequency, oscillations will occur. This is
why op amps are often internally compensated for a -
gain roll-off of 20 dB per decade. This compensation
ensures that the gain will be too low for oscillations
to occur at the frequency where phase shift makes
the feedback become positive If an op amp is un-
stable and is externally compensated the compen-
sation components should he checked- lithe _gain, is
too high. it may also causescillati-n for the reasons
already dicussd.	 -	 - -	 - 

Distortion in an amplifier-is of:en csed b y a bias
error. For exampie. if an amplifieYis not operating
near the cemer of its load line. then clipping of either
the negative-going or the positive-going part of the
signal may result- It is usually easy to trace distortion
to one stage by using an oscilloscope. In some cases.
it is also helpful to use a function generator to feed
a known test signal through the system. Most func-
tion generators are capable of producing sine,
square, and triangle waveforms. The triangle wave-
form is usually the best choice when looking for
distortion in a linear amplifier. The sharp peaks make
it easy to spot any tendency toward clipping or com-
pression, and the straight sides make any nonlinear-
ity apparent. Once the defective stage is isolated, dc
voltage checks will often reveal which component
has failed. If the dc readings are correct, a defective
solid-state device should be suspected.

Noise and hum are problems that can indicate
power supply difficulties, open bypass capacitors.
broken ground wires and shields, or defective de-
vices. If the noise or hum is a'common mode signal
that the amplifier should reject, check the op amps
and lAs. Circuit imbalance is also a possible culprit
when the CMRR is not what it should be. For ex-
ample, the LA shown in Fig. 6-39(a) will not exhibit
good common mode rejection if one of the four re-
sistors(R4 through R,) in the output stage changes
value. It may be possible to adjust the C4RR in
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some amplifiers. Once again, if a significant chsnge
in a potentiometer must be made to restore proper
operation it may be an indication that some compo-
nent is drifting. Another noise source is a defective
component in the input stage of a high-gain anifier.
A ress:or, transistor, diode, IC. or some other corn-
;oneN may become a noke generator. Remember
that some components such as zener diodes normally
generate significant noise and must be b ypassed to
confine the noise. Check the appropriate b ypass Ca-
pacitors. A transducer (Or some other signal source)
connected to the amplifier input may also be defec-
:ive and noisy. Check for dirt y and corroded con-
nections. Finally, the amplifier may be respond.n g to
a strong electromagnetic field from some RFI source.

Drift is often a problem in high-gain de ampiers.
Some drift is normal. If the drift is causing problems,
it must he investigated. It is usually worst when it
occurs in an early stage because it is amplified h' all
succeeding stages. Often a pattern to the drift can
provide a valuable clue. For example, the drift may
:dways be in the same direction as the au_r-1ifier
warms up. This usually indicates that some compo-
nent or device is changing with temperature. You
can use a source of heat or cold to help isolate a
sensitive part. Some cold spray materials bui l d up
damaging static charges and attack plastics. so he
careftl to use an approved t ype. Heat sources in-
clude soldering pencils. lamps. and heat stirs. Be
careful not to overheat circuit boards. comporents,
and plastic parts.

Latch-up is a problem encountered with some cp-
erational amplifiers. The output gets "stuck" at the
positive rail or at the negative rail. If the inputs seem
normal, check the feedback circuit components. If
no problems can be found there, investigate the dual
supply on po\ser up by using a dual-trace oscilio-
scope. If the plus and minus volta ges are not applied
at the same time, latch-up may result.

REVIEJV QUESTIONS

46. Refer to Fig. 6-3. Suppose RBfl opens up. The
amplifier operating point will move toward

47. Will the dc collector voltage measure nor-
mal, hi gh, or low for the fault discussed in ques-
tion 46?

48. Refer to Fig. 64(a). Will the dc output volt-
age measure normal, high, or low if the emitter of
Q opens up?

49. Refer to Fig. 6-5(b). Should the normal volt-
age gain of this amplifier be high, moderate, or near
unity?

50. Refer to Fig. 6-10. What dc output voltage
can you expect at .4 and B if the	 %'- suppl y fans
and goes to 0 V?

51. Refer to Fig. 6 . 40. \Vhrt t dc condition '.s ill
exist at V0 , if R opens?

CFL-IPTER REVIEW QUESTIONS
6-1. Refer to Fig. 6-2 and asume a quiescent

base current of 80 I.LA. Where will the amplifier op-
erate?

6-2. What will the quie-scent collector-to-emitter
voltage be for question 6-I?

6-3. Refer to Fig. 6-3. Which two components
establish the base voltage?

6-4. What type of coupling is required for dc
amplification?

6-5. What is the function of the emitter b%--ass
capacitor in Fig. 6-3?

6-6. What is the overall current gain in a Dar-
iington pair in which the first transistor has an FE
of 50 and the second an 'FE of 200?

6-7. What is the phase relationship between in-
put and output for common base and emitter fc'l-
lower amplifiers?

6 .8. Refer to Fig. 6-I1. Assuming balance and a
common mode input, what will the differential out-
put be? What will the single-ended output be'?

6-9. A particular op amp requires a 1.5-mV in-
rut differential to produce 0 output. \Vhar is this
error called?

6-10. What terminals ale provided on some op
amp packages to eliminate the error of question
6-9?

6-11. Refer to Fig. 6-23. Input I is driven 0.2 V
negative. What effects ss ill he noticed at the other
two inputs?

6 . 12. Calculate the output voltage for Fig. 6-25 if
the feedback resistor is 27 f1 and the current source
is conducting 0.5 A.

6-13. Refer to Fig. 6-26. If V1 = 0.01 V. R,
10.000 ft and R, = 10 fl, how much current will
flow in the load resistor? How much current will
flow if the load resistor is changed to 4.7k

6. 14. Refer to Fig. 6-33. If the input is +0.2 V.
what are the polarity and rate of change at the out-
put?

6-15. What is the instantaneous output voltage in
question 6-14 after the input has been applied for
100 ms?

6. 16. Refer to Fig. 6-35. What will happen to the
output frequency if the reference voltage is made
more neative?

6-17. V,, hat is the function of R in Fig. 6-36?



I 6.18. Refer to Fig. 6-36. What will happen to the
ON time of the jiojfl source if the reference voltage
is made more negative?

6-19. Suppose the output waveform in Fig. 6-37
shows every other negative peak at a greater ampli-
tude. Could this be caused by R3 being out of toler-

ance?
6.20. Refer to Fig. 6-38. Ho would the circuit

act if the diode were short-circuited?

6.21. What is the bandwidth of a bandpass filter
having a Q of 20 and a resonant frequency of
100 Hz?

6.22. Two unity 'gain highpass filters are cas-
caded. Assuming that both have a cutoff frequency
of 100 Hz, what is the overall response at 100 Hz?
Is the cascaded cutoff frequency higher. lofler, or
the same?	 -
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6-23. What is the output voltage for the multi.
plier in Fig. 6-49 ifV = -5 V and V1 = +6 V?
In which quadrant is the multiplier operating?

6-24. Calculat& the dc output voltage for Fig.
6-50(a) if the input signal is a 6.32-V peak sinusoid.
(Hint: Refer a10 to Fig. 6-50[dJ.)

6-25. Calculate the output voltage for Fig.
6-50(c) if the input voltage is -5 V.

6-26. What are the two types of isolation ampli-
fiers?

6-27. Why are chopper-type amplifiers used?
6-28. What is the function of the external capaci-

tors in the CAZ amplifier shown in Fig. 6-53?
6-29. Refer to Fig. 6-41. What dc condition will

exist at %' if R; opens?

6.30. Refer to Fi g . 6-55. What ac output condi-
tion cviii exist if C opens?

AXSIVERS TO FLEVIEW qUESTIONS

1. 37 dB 1 32 dB 3. common emitter 4. ISO' 5. 4 V 6. cutoff 7. 16 V 8. yes: 0 9. yes: no 10. no

11.80 dB 12. noninverting:	 .13.40dB 14. infinity: to avoid loading effects 15. zero so it canrive any load

16. ]MHz: 	 ii. .59 MHz 28. stes' rate 19. tO: iO kfl 20.1000-1z 21. 101:6 t! 22.+3V 23. - 10.34 V

24. nonweighted: change any of the inpu: resistors 25. it si1l decrease 26. 
an output putt-tip resistot' - 27. no (the

output is at positise saturation) 28.	 l.93 V: - 1.93 V 29. square wa'e 30. +0.5 V 31. triancie 32. 01

33. the intririic impedance of the op amp	 34. ze:o 35. ne 36- therm-4oraPeflSati0ti 37 positise sa;uratin

39. to 	 .at half the supply 39.R:ll.3k.0.RF22.5kP.C: - OF 40.OdB:3;dB: -40 dB

41. in-phase feedback and more gain than loss 41. to control gain and miniuizc distortion 43. odd 44. R: R

and R 45. Rand R	 46. saturation 47. to'.' 41. hi gh 49. near unity 50. eq	 t'Jsl to	 51.	 14 V ;OSItts

saturation)



MAGNETIC DEVICES

This chapter deals with some important mag-
netic devices used in modern industrtt These
devices are for the most part passive and con-
tain no moving parts. They are relatively main-
tenance-free and reliable. The y will last indefi-
nite!v if not abused by overloading or
overheating, provided the y are adequatel y pro-
tected for the environment in which they are
designed to operate. Industry relies heavily on
these devices for control, transfer, and condi-
tioning of ac power. In this chapter emphasis
is on 60-Hz power, though other frequencies
are mentioned where appropriate.

7-1
SIGNAL AND SPECIAL PURPOSE
TRANSFORMERS

An impedance relationship exists across a trans-
former that is not equal to the turns ratio. The fol
!owing analysis will show what is true for all power
and signal transformers. Since the voltage ratio of a
transformer is equal to the turns ratio.

V, N
-

Also, the current ratio is equal to the reciprocal of
the turns ratio:

Then, by dividing one equation by the other OC

obtain.

I	 N..2

I,

Since 11 is equal to Z,,, the primary impedance.
and V,/l, is equal to Z. the impedance of the sec-
ondary, by substitution we obtain

- ( Z") ,-
Therefore, the ratio of the impedances across a

transformer varies as the square of the turns ratio.

Rearranging the terms,

zP z, x

and

	

=	 ()
If the transformer shown in Fig. 7-1 has a step-up

ratio of 10 to 250 and draws 100 mA at 6 V in the
primary circuit, the primary impedance is

	

,	 6
"	 /P	 01

The impedance of the secondary is

Z, = 60 x -to

= 60 x 625 = 37.500 Ii

For a step-down transformer with a turns ratio of
IS to I supplying an impedance of2 IL the impedance
of the primary is

x (Is
Z = 2 

= 2 x ''5

= 450 Q

The value of a signal transformer is in its ability
to transform a low impedance to a high impedance
or vice versa. No external power is required to ac-
complish this feat. The isolation characteristics are
also very beneficial for the elimination of ground
loops that can override a small signal. Signal trans-
formers have ve1l-defined bandwidths. Most iron
core types are limited to audio frequencies. With
ultrasonic circuits of 20 kHz or more, ferrite or air
cores are used to eliminate the h y steresis and eddy
current losses that increase with frequency.

Maximum transfer of power from source to load
is important in any circuit and especially so when
moderate to high power levels are involved. The
maximum transfer of power occurs when the imped-
ance of the source is equal to the impedance of the
load. The simple dc circuit of Fig. 7-2 illustrates this
principle. A 10-V battery with an internal resistance
RB of 1 il feeds a variable load resistance R,. When
RL is 4 I, the total circuit series resistance is 5 I
(R ± RL), the current is 2 A. and there is an 8-V
drop across the load. The power absorbed by the
load is S V times 2 A or 16W. The power dissipated
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Fig . 7-3 Thris"r pelse tranufortmer. (C '
Phss:cn.i	 irna.

(	 attC sl

phasing (polarit y ) reference dol. The dots sho that
the indicated terminals have the same po)arit v.i:h

respect to each other.
For pulse triggering a thyrislor. a minimum amomt

cii energy is required. and a minimum tri gger puse
wid th is also necessary- A typical gate curreri to ca:e

pube width ciot is shosn i ,nFig- -4. along v.i:h the

—	 c.rrdarv

Primary

6Vo:rI250T,.rt

0.1 A

4 n,A

4 Z,

z =Y
Fig. 7-I Equivalent circuit et ral t	 former flJ.LC.

in the battery as heat is R 8 times l or 4 W. Arsb sis

of the chart in Fig. 7-2(b) indicates that the maximum

power absorbed by the lead is 25 W. Further analysis
shows that this maximum po\er Occurs with R3and

R equal to I ft Thus, the greatest power is delivered
to the load u-/ten the impedance of the load is equal

to the impedance of the source.
Pulse transformers are ofterrused to couple a, trig-

ger pulseto a thyristor in order to obtain electrical

- -	 -	 isolation between t o cfrcuit. The transformers usu-
- ally used for ths ristor control can be arranged with

a 1:1 ratio (to	 j ndtne). a 1:1:1 ratio (three \sifld

ingn). or a i:1:1:1 'ratio (four indings). Fi g ure 7-3

sho\\ s the ph ical dimeniOn. along ith the sche-
matic representation for a t pical unit. Note the
black dot that appears at each winding. This is a

I

vLI P PR

(cv —

(a,

(5)

Fig. 7-2 Power transfer and impedance. (e) Circuit. (to Table of

impedincus.

Zr,.cer crrUt	 -	 =

(at

Be

C

ocr	 ci	 1.0	 10	 X

P0'.. Gawa

F4,74 Typical thy ristor trigger circuit. (a) Gale circuit ti tse

traasfcrnrer. (bj Gate current to gate pulse svidth cur.:.
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equ:\ alent trigger circuit. The transformer shown in
Fig 7-3(a) has been specifically designed for ;rieeer-
ing :hyristors. The prime requirement of a trigger
pulse transformer is efficiency. The simplest test is
to use the desired trigger pulse generator to directly
dri;e a 20-f resistor and then to drive the same
re—!or through the pule transformer. If the pulse
waforms across the resistor are the ame under
bo: conditions, the transformer is con , iderej to be
perfect.

A similar tx pe of pulse transformer is used to drive
MOSFETs in sv.itching and fk back converters. The
\sinthngs are interleased for lovest practical leakage
inductance. When driven by these transfermers,
drafri to source rise times of 25 nanoseconds as) are

PrTsr,.	 Secon_&-y

:_	

atrr5	 —o

Ti

: Wdrrg	
J' 

1

El' -	 Ofltafl[ 'Oluge Ir2r.ciorrner ereration.

achieved, and useful frequencies up to 200 kHz arc
obtainable. Ferrite cores are commonly used at these
frequencies. These devices are for pulse service and

ill not ssork as input or out 	 transformers, sshich
are primarily low-frequency devices.

Bucking and boosting transformers (someti ales
called cor)cctr :ransfo,-iiiei- are used to pros ide an
economical and convenier means of boosting or
bucking voltae on single- and three-phase circuits.
These transformers have series-multiple 12'24- or
16/32-V secondary sindings suitable for a side va-
riety of applications. They are connected as auto-
transformers in single-phase or three-phase circuits,
for boosting or bucking voltages. Each boost or
(B-B) transformer %% ill have eight leads brought out

Magneriong forte

A.

1st

7.
0.

Maynetizng fore—.-

(d)

VC

V.

1)
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for wiring. In accordance with American National
Standards Institute(ANSI) standards, the four leads
on the high-voltage winding will be marked HI, H2,

H3, and 14 The low-voltage leads will be marked

Xl, X2, X3, and X4. A few points of interest should

be noted. The open-delta connection requires only

two B-B transformers to transform three-phase %011-

aces. The open-delta does not provide a neutral and
therefore is used orth. on three-phase applictiOOs in
which the neutral (if one exists) is not connected to
the load. The geometric neutrals of the input and
output voltages on theopen-delta connection are not
the same. Thus, circulating currents w ill result if the
neutral of the line is connected directly to the lead:
therefore. the neutral must not be connected for this
tpe of operation.

As an example of the use of a B-B transformer.
suppose we have a 60-Hz. singlephase, 12-kilO'OI-

ampere (kVA) toad that is rated at 230 V. Hov,eer.
the onl line available is 20S \'. 60 Hz. The solution
would he to select a B-B transformer rated 1224 \
with a kVA rating of 10 percent of 12 kVA or
1.2 kVA. The primary currents cancel, so only the

low-voltagewindin g conducts full load current.
For many types of industrial applications a simple.

reliable source of constant potential is a requisite for
-sucessful operatio.r. he .s t aticmagfletic regulator-
.with  it simplicity. ruggedness. and rcliahilit. is

commonl employed. These units have many generic
names: ferromagnetic. fluxfor,ner. etc. Ferroreso-
riant constant-voltage transforqeN are discussed in

Chap'er 5. Thbasic operating principle is the same;

onl the r.r1e is different. as he\ are a Ii constant-

volta g e ii ansformers,
The basic principles of constant-\OitaSe trans-

former operation are illustrated in Fig. 7-5- Figure

7-5(a) reviews how the conventional transformer pri-
mary voltace (l,) sets up magnetizing current (L)
and a resultant flux (arrows in cord) that links the
secondary winding to induce a voltage (1'). When
operating below the knee of saturation (Fig- 7-5[b].
flux 6 1 -i.. V is proportional to the primary ottage
V,,. Above the knee, changes in V. have little effect

on V. With a magnetic shunt added (Fig.

7-5k]) and a capacitor across the secondary, the ca-
pacitor current 4 generates additional flux in the
secondary leg through the shunt path. The total flux
in the secondary leg is now above the knee (Fig.

7-Ski), so changes in % have considerably reduced
effect on the secondary, fluxand on V. as compared

to Fig. 7-5(b). To minimize changes of V, with V9

further, a compensating winding can be added over
the primary winding and is connected in series op-
position(Fig. 7-5[e]) to the secondary to subtract
from V,. Figure 7-5(f) shows a locus of points. illus-
trating that with increasing load current (V con-

stant), the compensating winding subtracts less, This
means that as the load current is increased, the com-
pensating winding bucks Out less of the secondary
voltage. This effect offsets the drop in seconary
voltage normally associated with increasing load.

REVIEW QUESTIOXS

I. What is the primary, impedance cia trans-
former i.h.00 primary turns and 20 secondary
turns if the secondary load is 40 1)?

2. The	 characteristics of the signal
transformer are useful for the elimination of grou:d

loops.

3. Signal transformers are usually employed fo

frequencies belo's

4. The maximum transfer of power is obtained
when the source impedance is to the load

impedance.

7-2
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

The magnetic amp/(fier is a device used to repro-dee
an applied input signal at an increased amplitude.
amplifiers do this, but the method of amplifleation is
unique for magnetic amplifiers- The increases in am-
plitude that occur in magnetic amplifier circuits are
.produced by the variations in magnetism and induct-
ance ithin the unit. The magnetic amplifier is kno' a

for its dependability. ru ggedoess. high efficiency. and

abilit y to sithstand high temperatures and other
.ere enironrnefltS-

The y are used as -industrial regulators. re!as_
s:aLers. amphflers. ser.osy stems, and co-I N errers.

a: j tc a-c employed in some computer a'riica-
riens.a:ce a gd kno\ledge of magnet:m is Cs-

sentid to understanding the magnetic ampitfier. a
brief review of basic magnetic theory is in order.

The region around a bar magnet where its influence

is felt is called a magnetic field. This field can be
viewed as a pattern of lines arranged in an orderly
fashion emanating from the poles of the ma gnet ..A

similar pattern of magnetic lines will exist around a
current-carrying coil. The strength of the field is

called ,nagneion!otiie force (mmf) measured as XI.

proportional to the ampere turns:

MMF NI

v-here

MMF - ampere turns
N = number of turns in the coil
I = current flow in the coil. A

Another parameter to he considered is the field
intensity (H), sometimes called magnetizing force- It

is the magnetomotive force per unit length:

where

H = ampere turns per meter
NI = ampere turns

1= length, rn
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Ma,:etic tiilx (()) is sinular to the current its an
electric circt:t and comprises the total number of
lines of force existin g in the magnetic field. The unit
of flux is the weber(Wb).A svcber is composed of

lines. Ft;- Jnsrv (B) is the means of measuring
the amount of flux lines per enit area. In the SI the
international s y stem of rneakirements), the tesla (T)
is the unit of flux densit y. The flux densit y is I I
when there is I \Vb.rn 2 , expressed as

B A

here

B = flux densit y. T
flux. ..b

A	 area. m

Per,ner,bilirv (pt) is a comparative factor depicting
the ease by sshich a material can conduct magnetic
flux as compared to the ease of which a vacuum
conducts flux. The permeability formula is

A If=

'k here

permeability
B	 change in flux density
H = change in field intensity

It houli he noted that in a vacuum (or air, flux
densit y ejak field irsten ' itv at all times. Therefore.
the	 (permeabilits of a vacuum equals I. Materials
s ith a permeabilit y of less than I are called diaiisag-
,teiic, and those xs ith a p. sli g htly greater than t are
called parao:uelu'(c. Materials such as iron. cobalt.
and nickel ssiih a p. much greater than I are referred
to as ferrooiuteiic.

Relur'ta,:ce is the opposition to magnetic lux of-
fered by a magnetic material. The equation for re-
luctance is	 -

=

ss here

= reluctance
I = length. m

ii -= permeability
.1	 area.

Reluctance is analogous to the resistance ofan
electric circuit. Up to this point, we have discussed
electroma g netic circuits having fixed or slowly
changing direct currents and constant or slowly
changing magnetomotive forces applied. Circuits
ss ish alternatin g currents will now be considered.

\Vhen an aiternating current flows through an air-
core coil, as shossn in Fi g , 7-6(0, the flux density
(I?) increases and decreasbs i n phase with the force
(H) that prod-:es it.

The B-H .: . rve of an electromagnetic coil %\ii h a
ferrc	 . -s shown in Fi g . 7-6(b). The cur'c forms

+8
i'v.x csnsty

AC rycle

(a) Air core cod	 -

—a

(6) I,'OncorO,i

Fig. 7.6 B-H Corvev

a loop as a result of the residual magnetism. The
ability of a core to remain magnetized after the force
is removed is called rerenth'in-. The greater the re-
tentivity, the greater the residual magnetism will be.
It is important to note that in Fig. 7-6(b) ff the force
is increased beyond point a', the flux density in-
creases very little (as indicated by the dashed line)
since B has reached saturation. The permeability (p.)
is very low at this time since the change in flux
density (A B) is very small. The inductance of the
coil is also very low at this time. It should be noted
that the permeability (ii.) is a direct quantity in the
equation for inductance. This, of course, also affects
the coil's reactance, since

XL =

H -H
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where
	 8

-	 f = frequency in Hz
L = inductance in henrys 	 ••

The reactance of a coil is very low if its core is
allowed to saturate and is very high during any time 	 riat	

/

when flux density (B) changes rapidl y in response to
field-intensity change. Hysteresis losses depend on
-several factors. Among them are the core type, the 
temperature of the core, and the frequency of the
applied voltage.

Figure 7-7 compares hysteresis loops for hi gh, me-
dium, and low retentivities. A core with high reten-
tivit y (Fig. 7-7[a]) has a wide hysteresis loop. Use of
such a core results in high hysteresis loss. The use	 n

of a low-retentivity core results in a narrow loop (Fig.
7-7[b]) and low hysteresis loss. If a rapidly varying
force is applied, The h ysteresis loop will widen. The
higher the frequency. .the greater the amount of lag 	 Fig. 7-8 T)pra an-i in.at core

and the wider the loop. The use of ferromagnetic
cores becomes impractical when the frequency goes 	 relationship between B and H. Most saturable reac-
too high.	 tor cores use nickel-iron alloys. These are subdivided

	

The terms magnetic amplifier and saturable rear-	 into (I) high-permeability (murnetal or Permalio)
toy are frequently used interchan geably. This prac-	 and (2) grain-oriented allovs(orthonol. deltamax. and
rice, however, is erroneous because a magnetic am- 	 Permirson). High-permeability cores are used in low-
plifier is a device consisting of a combination of 	 level input amplifiers. The 'ain-oriented materials
saturable reactors, rectifiers, resistors, and trans-	 are used in cores of hi gh-leel output sges.
formers. Ben though the saturahk 	 w

	

reactor is the	 To desirable features of the saturable rector rTore
main component in all magntic amplifiers, the term 	 are Il thin laminations for reduced edd current loss
(saturable r'eaclor) applies to onl y one part, the Te- - and (2) gapless construction to minimize tux leakage.

• -	 actor.	 -	 Toroida!, or circular: cores will have much less flux
Amplification occuN_w-hea a kn-la-vel signal con- - leakage than square or rectangular cores. Flux lines

trols a relatively large amount of power. In a satu- 	 -lc113vv smo:h cur\ed paths. rot shar corners, as
table reactor, a control si g nal can determine the	 iliutrated in Fi g . 7-9.
permeability of the core. It has been shown that a 	 The r of the core in a satura ble reactor is con-
change in i will change the inductance and thereby	 trolled by sending a dc current through a control
vary the inductive reactance (XL) of the coil. The	 winding. The flux produced when current flows
resistance is low compared to the inductive reac- 	 through the dc control winding is not confined to the
tance, so the impedance of the coil is due mainly to	 core. Some flux lines flow outside the core or through
X. It was also shown that when a core saturates, 	 the insulation on the core as shown in Fig. 7-10.
its .a is very low, and the impedance of the coil in	 Consequently. the entire flux that is produced by the
this case approaches the coil's dc resistance. The 	 current in the control coil (,'s'j does not pass throuh
ideal saturable reactor core would have the highly 	 the load coil (N1). The amount of leakage increases
rectangular B-H curve, as shown in Fig. 7-8. Many 	 as the core approaches saturation. This leakage can
materials approach this ideal curve, 	 be minimized by v. inding the control coil on the same

When faithful reproduction of a waveform is 	 leg of the core as the load winding (.VL). as shown
needed, a core of nickel-iron alloy provides a linear 	 in Fig. 7-Ibm). Another method is the use of dical

-	 High

-7 4 Medium	 low
retentivity	 r,teotivnty	 reter.tility

(i	 tat

4	 Fig. 7 .7 A comparison of hysteresis loops.

Five toevv

DOE
Fig. 7-9 Corripaiisc'n of a retineñr and a tocoid.al core.
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Sttuibe
ren:tor
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Fg. 7 . 10 Flux leakanes ;n a saturahk reactor core.

y s on t'so cores, as shon in Fi g 7-1Ii'. Beth of
these methods require a high amount of insulation

een the coils.
Another method is the i/ti - -!egoed cure, s hich

requires less insulation. The coils are wound sepa-
rately, as shown in Fig. 7-11(c). Reactors are classi-
ñe j as to whether they have a single, double, or
:hree-legged core or according to their conatrUCtiO'i
as follows:

I. Rectangular cores
a. Stacked
b. Spiral- or tape-wound

:-.
'i N,

Sr5I	 "s.	 aued

!L][ 4
Snt ing	 Tvn ing	 Then Ieog5d

-	 551

Fig. 7-12 Core trpes. a, Construction. fh Schematic represen-
trtion

2. Toroidal cores
a. Stacked
b. Spiral- or tape-sound

Toroidal cores are more common than rectangular
cores in reactors. Figure 7-I 2(a) shows the spiral and
stacked cores: Fig. 7-12(h) schcaticallv illustrates
the single-ting. double Ito in rir •. - and three-legged
cores. Fi g ure 7-13(a) shoos a suarahlc reactor cart-

0

a)
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Fir. 7-15 Nonpolarizcd saiurable reacror. () Th e-tr.Ue5 Cee.

() Circuit

trol circuit. It contains a ferromagnetic core with a
control winding (N0), an adjustable series resistor, a
switch, and the control voltage V.

With the switch closed, the current flowing in the
control drcuit depends on the amount of series re-
sistance R. Therefore, the magnetizing force (ffi
applied to the core is controlled by adjustin g R.

The B-H curve for this core is illustrated in Fie.
7-13(hy. As the control current is increased from
zero, the flux density (B) increases slowly through
region A of the B-H curve. The core permeability is
relatively low in this region.

As the control current (magnetizing force H) is
increased into region B, the flux density increases
very rapidly. The core permeability in this area is
high, because a small change in H results in a lge
change in B. Further increases in the control curren:
ssill drive the core.irito saturation, area C. In area C.
any increase in H results in only a very small chae
in B: therefore the permeability is xery low. Fi
7-14 shows the addition of the load circuit to corn
plete the saturable reactor circuit.

The load circuit consists of the load windmc and
a load resistor in series with an ac voltage source.
The voltase developed across the load resistor is
determined k the current fio ing in the load circui.
This current is determined by the inductive reac-
tance, X1 , of the load winding and the resistance of
the load resistor. The inductance ofa coil is directly
proportional to itspermeability. l t, and can he ex-
pressed as

Lt

where
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and a low voltage drop occurs across the loadesis-
tar.

By increasing the contrOl current to the point a
which the core is driven into saturation, the perme-
abuts is now reduced to a low value. The inductance
and inductive reactance of the load winding will also
he ver)- low. This will now permit a high load current.
and most of the ac source voltage will appear across
the load resistor. Accordingly, a saturable reactor
uses a small control voltage variation to chan ge or
control a large ac load voltare over a wide range.

The basic circuit illustrated in Fig. 7-14 is inef..
cient because of the ac in the load wirtdn g . This
current causes two detrimental effects:

I. Voltage is induced in the control winding from the
lead winding by transformer action.

2 During one half cycle, the load windin g curren:
tw will produce a flux which opposes that pro-
duced by the control winding. Power from the
control winding is needed to return the core flux
to its normal operating point. The problem of the
opposing flux is eliminated by using a rec:ier in
series with the lead winding The lead curre::
becomes unidirectional, and if the rectiñer(diode
is connected properly,th.e flux fields never opO&

each other. The addition of a rectifier car eric the
saturable reactor into a.marnet .ic-ampliñer-	 -

.Another wax of reducing these effects is to use a
nonpolarized three-legged core, as shown- in
7-1 5'a). The control winding is wound on u'
le g .- one load windin g on one outside leg. and the
other On the oppoi:e le g . so the fluxfied	 .ncel in
the center le g , as sCCfl in Fig . 7-15(a). Tk-

1

L = inductance, henry s (H)
core permeability. B'H

N = number of turns
A = cross-sectional area,

= magnetic path length of coil. m

The inductive reactance of the coil is directly pro-
portional to its inductance expressed by X 1 = 2-nfL.

It has been shown that the permeability of the core
can be controlled by var y ing the control current,
thereby changing the operating point on the B-H
curve. If the control current is set so that the oper-
ating point is in the B area of the B-H curve of Fig.
7-13(b), the permeability of the core is very high.
This results in a low current flow in the load resister.

Tcrcd

L. !0 1lOV5OH

Fig. 7-14 Saturable reactor v.ith lead circuit.
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circuit rczrcscntat j on of this confleuration is shown
in Fig. 7-I S(b), it can he seen that the two load
tvndtacs being in opposition, induce no voltage into
T h e

 control winding. When the load voltage changes
(reverses. the flux fields still oppose each other in
he cent-r leg. Also it can be that one flux field

aids the control flux, and the other opposes it. This
craractenstic allows a control volta ge of either po-
larity to be used and is the reason for the term non-
po!aHzed three-legged core.

In sorrte instances it is necessary to use a three-
le g

ged core with the load winding wound so the flux
will aid in the center le g , as shown in Fi g . 7-16(a).
The schematic circuit representation of this core is
illustrated in Fig. 7-16(b). The load winding flux fields
now aid each other in the center leg. These fields
may aid the control field, thereby helping to saturate
the core, or they niav oppose the control field, re-
ducing the flux density. The polarity of the applied
voltage of either the control coil or load coils will
determine flux densit y. The core is now said to be
polarized.

The addition of a rectifier in the circuit of Fig.
7-17 converts the reactor circuit to a magnetic am-
plifier circuit. The saturable reactor is used Svith a
solid-state diode (rectifier) to produce a controlled
dc voltage across the load resistance R. The reactor
used is a three-legged core. The isso load coils op-
pose. as 55 as pres iouslv indicated, and this reactor
is nonpolaried. The current nd the resultant soit-
age across the load RL ssill depend upon the level of
the dc control voltage.

The operation of the circuit ss ith the control volt-
age, across N0. at zero svill be considered first. When

V.

rl

 '
 E'T.

(0) Sthernaft

Fig. 7.16 P,......ed saturc5t	 rectcr.	 T5:-P;J corn.
0)

(a)

Load current

current
- ContoI current

to

(b(

Fig. 7 17 Basic ma gnetic amplifier. (a) Nonpolarized. b)Transfer
Curse.

the sllrrlv volta ge is positive. current ssil llou
throu g h R 1 and D, and through the load 'sindings
.V1 hack to the source. With no direct current to

saturate the control core, ;I permeability exists.
\N hich results in a high inductance and a high induc-
tive reactance. The current through the load circuit
will be small, and consequentl y the voltage across
R 1 ssill he low.

When a dc potential is anptaea across the control
windin g , current will now flow and magnetize the
core. If the current is of sufficient magnitude the core
becomes saturated, and a. decreases drasticall y. This
decrease will make the inductance of the load wind-
in g s approach zero, and the load current will be high.
Therefore, the volta ge across R1_ will he hizh. In-
creasing the current beyond the saturation point pro-
duces an insignificant increase in the load current.

The dynamic characteristic curve can he plotted
to illustrate the effects of varying the control current
in a magnetic amplifier. This plot is shown in Fig.
7-17(b). Note that the direction of the control current
is unimportant in a nonpolarized magnetic amplifier.
The load Cut rent in Fig. 7-17(h) never goes to zero.
but only to some minimum value. This minimum
value of load current, called the no signal or quies-
cent current, appears when the Control current is
zero. The control signal is analo gous to the input
signal between the base and emitter of a transistor.
Amplification is achieved in the transistor circuit be-
cause a small input current in the base-to-emitter
circuit produces a relativel y large change in the col-
lector current. In the magnetic amplifier. small
chan ges in the control winding current cause large
chances in local current.
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The load current of the ma gnetic amplifier is also
dependent on the size of the load resistance R,.
Figure 7-18 illustrates the output curves for load cur-
rent 'L for two different values of load resistances.
The curve sliosss that the load current is greater at
saturation in the magnetic amplifier that has a lowet-
value load resister. It should be noted that operating
on the steep portion of the curve (from point a to
saturation) will produce a large change in the load
current; consequently, amplification is achieved. .]

As with other types of amplifiers, feedback may
be added to magnetic amplifiers. Positive feedback
is used to increase the gain, and negative feedback
is used to limit the gain or to improve the stability
or linearity. Magnetic amplifiers can be classified as
follows:

I. Without feedback
2. With external feedback
3. With internal feedback

A magnetic amplifier with external feedback may
have positive or negative feedback supplied by
means of an external, inductively coupled winding,
with the load current flowing through it. Usually, the
rectified toad current flows through a feedback wind-
ing.

If this field in the feedback winding aids the control
windin g field, the feedback is positive. If the two
fields (control and feedback) oppose each other, the
feedback is negative. The effect of positive external
feedback on the magnetic amplifier is sho' n in Fig.
7-19(a). A comparison of the curves shown illustrates
that positive feedback produces a nonsymnietrical
curve, whereas the nonfeedback curve is symmetri-
cal. It should also he noted that the load current does
not reach its minimum when the control Current is
zero (as in the nonfeedback case) but reaches its
minimum when the control current is negative.

Figure 7-I9(b) shows the way that the slope of the
feedback curve is determined b y the percentage of
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feedback. If the positive feedback is increased above
100 percent, the amplifier svili become unstable and

iil probably lock up into maximum conduction even
sith very small control current. The feedback factor
is usually kept below 85 percent to maintain good
stability.

Figure 7-20 shows the schematic symbols of a re-
actor using a feedback winding. The terms N. .VF.

and Nrefer to the control, feedback, and load wind-
ings, respectively. These designations will beused
throughout the remainder of this sectiOn.. Ficre
7-21 shows a simple positive feedback magnetic am-
plifier with a feedback winding (NF) added to each
reactor.

7.53 Magnetic ampider with cxtcrnal	 db.tk
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To follow the circuit of Fig. 7-21, it is assumed
that the ac suppl y is on the half cycle havin g the
circled polarity. Current will flow from the positive
end of the supply through D, NF-. series load lad-
in gs NL. and NL. of both reactors. and load AL back

	

to the supply. Oi the other half cycle, current fib" s 	 -	 (a) FedbCk er'd bias wienrx

through  the load RI . AL . IN the feedback winding
AF, . and hack to the supply through D 1 . Note that
the current that flb\vctn the feedback windings will

	

aid theflux set up in core F and core 2 by The dc	 -
control voltage. This causes a higher load current to
flow and causes the output load volta ge to increase.

If the control polarity is reversed, negative feed-
back occurs. The control winding flux ill now op-

	

j j/
Apose the flux of thefeedback winding. Under this	 Este

	 with
	condition, art increase in the control current will in- 	

foedba

crease the load tinding reactance until the point
where the control flux and feedback flux are equal is
reached. If the control flux overrides the feedback
flux, the load winding reactance will slowly decrease. 0

causing the load current to increase. 'The input

	

impedance of a magnetic amplifier is not affected by	 (b) Coroper.corvw

external feedback. In contrast, in other electronic Fig. 7-22 Magnetic ampiiSr v.ith external feedback and bias
	amplifiers, the feedback partly determines the input 	 ndjflos

impedance. Since the feedback current ofa magnetic
amplifier flows through an isolated winding, the input

	

impedance is determined only by the winding resis- 	 zero. Figure 7 .22(b) compares the characteristic

	

tance and any additional series resistance used to 	 curves with and without bias. Operating point A of

	

increase the response time. The time constant (1) of	 Fig. 7-22(b) shows a high quiescent current with no

	

an inductive circuit is T = LIR: T is in seconds. L is	 bias. This large quiescent current is due to the flux

in henrys, and R is in ohms.(	 in the core caused by the current through the feed'

'f	 It was mentioned previously that increased current 	 back windings as indicated earlier.

	

- --..r.., -.	 Operating point B shows that the quiescent current
Will now t	 h'nrou	 ih loadad	mao.,,

	

amplifier using positive external feedback. This tends 	 is minimum in the magnetic amplifier using feedback

	

to make the quiescent load current too high for some	 with a bias winding. Figure 7-22(a) shows that the
•	 applications. Quiescent current reduction may be ac-	 flux from the bias winding opposes and cancels the

	

• complished by the addition of a bias winding, (N8),	 flux produced by the feedback-winding when the

	

to the core of each reactor, as shown in Fig. 7-22. 	 control field is at zero. This effect provides minimum
•	 The bias windirrtz reduces the load current to an ac- 	 flux in the reactor core and means that the perrnea-

ceptahl value	 the control current is equal to 	 bility will be high. The inductance and inductive re-



Fig. 7 . 23 Op'sttfl5 r.tt li' t'iccs	 of bias
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ctance of the load indings are maximum, and the
load current, f,, is at minimum with no control cur-

excited) circuit because of its nature of operation. 
 .	 . --. .	 t:..___l ..,A

Comparison 01 the character istics 	 01 iiite
ternal feedback 

	

amplifiers yields small differences 	 (a)
between the two. Self-saturation has the advanta e

	

fèlfriiliting the"?dback windin gs and also elimi-

	

Fig. v . 24 Self-sa:eraing magnetic amplifier. fa) Hvf wae

Sb1 FUl toe.

- nates the additional resis.ance in series tth the load.
-o-n-t-Fe other -hand. use of external teeclonk allows
easdjustmentothIn.

	

-A-basic  self-saturating magnetic amplifier is shown	 Note that the voltage drop across the load R, ill

	

in Fig. 7-24(a). The determinin g factor in this self-	 reverse on each half cycle, producing the alternating

	

saturating magnetic amplifier is the rectifier (diode). 	 ouu VR ) shon in Fig. 7-24(b).

	This configuration is a polarized mag netic amplifier:	 The polarity and ma g nitude of the input.d.ect cur-

	

therefore, it repnds differentl y if the control wind-	 rent o the control indings will determine :e after-

ing is reversed in polarit y . The full	 ave output is	 na:h.g current developed across the load. \5 ith the

	

more common and will be analyzed rather than the	 dc control polarity as shown, the flux produced in

half-wave output of Fig. 7-24(a).	
the control winding aids the load-winding flux. This

To produce a full sine wave 

	

e output requires a to-	 ill decrease the reactance of the load inding, and

	

reactor magnetic amplifier cicui!. as shown in Fig.	 the load current will increase, producin g a greater

	

7-24(b). The control input volL.ge for this circuit is 	 voltage drop across RL. Increasing the load current

	

also direct current. With no dc control voltage pres-	 increases the flux developed in the core. The load

	

ent and the ac suppl y bein g that of the circkd polar- 	 winding reactance decreases further, and :he load

	

ittes indicated in Fig. 7-2-1(b), the current will flow	 current util increase. Therefore. it can be seen that

	

from the ac supply through R L . D 1 . 1'V L,. and back to	 if the load flux aids the control flux, th e internal

	

the source. On the other half cycle (uncircled polar- 	 feedback is positive.

	

ities) current wilt flow through, N. D., R, and back	 \hen he control voltage is reversed, the control

	

to the source. The load windings .VL and "L, of Fig.	 flax '.kill oppose that produced by the load current.

7-24(b) are wound series aiding on the center leg of	 This causes the reactance of the load "ind:ng to he

their respective cores.	 high. re sultin
g in a lo' output voltage across R,A

fluxv	 A the load fl

Comparisonthe

W ent. But once control current is applied the feedback 	 -----.

current will i ncrease and overcome the bias. By vary-
ing the bias current amplitude, the operating point
may be adjusted to any desired value.'a shoun in
Fig. 7-23.

Feedback in a magnetic amplifier can be accom-
lished by having the load winding produce the feed- -' H

back directly. This is called internal, intrinsic, eleC-

rric, or self-saturated feedback. This type of circuit 	 a,

feedback has a (rectifier) diode in series ith the load
so that direct current will flow through the load wind-
ings. if a three-legged core is used, the load windings 	

c,

are wound on the center leg of the core and are	 cc	 1 1
connected in series aiding. An internal feedback mag-	 c!	 L	

-	 C

netic amplifier is one that uses a self-saturation (auto-	 N , 
II	

I N

	point	 lie! = LI IC	 UIIIk 	 flux . -
eul and cancel each other can be rcaciad. The
reactance will be maximum at this point, and the
load voltage will be minimum. Any further increase
in the control voltage will cause the flux in the core
to increase, thus decreasing the reactance ct' the load
coils. The load current will increase only a l:tle since
the increased load flux opposes the control flux and
reduces the overall flux in the core. The internal
feedback is now negative.

The transfer characteristic curve for F:c. 7-24kb)
t'u.'ith pnsitive feedback) is shown in Fig. 7-o). The
quiescent current (point A) is due to the high te.el
of load flux in the core. The control flu.,, aids the
load flux, and the gain is high as a reut of
p-usi.'e feedback. Negative control ffltt-'oppocs

-i.
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Current that flows through ihe field windings of the
servom.otor produces opposing effects. Thus the ro-

tUrtin	 -

 

tor will remain stationary.
The control windings of the two reactors of Fig.

7-26 are connected in series opposition, so that a
given polarity of control current will increase the

Operating point 
amount of core flux of one reactor, and the opposite
polarity of control current will increase the amount
of core flux in the other reactor. If the circled polarity
of control voltage is applied, reactor SX 1 approaches

-s r -	 saturation, and the reactance ofNL decreases. Since
this reactor controls the current through field I of

Pmitv.e,bck	 the servomotor, the decrease in NL, reactance will
allow more current through field I. the reactance of

t
AL. remains high so that very little current flows
through field 2. A resultant torque is generated within

Note: Sbpe is Ie	
the motor, causing the rotor to turn the output shaft

d to	 in a particular direction.
If the control winding is driven by the incircied

polarity, the reactor SX2 will approach saturation.
' 

The reactance of N. will decrease, allowing more
current of flow through field 2 of the servomotor.
Winding NL has a high reactaiwe, and the current

0	 through field I is low. A resultant torque is produced,

Neciazive feedback	
causing the rotor to turn in 5 direction opposite of
that previously considered. The speed of the servo

(b) is approximately proportional -to the magnitude of

	

Fig. 7-25 Transfer curve of an mremal feed'nck magnetic ampti-	 the control (error) signal.
fier.	 -	 -	 -

	the load flux, and the resulting negatie feedback	 REVIEW QUESTIONS
	results ia a reduction of gain. The addition 6f a bias	 -	 - -

	

winding can be used to Set the operating point, as 	
5. Materials ith a permeability much greater

than I are calleddiscussed previously,

	

A typical application of a magnetic amplifier is 	 6. Air core coils have a higher permeability

	

- illustrated in Fig. 7-26. Many servosystems (co y -	 than iron core coils. (true or false)

	

ered in Chapter 10) use a two-phase induction motor 	 7. Referring to Fig. 7-6(b), the inductance is

	

to position the load. The direction of rotation in such 	 minimum (ii. is low) at what points?

	

a motor is dependent upon the phase of the ac signal, 	 S. The higher frequencies of operation will pro-

	

and the speed is proportional to the signal amplitude.	 duce a - hysteresis loop.
The circuit of Fig. 7-26 will produce the required

	

output to drive such a servomotor. The bias windings 	 9. A saturable reactor may operate in either the

	

(A' and NB,) minimize the quiescent load-winding 	 A or B regions of Fig. 7-13(b). (true or false)

	

current. With no control signal applied, the reactance 	 10. The saturation current for a load of 800 11 on

	

of AIL , and NL, are high and equal, and the small 	 Fig. 7-18 would be ______ than 0.! A.

Fig. 7 .26 Application of magnetic amplifier servornotor.
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7-3
TROUBLE SHOOTING AND
NIAINTENANCE

In general. magnetic devices are fairly hardy and less
Sensitive to abuse than solid-stale devices. However,
excessive current pro.ccs excessive heat, v.hich
can cause insulation failure and short-circuited turns
within the inductor. As always, cooling and ventila-
tion must be adequate and not restricted in any way.
A visual inspection may.  signs of overheating.
A distinct "burned" odor is another clue. Some units
have a built-in thermal switch to protect them. Trip-
ping of this device can be an indication of future or
Current problems and should be thoroughly investi-
gated. An inductor may fail by short-circuiting to its
core (frame). This is easily checked with a high-
voltage ohmmeter (megger. Most inductors have
breakdown voltages greater than 500 V. Unless a•
very low resistance short circuit has occurred, an
ohmmeter with a 10- to 30-V source is not adequate
for most insulation tests for breakdowns.

The dc resistance of a hi gh-current inductor is on
the order of milliohms and would require a
Wheatstone bridge or milliohmmeter to check its
value adequately. If an inductance bridge is avail-
able. measurement of the inductance u ill also verify
the integrity of the coil. In a s itchin g pus' er supply
or in a line filter, a test frequency close to the de-
vices operatin g frequency ssill yield a more mean-
ingful value hen usin2 an ac bridge or impedance-
measuring equipment. Do not interrupt a choke-type
circuit when current is flowing. The induced voltage
can be many times the applied voltage and may cause
arcing and a breakdown of the insutati .......it
creates a shock hazard, and the arc may cause eye
damage. The arc caused by interruptin g a 5-A current
floss in a several-henry inductor is in exess of
1000 F. -

An abnormali high output voltage from a 1k sup-
ply using a choke input filter Co., occur if the load is
below the minimum for the critical inductance value
used. Excessive load current can satur,,:c tIe core
and lower the inductance, causing abnormally high
ripple.

Signal transformers should be tested for short cir-
cuits to the core or frame as well as between the
svindings. Since most Units are low-power, the use
of a signal or function generator is best suited for
dynamic testing along ssith an oscilloscope or %k ide-
hand ac voltmeter. The pulse- or trigger-type trans-
former can be tested, as mentioned in Sec. 7-I. The
insulation resistance of these devices is suspect in
many cases and is best checked with the aid of a

I igh-voltage ohmmeter. If the thyristor it triggered
had a fault (anode-to-gate short circuit) the trigger
transformer should be checked for signs of over-
heating (discoloration or a burnt odor). A complete
test may save a future return call for a marginal
S y stem -

The saturable reactor and the aaaie anpiili-
require no preventive maintenance other than clean-
ing and inspecting any associated cooling systems.
The windings should all be well insulated from each
other and the core. This is easily verified with a
megger. The diode (rectifier), if used, can be checked
in the usual manner. The MOSFETs may find appli-
cations in magnetic Circuits, especially in their con-
stant-current mode (gate tied to source). An oscillo-
scope is an invaluable tool to troubleshoot these
circuits. Cases of saturation or distortion can only
be detected this way. Caution: The alternating cur-
rent used may or may not be referenced to ground
or neutral. The use of an isolation transformer may
or may not be a safe way to prevent ground loops
through the test equipment. Floating measurements
are covered in Chapter I. Changes in the bia; source
can shift the quiescent point and cause excessive no-
signal load current and possible overheating. The
loss of positive feedback (if external) will give a re-
duction in gain or sensitivity, whereas loss of nega-
tive feedback can give such an increase in gain as to
lock up (latch) the s ystem, which will become im-
mune to all external signals. A comparison of each
winding for double-reactor systems is very benefi-
cial, and these values should be recorded for future
reference.

The devices covered in this chapter are ac devices,
and in most cases (except extreme short circuits.
etc.)the dc resistance is not a good measure of the
integrity of the device, especially vhere turns ratios
are involved. Short circuits to the corc 'frame)re
common, especially if overheating had occurred
some time in the past. A high-voltage ohmmeter is a
very useful tool for these t y pes of checks.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

11. Suspected electric leakage of an inductor is
oest tested by using a

12. A Wheatstone bridge can be used to check
the dc resistance of an inductor. (true or false)

13. Interrupting the current through an inductor
may create a dangerous

14. A load waveform that appears as half-wave
direct current in Fig. 7-24(b) is due to D, being
open or short-circuited?

1
1
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CHAPTER REVIEW PROBLEMS
7-1. The polarity of transformer windings may

he indicated with phasing
7-2. The constant-voltage transformer uses a mag-

netic along with a compensating winding
to stabilize the voltage.

7-3. One method used to reduce leakage flux is
the use of ________ ring cores.

7-4. A basic magnetic amplifier is a saturable
reactor with a _______ added.

7-5. The minimum value of load current is
called the ________ or quiescent current.

7-6. Positive feedback will _______ the gain of
a magnetic amplifier.

7-7. Positive feedback is kept below 85 percent
to protect a magnetic amplifier from

7-8. A	 winding is used to minimize the
quiescent current of the magnetic amplifier.

7-9. -Negative feedback increases the input
impedance of the magnetic amplifier. (true or false).

740.The tvo-reactor ________ circuit will pro-
vide a full sine wave to the load.

7-11. The servomotor magnetic amplifier typi- -
cally has how many reactors?

7-12. An increase in the ripple from a filter may
be due to excessive current causing it to

7-13. Trigger transformers are best te'sted by
using

7-14. The ______ are usually suspect in a mag-
netic amplifier failure since they are the least reli-
able part of the system.

7-15. Loss of negalive feedback can make the re-
actor

7-16. Excessive quiescent current may indicate a
loss of the ________

AVSftERS TO REVIEU' QL'ES'IiONS
I. 9000 11 2. isolation 3. 20 kHz .4. equa l. 5. ferromagnetic 6. false: opposite is true- 7. a or d- 8. icider
9. true 10. greater II. megger 12. true 13. arc 14. open
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This chapter treats open-loop motor control
and power conversion, including inverters,
choppers, and cycloconveriers. It also covers
phase control of dc motors and static conver-
sion as applied in ac motor circuits. The im-
proved reliability and increased ratings of

solid-state devices have made their presence
commonplace in industry. The y also interface
it -ell itith compuzer-type controls; that inter-
face is the major thrust of automation tech-nology.

8-1
DC MOTOR PHASE CONTROL
There are two basic categories of motor control:
open-loop and closed-loop. A closed-loop system
senses the motor output and uss this information to
Correct the drive to the motor to eliminate error.
Closed-loop systems are covered in Chapter 10. In
some cases, where the load on the motor is reason-
ably constant, open loop motor control is adequate.
The half-wave drive Circuit discussed in Chapter 4 is
an example of an open loop control system.

For many years, dc motors were controlled by
thyratrons, vacuum tubes containing an inert gas, a
heated cathode, an anode (plate), and a control grid
located between the cathode and the anode. These
tubes can control loads from a few milliamperes to
several amperes. A simplified thyratron motor con-
trol circuit is shown in Fig. 8-1(a). The Ihyratron's
plate-to-cathode resistance is very low when the tube
is in the conducting State. The grid of the thyratron
controls the point at which the tube fires or the gas
in the tube ionizes. Once ionization takes place, the
grid loses control and cannot sto p plate current flow.

rho tube can only be extinguished by lowering the
plate voltage below the ionization level (usually
15 V). The thvratron is either full on or full off, just
like a switch. The device is operationally comparable
to the solid-state silicon controlled rectifier (SCR).
Motor performance is controlled by shifting the firing
point of the con;rol dc ice, v hether it is a th) ration
or an SCR. This is known as phase control and is
ilutrated in t-g. 8-1(b). When the dc bias and ac
bias add together to equal the critical grid voltage.
the thy ratron fires. The other thyratron fires on the
next half cycle. The conduction period can be length-
ened for increased motor output or shortened for
decreased motor output.

A phase-sensitive control ci'euit capable of sup-
plying reversible half-wave power for a permanent
magnet orshundc motor is shown in Fig. 8-2. The
circuit is called a iala#iced-bridge reversing drive
circuit. It consists of two half-wave Circuits back to
back (SCR 1 . D and SCR. D 2 ) triggered by the uni-
junction ransis;cr Q. on either the positie or neg-
ative half cycle of the applied line voltage. Which
half-wave circuit fires will depend upon the direction
of the imbalance of the reference bridge from the
value of R 1 (the sensing element), which can be a
thermistor, phc:odiode, potentiometer, or the output
from a control-t pe amplifier. In some cases, an opto-
isolation amplifier may be employed to avoid the
direct connection between the sensor and the brid-e
circuit.

Resistor R5 is Set so the dc bias on the emitter of
the UJT. Q, is just below the peak point which
would trigger Q. Zener D 4 Sets the dc voltage across
P5 and C1 (the PC time constant for Q). With R1
and R 2 equal, the bridge circuit (R i . R, and R-, R.)
will he balanced, and the WT (Q1) will not trigger;
therefore no output will appear across t

h
e load (ar-

mature). if R 1 increases in resistance it will unbal-
ance the bridge circuit. Capacitor C 1 s'.iil he charged

177
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Fig. 8-1 Thyratron circuit and phase central siraIs. (a) Motor
co-,01 circui t. (b) Votcage relationships 'i th one thyratron.

to a greater potential on one line alternation, raising
the emitter voltage of the UJT and causing it to
trigger for one hail cycle of the ac line voltage. When
Q triggers, one of the SCRs is forward-biased so it
will turn on for the remaining half of the Cycle. If R1

were to decrease in resistance a similar action would
Occur, tUt w.th t1a hcr Sc' trizg:rig art thc cp

posite half of the cycle. This reverses the polarity
across the load, so now the motor will reverse its
direction from the previous imbalance condition. Re-
sistor R2 is used to match the quiescent resistance
of sensor R 1 at it null (balanced) position. No feed-

back is employed, so this is an open loop control.
Any changes in the load (torque, speed, etc.) will not
automatically he corrected.

If a series motor is used, a circuit sintilar -tosimilar-to that
of Fi g . 8-3 maybe employed. This circuit uses a triac
in lieu of SCRs. In this circuit, the triac is triggered
on either the positive or negative half cycle. The
bridge rectifier (D 3—D 6) provides a dc voltage for
the armature circuit. Thus, the armature current is
always in the same direction. }-1oever, the field cur-
rent is reversed, depending on the triac's triggering
polarity. This circuit employs controls for gain, bal-
ance, and dead band (that ran ge of input voltage to
which a control does not respond). The circuit also
provides for an analog input control signal. from a
sensor, transducer, or process controller.

Figure 8-4(a) illustrates the internal block diagram
for a silicon integrated circuit designed for phase
control from ac mas with resistive or inductive
loads. The IC has a vol tage regulator and a voltaee
monitor circuit to reset timing functions and inhibit
triac firing pulses when a pow er-up occurs. .A ramp
generator is provided to control motor acceleration
and can be controlled by the speed program input.
pin 5. Charging currents for the ramp generator are --
set by an external resistor for a slow, ramp and in-
ternally for a fast ramp. A frequency-to-voltage con-
verter is included-to enable a rate generator (ta-
chomete) to be used for motor speed sensin 	 -.

The control amplifier in Fig. 64(a) has differential
inputs -that compare the - ramp %oltage against the
actual speed voltage (if used in closed loop svstem.
S\ nchroniZation of the triac pulse is achieved h
delaying the pulse ith reference to the zero voltage
points of the line '.oltagç. Inductive loads such as
motors produce a phase lag of the load current. Un-
der high-speed or heavy-load conditions, the triac
must hered after the load current from the previous
cycle has ceased. The current synchronization input
(pin I) performs this task by ensuring that there is a
voltage across the triac before a trigger pulse is per-
mitted (when the triac is conducting only a small
voltage drop appears across it). The gating pulse
width is dependent upon an external capacitor con-
nected to pin 14, which also delays the pulse from
the zero voltage point.

Figure 8-4(b) shows a permanent magnet motor
whose armature is driven from an ac supply by
means of a bridge rectifier: When driving highly in-
ductive loads of this type with a phase control circuit,
the triac cannot be gated until a quarter cycle after
the line zero crossing because of the electromotive
force (emf) generated by the armature. Resistor R11
senses the motor current, and the developed voltage
tigna! it applied topio 3 of 

th' jr Th nntor can

be rated up to 220 V. and currents up to 30 A are
possible. Resistor yR 1 is used to adjust the speed of
the motor, which could range up to 10,000 rpm. The
circuit provides unidirectional motor operation
which is adequate for many industrial applications.
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Motor armature

Fig. 8-2 Balanced bridge treversing) drive for PM or shunt motors.
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Fig. 8-3 Phast control Circuit for series do motor.
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Fig. 84 Inte grated circuit for phase control.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. The thyratron is a linear control device. (true
or false)	 -.

2. The thyratron tube is analogous to the solid-
state

3. Phase control of a load is accomplished by
shifting the	 point of the thratron or SCR.

4. In Fig. 8-2,	 is used to balance the
sensor (R 1) resistance at null.

5. In Fig. 8-2, which solid-state device produces
the gating pulses for the SCRs?



6. The ran ge of input at which a control Circuit
produces no output is known as its ______

8-2
DC-DC CHOPPER CONTROL

The dc counterpart to ac phase control is the dc-dc
chopper (converter). Choppers control the average
load voltage by switching a fixed dc source. The
switching may be accomplished by bipolar transis-
tors, thyristors, or MOSFETs. The basic circuits for
these devices are shown in Fig. 8-5(a). Figure 8-5(b)
shows a t ypical chopper waveform. The average load
voltage can be controlled by several methods. There

MOSFiT

SCR

vk

LLT

0 F
It)

Fig. 8-5 The dc-dc t'asic chopper circuits and waveform.
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are three techniques commonly used to vary the ratio
of the switch ON time to the switch orr time (duty
cycle) of the "chopped" output waveform. The duty
cycle can be adjusted by:

• Varying the ON lime (pulse width modulation).

2. Varying the OFF time (pulse rate modulation).
3. Varying both times, which is a combination of

pulse width and pulse rate modulation.

• Figure 8-6 show  chipper action for pulse width
modulation, pulse rate modulation, and a combina-
tion of both. Note that the duty cycle controls the
average voltage. Choppers can be used in variable-
speed dc drives to-supply the armature voltage for
speed control of separately excited dc motors. They
can also be used to provide avariable-upply voltage
for series dc motor-speed control. The chopper offers
the advantage of higher efficiency than that of tra-
ditional electromecialvtces. The improved ef-
ficiency is due to the elimination of the wasted energy
when using starting and control resistances for these
motors.

The thyristor makes an ideal switch for chopper
- applications; however, a method of turning off the
thyristor must be incorporated: The turn-off methods
(commutation) are discussed in Section 8-3. Figure
8-7 shows a diagram of chopper control of avehicle
motor. Contacts S. S 3 . S, and S 5 are field-reversing
relay contacts. W i th S1 and S 5 closed, the vehicular
direction is forward. With S 3 and S4 closed, the di-
rection is reversed. This type of chopper arrange-
ment has a typical duty cycle from 20 to 80 per-
cent. At the stopped condition, all four relay contacts
(S1.S.S4.S) are open. With S2 and S5 closed and the
chopper at low speed (rate), the motor voltage av-
erages about 20 percent of the battery voltage. This
voltage way he increased to 80 percent of the battery
voltage to provide greater motor output by increasing
the duty cycle of the chopper. When the 80 percent
point is reached, contact S i k closed to anply full

-	 .'- OF F time is constant

: agtffp41_R4iiI1_I__THft
(a)

ON	
ONtime	

(	 0')
 

:me
-•1 I OFF time	 r	 is constant

(b)

Fig. 8-6 Chopper patse width rnodula-
lion waveforms. ( a ) Poise idth nod-
s.' o't(b)Putnc-a rcd.abtot(c)_..aie -"--- -	 --	 —

modula-
tion.	 (ci

--	 :
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Fig. 8-7 Basic, ^h i cle contol circuju

	battery voltage to the motor, and maximum torque	 Fig. 8-8 Basic Jones chopper circu:.

will be obtained. Diode Dis the freewheeling diode.

	

ltspurpose is to protect the motor fróm high voltage	 opposite to the peak negative voltage found on the

	

transients that can be produced when the thyristor 	 capacitor just before SCR is triggered. Turning on

	

is turned off. The chopper may use a variable-fre- 	 SCR1 hasThdéffect of reversing the voltage across 	 -.
- quency constant-pulse width (rate modulation) sy.s- .. the commutating capacitor. This voltage is held on

	

• tern or a pulse width modulation control if so desired. 	 the caacitor by the charging diode D-. Energy is

	

Choppers are art 	 method for con-	 - now available to commutate SCR.which is con- -

	

trolling a series dc motor that normally operates from	 ducting load (niotor) current through L as shown in

	

a dc power source supplied by a third rail (as with	 Eig. 8-90). Inductors L 1 and L are closel coupled

	

electric trajns) or an overhead conductor (trolley) or	 and form an autotransformer. When S ,CR I is on. the

	

a battery bank, as with electric fork lifts. One basic 	 load current flows through L arid induces a poitis-

	

problem encountered in chopper control is the max- 	 ging voe at the top of L, that char g e ' the corn-

	

irnurn armature current that can be commutated by 	 mutating capacitor.

	

thethyristor. As the motor size (horsepower rating) 	 At time t, in Fig. 8-9(c), SCR, is triggered on, and

	

iiiThes, so will the locked rotor armature require- 	 the capacitor is now effectively connected across

	

ments. Another problem encountered when usin g	SCR1. This reverse-biases the thvristor. and SCR 1 is

	

thyristorsin a chopper circuit is to achieve corrimu- 	 commutated (turned off). The load current is now

	

tation, without which the control would be lost, 	 being supplied by VB and the capacitor. Figure

	

Commutation is more or less automatic in ac power 	 8-9(d) shows that the capacitor is now charged to an

	

systems since the thyristors will turn off at the line	 opposite polarity as the load current continues to

	

zero crossings. Commutation in dc systems requires 	 now. As the capacitor voltage reaches the supply
extra circuitry. 	 voltage, the charging Current decreases and eventu-

	

One circuit that àchieesccommutation is shown 	 ally goes below the holding current for SCR-. Thyr-

	

../ / in Fig. 88.Jhe Jones circuit controls tfimean load 	 istor SCR, turns off at time 14 . Now, both thvristors

	

/ voltage by varying the ratio of the ON time to the	 are off, and the motor current is decreasing. Diode

	

OFF time (pulse width modulation). To undersJand	 D1 is forward-biased by the emf generated by the

	

the operation of the Jones circuit better, six working 	 collapsing motor field. This allows the energy stored

	

circuits illustrating the variôü phases of operation 	 in the motor to be dissipated. At t3, all currents have

	

are shown in Fig. 8-9. These phases represent time	 ceased, and the Circuit IS ready for a gate pulse to

	

intervals from t0 througlf14 .. Single-pole, single-throw 	 SCR1 to begin another cycle.

	

(SPST) switches replace SCRto indicate their state	 The Jones circuit provides an efficient control of

	

so as to simplify the analysis.(The c ycle starts in Fig.	 motor speed by varying the duty cycle. To increase

	

8-9(a) by triggering SCR 1 at :. The lower plate of 	 motor speed, the time between SCR's gating pulse

	

capacitor C will start to charge positively. By time 	 and SCR2's gating pulse will be increased. This al-

	

t 1 , the lower plate of the capacitor has resonantly	 lows motor current to flow for a greater period of

	

charged, via L2, to its peak positive voltage as shown	 time and raises the average motor voltage. The dis-

	

in Fig. 8-9(b). This peak positive voltage is equal but 	 cussion has been limited to basic-circuit operation.
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Fig. 8-9 Jones chopper working sequences.
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To gate circun	 -	 Vott	 A-S

11c	
-140 A	 C	 2A

) 
motor

Rertr-g

-	 lot

Fig. 8-12 Chopper vtfows and quadrant ofoperatiorr.

Fig. S-Il To-quadrnt chopper urrr -
 MOSFETs.	 - -rate, providing control of the average voltage applied

to the motor. At this time MOSFET 2 is off, and its
Some applications may include acceleration control,	 diode acts as a conventional freewheeling diode to
braking, current limiting, and other features. The 	 conduct the freewheeling motor current when MOS-
circuit can also he modified for forward and reverse	 FET I is off. When the motor acts as a generator
operation. as shown in Fig. 8-10.	 and returns energy to the dc source, MOSFET 2 is

Modern power MQSFETs may be rated for con-	 chopped on and off to control the current fed back
tinuous current as high as 40 A and may be connected 	 from the motor to the source. In this mode, MOS-
in parallel for higher currents. They are attractive 	 FET I is off, but its internal diode is used to carry
candidates for controlling electric motors at currents 	 the motor current to the dc source during the inter-
up to several hundreds of amperes. Figure 8-11	 vals when MOSFET 2 is off. In order for a motor to
shows the basic circuit for a dc-to-dc chopper that	 regenerate, it is necessary for it to have either a shunt
provides continuous speed control lit the motoring 	 or separately excited field. A series-connected field
mode of operation (with the motor receiving power 	 is not feasible because of the reversing of connec-
from the dc source). It also allows the motor to return 	 lions required and is not practical.,
re generative energy to the dc source. This is known	 Figure 8-13 shows a partial schematic for a 48-V,
as a two-quadrant chopper circuit. Waveforms that	 200-A two-quadrant chopper based on power MOS-
describe the operation are shown in Fig. 8-12(a), and 	 FETs. This unit employs ten MOSFETs connected
Fig. 8-12(b) defines the two operating quadrants of 	 in parallel for the motoring switch and five MOS-
the circuit. When in the motoring mode, MOSFET I	 FETs- connected in parallel for the regenerating
is switched on and off, at an appropriate repetition	 switch. Continued improvements in power MOS-
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Fig. 8-83 Power circuit schentati;.

FETs are expected to make motor control circuits of
this type economically and technically superior to
chopper s ystems employing transistors or thy ristors.

RE VIE II' QIJESTIOXS

7. Three common solid-state choppers are the
transistor, the MOSFET, and the

8. Chopper circuits control the average load
voltage b y one of three	 methods.

9. The freewheeling diode in the Jones circuit
of Fig. 8-8 is ______

10. In Fig. 8-7 S is used for dynamic braking of
the motor- (true or false)

11.. A basic problem when using a thyristor in a
chopper is being able to _______ the device.

12. In Fig. 8 .8 L 1 and L form an _______

8-3
CO\IMUT-%TION CIRCUITS

The gate has no more control over a thyristor once
the device is triggered on for any current exceeding

the latching current. External means must be applied
to stop the flow of Current throu gh the device. The
two basic methods used for turning thy ristors off are:

1. Current commutation
2. Forced commutation

Current commutation may be achieved by opening
or closing a switch Figure 8-14(a) shows a series
switch; Fig. 8 . 14(b) shows a shunt switch. Commu-
tation is achieved by opening the series switch or b
closing the shunt stvitch Each case of switch oper-
ation would produce a high value of the rate of
change of voltage across the SCR. Mechanical
switches are seldom used for current commutation.
There are some Static switching circuits, but this
mode of commutation is generall y not employed in
industrial circuits.

Forced commutation employs a momentary re-
verse bias to turn off a thyristor. [he reverse bias
must be applied for a period longer than the devic&s
turn-off time. Also, the rate of rise of the reapplied
voltage must not exceed the critical value. With in-
ductive loads, the stored energy of the collapsing
field mu,t be diverted from the thyristor b y a free-
wheeling diode or some other method. The six
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classes of forced commutation are given various
names by different manufacturers in their literature.
Once the circuits are compared, the exact method of
commutation may be determined. Understanding of
the commutation method used is the important point,
not its name or class.

The simplest form of forced commutation is self-
commutation and employs a series capacitor for res-
onating the load, as shown in Fig. 8-15. When the
SCR is turned on, the capacitor is charged to the
source voltage through the thyristor. The current will
decay below the holding current as the capacitor
voltage approaches the supply voltage V. With an
underclamped resonating inductive load, the voltage
on the capacitor will reverse and exceed the applied
voltage V, to assist in the thr;stor turn-off. The load
forms part of the tun, ,-' 'irct'. This method of com-
mutation is sometimes mpioyed in inverter circuits.
In circuits with unidirectional load current, there
must be a method to discharge the capacitor. Figure
8-15(b) shows the use of a parallel resistor; Fig.
8-15(c) sho\Vs the preferred method, using a second
SCR jr, parallel with the capacitor.

Another method f forced commutation is the
LC self-commutated or naralle.1 capacitor-inductor

l(at	 bS

Fig. 8-16 Parallel capaCitor-inductor/Niorgan commutation
Circuits,

circuit shown in Fig. 8-16(a). The previously dis-
cussed series-capacitor (resonant load) circuit has
limited control range, and load variations affect its
operation. Placing the underdamPCd LC circuit in
parallel with the SCR. as shown in Fig. 8-16(a), elim-
inates this problem. When the power is turned on,
the capacitor will charge up to source voltage V,
through inductor L and the load. When the SCR is
turned on, current will now through the load and the
capacitor, and induct.:,r L 1 will begin an oscillatory
action After one-half cycle, the stored energy will
reverse-bias the SCR and reduce its current to a
value less than the holding current, and the SCR ci

then turn off. The capacitor will start to recharge to

switch

(h)

SCR
Gate	 _f_if 	 crc-i -
circuit

C

ILoad

8-15 Sric C .5CiWC comrnaa(aiioo. (,,) Basic cirretit.
lb and r) Im p rov ed circuits.
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1._..crrCots	 SCRa
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its original polarity through the inductor and the load.
The circuit has several restrictions. The mode of

- operation can only be pulse rate modulation. The
SCR can only be fired after the capacitor has fully
recharged, or the circuit will fail to commutate. The

ON time 1ON is limited to 7. VE, and LOFF i5 load-

dependent. These restrictions of ION and tOFF limit

the range of load voltage controL
An improved version of this circuit is shown in

Fig. 8 . 16(b). The circuit, known as the Morgan cir-

cuit, utilizes the properties of a saturable reactor.
\Vheri the reactor is unsaturated, its inductance will
he hich. When the reactor is saturated, its inductance
will be low. This point is covered in Chapter 7. Be-
fore the SCR is turned on. the capacitor is charged

to 1 1 (supply)  as sho'vn. With no current flow through
the tapped saturable reactor, the core is unsaturated.
and the reactor is in the high-inductance state. When
the SCR is trigge'red, the capacitor current (It-) and

the load current (Ii) flov in opposing directions
through the reactor. The reactor tends to keep the
rate of rise equal for both currents, and this rate of
rise is determined mainly by the load inductance. As
soon as full load current is flowing, capacitor current

(Ia) will decrease, and load current will remain con-
stant. The voltage induced across L. will initially be
very small and reversed in polarity. This voltage will
build in value as the charging current decreases. The
period of oscillation is long, since the reactor core is
unsaturated (high L). As the capaitor:charging cur-
rent Igoes to zero, the reactor current approaches

IL ' and the reactor coçe saturates. Now the L in-

ductance will he very small. The period of osclaton
is thus short, and the stored energy in L: re

biases the SCR and turns it off. The remainins criarge
on the capacitor is then dissipated in the load and is
ready to recharge to the supply voltage l. As IL

approaches zero, the reactor core unsaturateS, and
the cycle can begin again when the SCR is turned
on.

A parallel-capacitor commutation circuit is shos;n
in Fig. 8-17. When SCR, is turned on, the capacitor
is charged to the supply V through RA, ith the right-

hand plate positive as shov,n. Commutation is iiti-

+

-.	 -	 c5tu

El8. 8-17 Paiic!-cçacitor connctalio circuit.
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ated when SCR is turned on,-applying the capacitor

across SCR 1 . The discharge cUrrent of the capacitor
opposes the load current in SCR 1 , and the SCR com-

mutates.	 -
An alternative parallel-capacitor configuration, in
hich the capacitor-charging current floss s through

the load, is shown in Fi g . 8-18. The capacitor is
charged with the polarity indicated to the supply
potential by turning on SCR:. When the capacitor is
fulls charged SCR ill automaticall y commutate off.

When SCR 1 is gated on, Vs supplies load curreni I.

Now SCR 1 provides a discharge path for the capac-

itor through D 1 and L 1 The capacitor voltage will

reverse as L 1 maintains current flaw alter the first

resonant period. Now D 1 prevents the charge from

being drained oil' the capacitor. Commutation is ini-
tiated by turning SCR, on. This reverse-biases SCR;
and reduces the current below the holding value.
When SCR is commutated, the capacitor recharges
to its orieinal condition through SCR, and the IL,--J-

Another class of commutation depends on the
commutation energy being supplied from an external
source. There are several common confleurations
that may be used; two of them are shown in Fig.
8-19. In Fir. 8-19(a) SCR 1 is commutated off h

means of an auxiiiary transistor-switch 01 . The th-

ristor is . asumed to be initially-on when turn-off is
desired. A signal applied to the bas

e of 0 1 turns it

- on and reerse-biases the SCR. The SCR is now
commutated off. The drive sirnal to the ba,,- of Q: -
-must be of sufficient duratioh to ensure ihvristor
turn-off and of sufficient amplitude to place Q i

- saturation. If O comes out of saturation before the -
thyristor turn-off is complete. corr.mutatiur taih
results, Therefore. Q 1 and its drie circuitr4 are se-
lected to satisfs worst-case conditions for SCR turn-
off under the heaviest load conditions. Figure 8-I91b)

utilizes a pulse transformer with a square-loop B•H

core to achieve thvristor turn-off. When the SCR is
- conducting, the core of the pulse transformer is sat-

urated (low impedance) by the load current. When
the time comes to turn off the SCR, the first step is
to unsaturate the pulse transformer. The application

SCRI

-	 IC

Load

R

Fig. 8-IS PnUel-cp.citor commrta!iOI through the load.
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Fig. 8-19 EtcrnaI commutation techniques.

of a drive pulse to the primary reverses the flu\ in
the transformer for several microseconds. A voI:ce
pulse is developed across the pulse transformer see-
ondar. sshih revere-biascs the SCR and turn, it
off. If an ir,duc:ive load is present, a frec heeling
diode is connected across the load to prevent damage
to the SCR from voltage spikes developed by Lite
inductive load discharging. External pulse commu-
tation circuits allow both puke width and pulse rate
modulation techniques to be used. Note that the
Commutation is independent of the load current and
the supply voltage source.

If the supply is an alternating voltag, as sh. n in
Fig. 8-2, load current ill flow only during the posi-
tive half cycle. Durin g the negative half cycle the
SCR ill turn off because of the negative polarity
across it. The only constraint is that the half cycle
must he longer than the turn-off time of the SCR.

lIE VIEIV QL'ESTIOVS
13. T' o methods of thyristor commutation are

_______ and forced commutation.
14. Forced commutation requires that the

bias be a p plied for a lon ger time than the thyris-
tor's turn-off time.

15. Resonating commutation uses an over-
damped LC circuit. (Irce or fake)

16. In most circuits that use a capacitor for com-
mutation, it will he necessar y to charge the capaci-
tor to	 poIarit.

17. The Morgan comrnutation'circuit is identified
b y its use of a _________ reactor.

18. In :he external transistor commutation oft-

cuit, the transistor must be driven into _______ to
turn off the thvristor.

8-4
STATIC FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
FOR AC MOTOR CONTROL
The ac motor, espc.Th: !he squirrel cage induction
type, possesses many viriucs in comparison to dc
motors. These include significantly lower Cost.
wei ght, and inertia: higher efficiency: and fewer
maintenance requirements. They are also capable of
operating in dirty and explosive environments be-
cause they do not have a commutator and brushes.

In spite of the many virtues of the ac motor, the
cost of converters and circuit complexity were main
factors preventing the widespread application of ac
drives. However, as the ratings of solid-state devices
continuously improve and as their cost decreases,
variable-speed ac drives are increasing in popularity.
Integrated circuit technology is also assisting in this
changeover as complex circuits are reduced to the
chip level.

The speed of an induction motor is determined by
the synchroous speed and by the slip of the rotor.
The sy richronous speed is dictated by the supply
frequency and the number of poles. Sli p can be con-
trolled by rega1ating the voltage or current supplied
to the motor. There are several methods for control-

the sped of induction motors:

I. Vai'iahle-'. oltage constant-frequenc y or stator
volta ge control

2. Variablc--.,,Itage variable-frequency ooitrol
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3. Variable-current varjae-frequency control 	 A1OSFET threepl	 wav'verjLis illus-

4. Regulation of the amount f slip	
trateTig.821. This type of inverter is suitable

- -- -	 -	 to drive a three-phase induction motor and is capable

The term invrLter 	 refers to equipment 	 of a variable-frequency output. This type of inverter

	

- used for transforming direct to alternating current. A 	 is often referred to as a two-ontr.verter since two

cycloconve rter 	for transforming a higher-fre- 	 MOSFETs are always on. Figure 8-22 shows sirnr'li-

qu	 alternating current to a lower-frequency 	 fled schematics and the firing sequence required for
withoufahy intermediate dc link, 	 three-phase outputs. The output .waveforms are

	

The most commonly used ac drive system is the 	 shown in Fig- 8-23. Figure 8-22(a) shows the state of

	

variable-frequency dc-link inverter. Polyphase induc- 	 the MOSFETs for 0' to 60'. Transistor Q2 connects

	

tion motors or synchronous motors are employed 	 the positive end of supply V to motor terminal A

	

because their operating characteristics are retained 	 while Q3 connects the negative end of V to the B

	over the range of the inverter, v hich is typically from 	 terminal. Therefore, from 0' to 60' the voltage across

	

10 to 200 Hz. Variable-frequency drives are found in 	 terminals A and B (%'.) is + V. The oltae from

	

machine tools and textile, paper, and steel mill equip- 	 terminals A to C (tc) and from C to B (V 8) is

	

meat. In most variable-frequency drives, a constant 	 + 111' since the two windings are in series across

	

volta ge per hertz is maintained up to the rated ftc- 	 V,. The aveforms show % 4 and %ç, the in v erse

	

quency of the motor, and then the stator voltage is	 of V- and 1'ca- Hence, %-4 and %' -  are equal to

	

maintained at its rated value as the frequency is in-	 — 12W for the 0' to 60' timing sequence.

	

creased. Failure to maintain a constant volts 1hertz	 Fiare 8-22ib) shos Q and Q on, which makes

	

ratio affects the torque output and can cause an in- 	 V4 equal to -V (or l. '(4 equal to —%'). Beth t

	

crease in stator current and rny overheat the motor, 	 and VBc are --l'2V for 60' to 120' as shown in Fir.

- Figure: 8-20 	 a simple two-transistor inverter.	 8-23 (pare 192. By further analysis of Fig.

	

wave fed through trans-	 8-22c,d,ef). the three-phase compote waveforms

	

_a 
_suare

former T2 to drive the bases of Q and Q2. Each	 shown in Fig. 8-23 are produced.

	

transistor is alternately switched into_saturation. 	 / A similar type of inverter can be' obtained b usinc

When Q1 is on , 0, is oft, and the Current flows - thytistors in the three-phase configuration shown i

	

through the top half of the pritnar) of T1 . Later, QL	 Fig 24elon-page 193. The commutation and firing

is turned off and 02 is turned on. The current no	 circi:s have been omitted to simplify the exp1aa-	 -

	

flo
ws in the bottom halfof the Ti's secondar y . This	 tion The thristoTs are fired in a sequence to produce

inducesa square wave in the secondary of T1 . Thissiie-phase sequence ouzput. voltages VA3 . V.

	

, sQuare wave output is filtered (L 1 . C1) to make it	 and	 a the output terniinal A, B, and C.-

more sinusoidal before it is applied to the load. 	 -	 From Ftgure 8-24tb it can be seen that SCR; CO

txarsfocr-er	 _____

Ta
Fil-

IF: I tl,

I:

10 k k7

j1, 1.OpF

Square wave generator \//
Fig. 8-20 Simpk eiaagi-phae nvarr.
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Fig. 8-21 MOSFET three-phase inverier for Ln ind.ron motor.
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ducts from 0 to ISO'. and SCR_- conducts from lO
to 36O. This condition relies on SCR, being corn-
mutated prior to SCR_- ring; if there is any time
dela y in the turn-off SCR. a short circuit or "shoot
throu gh" can exist between the positive and negative
sup pl y rads throu g h SCR I and SCR.1 . The associated
waveforms along s ith the gatin g pulses are shown in
Fi g . 8-2	 .

Ftgur 5-25(a) on page 194 shows a vve-connected
load for the six-step three-phase inverter shown in
Fi g . 82 1 ieL Figuce 8-25 6) shows the load connec-
tions for the 0 to 60 time interval, with SCRs 1. 5.
and 6 conductin g . Two N, indings of the o e load are
alwa y s in parallel, and one is in series with the par-
allel pair. Thus, as a volta ge divider, the parallel pair
drops I 3V while 2 SV is dropped by the single wind-
ing. This assumes that the "ye load is balanced. The
output voltages for the load VAv. V, and Vc- are
similar to those of Fig. 8-23. One important differ-
ence. since the load is wye-connected. is that the
peak volta ge (across an y winding) to the neutral is
261, insead of the full V output as realized by a
delta load.

The trigger circuit for the inverters is often ob-
tained from  ring counter. A three-state ring counter
is shcwn in Fig. 8-26 ( page 195). The output fre-
quency s determ i ned by the applied input square
wave. This input s aveform is generated by a sepa-
rate oscjlator. Var\ ing the frequency of the oscillator
will vrv the speed of a :hree-phase induction meter
conneet,.! ts a lo.sd. T-., a three-state dna counters

may be csed to trigger a six-step nv crIer, When the
power is applied through S. capcitors C 1 to C6
charge to V through T 1 , T2, or T and the associated
resistors. The input square wave is differentiated by
C . and R to produce the spikes shown in Fig. 8-26.
The Spies would trigger all three SCRs through
diodes E to D. but the positive charge on C 1 to C3
reverse-biases the diodes and keeps them off. When
the start switch (S 1 ) is closed, C is discharged by R6
and the other resistors in the di':harge circuit. This
discharge allows a positive spike to he coupled
through D 1 to C to fire SCR 1 and produce a trigger
pulse at the secondary of T 1 . This in turn discharges
C throe gh SCR I and Ra. Capah:or C is also dis-
charged through R 2 and the I-VI resistor. With C,
discharg ed, D. is no longer reverse-biased. Now the
next positive spike from the differentiator will fire
SCR2 . The finng of SCR, through R4 and the subse-
quent discharge of C5 through Ra produce a positive
voltage pulse at the cathode of SCR 1 . This pulse
rnomentn1y reverse-biases SCR. which commu-
tates. The circuit operation con:nues as the SCRs
fire in a sequence of 1-2-3-1-2, and so on.

The oltage waveforms for t\o-ring counters are
shown irn Fi g , 8-27 (page 195). The (a) group was just
discussed; the (6) waveforms are for a second three-
state rirta counter whose input is delayed by one-half
period to produce the remaining input triggers for the
inverter switches.

The cetput of these types of inverters has a high
harmonc contcnt, especially when they operate over
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Fig. 8 . 23 Three -phase inverter 'Jtuc aveforms.

a wide frequency r'c'e such as 10 to 200 Hz. Output
filtering is not pracucii because of the wide range of
frequencies. Thcre are several other methods that
may be used to minimize the output harmonic con-
tent. One vay is to use pulse width modulation tech-
niques within the inverter. Another method is to
combine a number square-wave inverters with
each one phase-shifted and fired at the desired output
frequency. This method is known harmonic neu-
tralization. Figure 8-28 (page 196) shows how a three-
phase inverter can be constructed by using three
single-phase bridge inverters. This arran gement elirn-
mates the third harmonics from the inverter's output.

The single-phase cycloconverter is covered in
Chapter 3. To review, the cycloconverter can pro-
duce a variable-frequency output by using phase-
controlled converters. They normally operate at a
frequency of one-third the supply frequency or less.
The major advantages for using the cyctoconverter
are (I) elimination of the intermediate tic link.
thereby improving the overall efficiency; 2) voltage
control accomplished within the converter; (3)
achievement of line commutation, eliminatin g any
forced external commutation circuitry.

The outp1t of the single-phase, two-pulse midpoint
c - .: ii er i covered in Chapter 3) has a hh ripple

.ent. Increasin g the number of pulses si:i reduce
the ripple content in the load waveform. The pulse
number can be increased by using con'cners as
shown in Fi g . 8-29 (page 196). arranged to tc:m three
dual converters. As shown in Fig. 8-29(b. this con-
figuration uses 18 thyristors and permits onv unidi-
rectional operation. Another increase in the pulse
number can be obtained by using six six-pulse mid-
point con erters with interphase reactors as shov n
in Fig. 8-30 (page 197). This unit requires $5 thyris-
tors and also pro' ides unidirectional operation only.
Circulating currents are reduced by the in :et phase
reactor, which presents its full reactance to the pas-
sage of circulating currents but only a quarter of its
reactance to the load current.

The cyciocoriverters discussed up to this point are
for Continuous variable-frequency app!ica:icns. In
some appl i cations the output frequency is a fixed
percentage (less than 100) of the sup pl y &Cuencv.
In these cases an envelope cvcloconverrr, a less
complex circuit, may he employed. Figure S-fl (page
197) shows a block diagram with logic contrl of the
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Fig. 8.29 Three Lao-puke converiers combre.! 	 clock diagram. (b: Schematic diagram.

thyristor gates to obtain 6:1 reductions of the suppk	 . a good apprcximation of a sine wave, as shown in
frequecv. Using a three-phase configuration grea:iv	 Fig. 8-32. The waveform shows the 20-Hz envelope
reduces the harmonic content. The output of the six- 	 obtained from the 60-Hz Supply. A basic disadvan-
puke ccr. guration is fed into a	 ye-duble-\\ e	 tage of the envelope cyclocoaverter is it operates
tranaformer -sjth four different output voltnees. Ths 	 only at a fi'ed number of frequencies when con-
arranc--,'nt rrodstces a Cornos!te "ss Jcrm tii,: 	 trlled by a ccuntcr with a variable number of states.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS
19. The speed of induction rnolus is related to

the line

20. The ________ is used to chan ge direct current
to ltcrnaIiflg current.

21 . AcvclocOnVerter Converts a low sup piv fre-
quncy to a higher frequenc y. (true or false)

22. The cyctoconverter changes frequency with-
out any intermediate _______ link as required with
an inverter circuitry.

23. Inverters typically operate frni ________ Hz
to :00 liz.

24. in Fig. 8-24, shoot-through occurs if there is
a delay in the _________ of the Ihyristor.

8-5
TROUBLESHOOTING AND
MMNTENA%CE

The des ices used in the static converters covered in
this chapter are also discussed in other chapters. One
exception is the thy ratron tube, whose appearance
in modern industrial equipment is ver y unlikely.
Hoaever. not all equipment is modern, and the tech-
nican must he aware that the tubes are gas-filled and
exlihit a stead y blukh glow when opel-ating. In most
eases, the tubes are balanced and share the load
equall. If one tube is much brighter than another, a
pair houlJ he reversed to see sshethcr the sYmptom
foltoss s the tube reversal. If so, the replacement of
groups of tubes is recommended in this circum-
.tance. If the problem does not follow the tube re-

eral. a circuit problem is indicated, so voltage and
resistance checksare in order. Use the manufactur-
er's maintenance manual for reference. 'The tubes
also have filaments which may be separately con-
trolled or poss ered. The loss of filament posser (usu-
ally less than I? V) "ill prevent tube conduction.

If possible. gather information from the operators
of the equipment. This information may he useful in
deciding whether a thermal problem, noise, regula-
tion, or s'orn controls may exist. As ss ith solid-state
des ices, heat dissipation is very important. Dirty or
restricted fans and heat sinks should he checked first
whenever any thermal problems exist.

Since phase-control circuits are line-synchronized,
an oscilloscope triggered at the line frequency can
be used for localizing any trouble. Silicon controlled
rectifiers must hold off the line voltages and in most
cases are in brid ge-type configurations. This type of
arrangement gives one a comparison device to use
for checking the operation of all other devices. In
the case of small motors, a power resistor or a lamp
hank can he substituted for the motor to prevent
overheating or damage due to latched-up conditions.
If control is lost in one direCtion.of abidirectional
control, the thvnistor is usually sJspec't. An open

device will prohibit movement in one direction, al-
though a leaky or short-circuited device wilt keep the
uait locked iii that direction.

Most chopper circuits rely on self-commutation.
In many circuits such as the Jones chopper, the Ca-
pacitor is part of a resonant circuit needed for corn-
iautation, so its sLbility and leakage are important
factors. if the capacitor is leaky, the SCR can latch
up, and all control is lost. Any significant change in
its value can shift the period of the resonant ringing
and may not produre a voltage of sufficient amplitude
to commutate the SCR. A leaky or short-circuited
diode will disrupt all commutation. In the case of a
freewheeling diode, a short-circuited device wi l l stop
the motor and severely overload the line and the
control devices. .A blown fuse or a tripped breaker
can be expected in these cases. Parallel MOSFETs
are employed in many applications and must be sep-
arated, at least at the drain or source lead, to check
for short circuits. Remember that many devices have
an integral (internal) diode that can influence the
testing. In some cases, the devices can he first tested
as a group. If the group test failed, the units would
have to be separated to locate the one that was short-
circuited. No commutation is needed for MOSFETs,
so if latch-up occurs it utially indicates a short-
circuited device.

Single-phase inyertcrs must operate at their spec-
ified frequenc y, and tins lar g e deviation can cause a
loss in efficienc y . Overheating in the load can result
from excess harmenic content if the inverter's filter
fails to function properly. The tic current capability
of any inductor or capacitor in a filter must be ob-
served when replacements are in order. A set of
manufacturer's spsres is recommended in all cases.
Inverters can usually he isolated into individual
blocks for troubleshooting purposes. Isolation at the
component level involves voltage or resistance
checks. Various dc power supplies are employed for
biasing and power conversion. Verification of all sup-
ply voltages must occur early in the fault analysis
procedure.

Ring counters rely on the symmetry of parts (re-
sistors, solid-state devices, capacitors, etc). Any
large change in value or leakage will stop the counter
or prohibit its starting. If it is stopped, one can detect
the stuck stage and check the associated compo-
nents. An oscilloscope can he used to trace trigger
waveforms up to the gates of the thyristors or MOS-
FETs. If any SCR has failed, its shunt diode should
also be checked. An open diode is often the cause
of an SCR failure sshen inductive loads are involved.

In the case of large cycloconverters, the thyristors
may be individuall y fused, and the fuses should be
checked first. If a fuse is blown, the SCR should be
verified before returning the unit to service. The logic
used in developing the pulses can he tested to ensure
that the timing and am plitude of the trigger.pulses
are within the manufacturer's specifications. Some
units may have a test position and test points avail-



- able for these purposes. In all cases, the manufac-
turer's maintenance manual should be consulted N-
fore any servicing is attempted.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

25. Thyratrons exhibit a	 glow when ion-
ized.

26. Before servicing open loop controls, a tech-
nician should obtain information from the equipment
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27, Latch-up in an SCR can be due to loss of
commutation. (true or false) 	 -.	 --

28. Commutation in the Jones or Morgan circuit -
relies on energy stored in a

29. Individual MOSFETs can be tested while
connected in parallel in a circuit. (true or false)

30. If a capacitor opens in an inverter's filter, the
load may	 .

CHI-IPTER REVIEW QUESTIONS
8-1. In Fig. 8-3, reversing the control voltage

will reverse the motor's direction. (true or false)

8 .2. In Fig. 84(b). which component senses
motor current to provide ovelc'ad protection?

8-3. Varying the OFF time of the waveform is
called pulse	 modulation.

84. Which solid-state switches are used in the
Jones circuit?

8-5. The capacitor in the Jones circuit is usuafly
an electrol}tic type. (true or, false)

8:6. Two-quadrant choppers are efl a.uied for
series-connected motors. (true or false)

8-7. When used v,ith an alternating uppi vo-
age, conmutation is frequency-independent. (rue
or false)

S-S. To keep the output torque consta:1_
erter must keep the ________ ratio consta::

8-9. Failure to keep the previous ratio co-::
may cause the motor to

8-10. The tsso-on inverter refers to tso phases
being on at any time. (true or false)

8 . 11. The v, ye load voltage referenced to the
neutral is _______ of the delta voltage for the t'ao-
on six-step inverter.

8-12. A method to ga:e inverters sequentially is
to use a _______ counter.

8-13. The SCRs in a rin g counter are commu-
tated by positive PUlSeS at their cathodes. (true or -- -
false)

8-14. Cyclo.converters usuall y produce an output
at ______ of the supply frequency or less.

8-15. Circulating currents are reduced in multiple
cycloconverters by using a ______ reactor-

8-16. The	 cvcloconverter combines the
output of multiple secondaries to oduce the sine

- wave.
8.17. Th)ristos in the cciocooverter ma y be in-

dividually	 fot o\ercurree: protection.

8-18. The ______ maintenance manuals shoald
first be cfiecke ber,	 a:tenitJn; any ser icing

8-19. 1 1 mot s . .	 ocifloscope can be trig
gered from the l:r.e c	 input of a c yclocon-
verier.

8-20. Verification of all	 voltages is an
important early s:ep in -.er%icing any in\ erter.

illVS WERS TO REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. false 2. SCR 3. fixing 4. R. 5. Q: the UT 6. deadband 7. thyritor 8. modulation 9. D, 10. false

11. commutate 12. autotranfornier 13. current 14. reverse 15. fats, 16. r erse'opposite 17. saturable

IS. saturation 19. frequency 20. inverter 21. false 22. dc 23. tO 24. commutation 25. bltjTzsh 26. operator

27. true 28. capacitor 29. false 30. overheat

5..
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INP LIT TR AiVSIJ UCERS
Control is based on information. Industrial
automation Systems must extract information
from the ph ysical process that is being con-
trolled. Input transducers convert pht-sical pa-
rametels into electrical signals that corrc-
spond to ii hat is happening. In the broadest
sense, a transducer is an y clet-ice that receives
energy from one s ystem and retransmits it,
usualh in another form, to another sts tern.
Thus, an electric motor can be tietted as a
transducer. The word sensor is more restric-
tne. It refers to that part of a transducer that
responds to the quantitY being measured. This
chapter nil! use the terms trail sdu cur and
sensor to describe componentsrOts ant! deiices
used to measure phssical conditions.

9-1
POSITION AND DISPLACEMENT
Dispio "trot is I n,,.L er.-' "cc aciss een the position
of some object and rc•.rence pc'iat. Displacement
can be 7'a'ar (straight-line) or rora-v (angular). Pc-
tentiome:ric transducers can be used to measure both
linear ad angular displacement. Ptentiorneters are
very conn-n transducers in the industrial environ-
Inert. F:ure 9-I shows a lir:ear disp!acemertt potcr-
tiorneter. A resistance element is shown at the top
of the diagram. This element can be formed by wind.
rig resis:ance wire on a form or b y depositing resis-
tance mierial. The viper contact moves along the
resistance element in response to motion applied to
the input shaft. If a voltage is applied across termi-
nals A aii B. then some portion of that voltage will

Re.stance e:emenr

3

C	 ;'.'p.,r ctact

/	
z/,-Y7T

9-1 I rn	 -'ci!arrntrrn: p.
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appear across A and C. Most potentiometric trans-
ducers are nominally linear. If the input shaft is at
its mechanical center position, half the applied volt-
age will appear at C. If it is at its far left position.
the output voltage will be zero. If it is one-quarter
from its far left position, the output voltage will be
one-fourth the applied voltage. In other words, there
is a linear relationship between the shaft position and
the output signal.

The actual performance of a displacement poten-
tiometer will deviate from nominal linearity. Manu-
facturers rate them according to worst-case devia-
tion. A I percent linearity rating or better is typical
for transducer service. Thus, a 10041 transducer may
have an error of plus or minus I fi at its worst-case
position. Potentiometer resolution is another source
of error. Suppose a IOU-fl resistance element is made
LIP of 200 turns of wire. This means that each turn
represents 0.5 fi of resistance. As the wiper rnocs.
the resistance across the wiper contact and either
end contact changes in half-ohm steps. This is the
smallest change that the transducer can resolve. It is
also expressed in percentage form; the resolution
would he 0.5 percent (05 fihlOO fl x IOU) in this
example. For best accuracy, the percentages of lin-
earit y and r'sduf ion should be as small as possible.

An angular displacoment potentiometer is shown
in Fig. 9-2. The input shaft turns, and the wiper
contact moves with it. As before, if a voltage is
placed across the resistance element, the voltage at
the wiper contact will be a function of shaft position
or shaft displacement. The preceding discussion of
linearity and resolution also applies. The an gular po-
tentiometer is usually limited to about 320° of rota-
tion. However, gearing can be used to make a

withith greater mechanical range. Other
arrangements to provide greater mechanical range
include worm drives for the wiping contact and as-
semblies will, more than one wiper.

Input shaft

Fig. 9-2 .5niirnr disptnrirt-.ot rirtt.rr.
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F. 9-3 Linear va-ise differential transformer (LVDT) construc-
tion.

Potentiometric transducers are relatively inexpen-
sive and easy to apply. However, they have some
limitations. For example, attempts to make the res-
olution very high usually result in poorer linearity.
They are temperature-Sensitive, a characteristic that
also affects their accurac y. Potentiometers are con-
sidered to below to mediumaccuracy.traflSdUCerS.
The wiper contact is another lirrdting factor, being
subject to wear and dirt and potentially producing
electrical noise 	 -	 -

The linear variable differentin -- transformer
(LVDT) is more costly but outperforms the potenti-
ometric transducer. Its construction is shown in Fig.
9-3. It consists of a primary. two secondaries, and a

Core asp'acernert

CoreatA	 CorettO	 CoreatS
(null peCton)

Fig. 94 Linear vasaie differential transformer (LVDT) output
phase and voltage Venus core position -

I.
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Fig. 9-5 Coceerting LVDT osilput to dc. 	 -

movable core. The primary is excited by an ac
source. When the core is in its exact center location.
the ampIiude of the voltage induced into secondary
I will be the same as the voltage induced into Sec-
ondary 2. The secondaries are connected to phase
cancel, and the output voltage will be Oat that point.
Figure 94 illustrates what happens to the output
voltage as the core is moved to the left (Fio. 9-4[aJ)
and to the right (Fi g . 941k]). Note that the magnitude
of the output voltage is a linear function of core
position and that the phase is determined by the side
of the null position on which the core is located.

Fi gure 9-5 shows a simple circuit for converting
the ac output of an LVDT to dc. With the core
centered, both S 1 and S produce equal amplitudes.
Both ha1fwave rectifiers produce equal dc voltage -
drops across the two resistors. The polarities are
opposing. so the output voltage from A to B is equal

- to zero If the core is moved up. S 1 produces more - -
voltage , than S,. The drop across the top resis tor is
now greater, and A hecdtnes positive with respect to -.
B.-If the core is moved do.yn. B becoms positive -
with resoect to A. Although this simplearrangerneist
wcrics. hher performance is available with a more
e!a5orate detector Circuit. The last section of this
chapter deals with transducer sienal conditioning in
more detail.

,A rotary variable differential transformer is shown
in Fig. 9-6. This transducer allows the measurement
of angular displacement up to about 90. This range
may be extended with gearing.

Linear variable differential transformer accuracies
are very good. Typical linearities are between 0.25
and 0.05 percent of full ran ge. In general, even better
linearity can be obtained by operating the LVDT
over something less than its maximum range. The
typical industrial LVDT has a Iota) range of approx-
imately plus and minus 2 1/2 cm. Resolution is excel-
lent, with typical specifications near 0.000001 cm.

Core	 Irrpsn
ft 

V
Fig. 9.6 Rotary variabk differential temsstermcr.

)C cutpn
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exciation frequencs for an 1-VDT varies, de-
or its design and the application. For ex-

Iran ,ducer 01051 accurately track rap-
idly c.:ic::2 displacement, the higher frequencies
are ad'. a: ;eous. Typical values range from 50 Hz
to 30 kllz. The voltae applied to the primar y is
uually around 10 V. Rejiahilitv of the L\' J) 1 is su-
perb, with ratings of millions of hours mean time
before failure (MTBF).

Some displacement measurements involve very
small movements. Strain gage transducers lend them-
selves to these applications. They also are noted for
low cost and ease of use and, in some cases, can
simply be epoxied to the physical member under
measurement. Strain gages are based on the principle
that the resistance of a conductor is directly propor-
tiorial to its resistivity and length and inversely pro-
portional to its cross-sectional area. If a conductor
is stretched, its length will increase, thus increasing
its resistance. At the same time, its cross-sectional
area decreases, also increasing its resistance.

Figure 9- 1(a) shows a bonded 55 ire strain cage. It
consists of several loops of fine wire bonded to a
paper or plastic backing. Note that the sensitivity
axis is parallel to the long portions of the wire runs.
If the gage is slightly elongated along this axis, max-
imum resistance increase will result because the
greatest total length of wire is involved. In Fig.
9 .7(b) the!'o.1-type gage is depicted. These gages are
made w it a primed-circuit-t% pe process usin g con-
ductive alo s rolled to a thin foil. A grid confi g ura-
tion is used for the strain-sensiti', e element to allow
higher alues of gage resistance while maintaining
short gase lengths. Gage resistance ',ar.es from 30 to

S-s:, a	 Ss	 ,i

A,ignmet

N	 Paper or

raOts

3000 fl with 120- and 35041 values being rather com-
mon. Gage lengths vary from 0.02 to 10 cm (0.008 to
4 in.). The sensi

t
ivity axis for the foil-type gage is

parallel to the long runs of foil, and the alignment
marks are used to acc'rately inst.-.11 the gage along
the proper axis.

1 he typical industriai strain gage has a gage factor
of 2. Gage factor is the resistance change ratio di-
sided by the length change ratio:

GF (gage factor)	
.RIR-

Suppose a 4-cm Strain gage has a nominal resistance
of 350 fi and a gage factor of 2. How much will the
resistance increase if the gage is elongated by
0.02 cm. First, find the ratio of length change by
di. iding 0.02 by 4. This yields 0.005. Then, multiply
this ratio by the GF and the nominal resistance to
find the change in resistance: 0.005 x 2 x 350 fi =
3.5 Q. Thus, the gage will increase from 350 to 353.5
fi sshen elongated by 0.02 cm.

It is obvious that the resistance change is small in
strain gages. I-low can such a small change be con-
verted into a useful signal? The Wheatstone bridge
circuit is well known for its accuracy and sensitivity
in measurement applications. Figure 9-8 shows a
bridge with a strain gage serving as one of the bridge
elements. it' all four bridge elements equal 350 II, the
bridge is balanced and the output volta ge is zero.
\\ hat happens to the output if the resistance of the
gage increases to 353.5 II? By using the equation and
input voltage shown in Fig. 9-8, you should calculate
art output voltage of approximately 0 03 V. The
bridge output will normally be applied to the input
of an instrumentation amplifier with a gain of 100 (or
more). The final output would be nearly 3 V for our
e\ample.

Another feature of the bridge circuit i , that it can
be accurately balanced to produce zero output for
zero strain. This process is called nulling the bridge,
In Fig. 9-8 Th could he replaced by a fixed resistor
in series with a, adjustable resistor. The adjustable
resistor would allow a change of a few percentage
points in that leg of the bridge. This would facilitate
accurate nulling of the bridge. Finally, the bridge
circuit makes temperature compensation easy. Strain
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gages react to temperature as well as to strain. Refer
again to Fig. 9-7(c). The two-element strain gage is
often used where temperature cornpcnsation is re-
quired. With proper alignment, only one of the gages
wdl react to strain. Howe', ci, both will react to tem-
perature and presumably by the same amount. lI the
two-element ga ge is a pplied to a bridge circuit such
as the one shown in Fig. 9-8, one will act as a strain
sensor, and the other will provide temperature com-
pensation. For example, the gage sensitive to strain
would serve as R0, and the compensation gage would
serve as R 1 . The bridge equation shows that any
resistance change that affects R0 and R 1 by an equal
amount will produce no change in V.

Temperature compensation with a two-element
gage does create some error. All gages have some
sensitivity to strain perpendicular to their longitudi-
nal axis. This is 6alled transverse sensitivit y. It is
minimized by the gage manufacturer by placing extra
material in the end loops of the conductors and by
keeping the grid lines close together. The manufac-
turer will specify the transverse sensüiviy factor,
which is the ratio of transverse GF to longitudinal
GE The gain of the instrumentation amplifier can be
adjusted to compensate for the characteristic that
the temperature compensation gage also increases
slightly in resistance ss hen the assembly is elongated.

Certain semiconductor materials exhibit a charac-
teristic knoss n as piezoresistance, which is  change
in resistance with strain Semiconductor strain gages
capitalize on this effect to provide very sensitive
strain transducers. They have gage factors higher
than those of the bonded wire or foil types. The
semiconductor gage factors range from 45 to 175.
This high sensitivity permits them to be used without
ampliflers in some applications. Their resistance
change is less linear over large ranges, however.

Figure 9-9 shows another type of displacement
transducer. Capacitance is directly related to plate
area and inversely related to the plate spacing. As
the metal tube moves to the right, the distance be-
tween plates decreases, increasing the capacitance.
The capacitive transducer can be placed into an ac
bridge to provide an ac output voltage that is a func-
tion of linear displacement. Or the capacitor can be
part of a tuned circuit for an oscillator. This arrange-
ment will produce a frequency change with any
change in position. Figure 9-10 shows an angular
displacement capacitor. Capacitance will increase as
the moving plate covers more of the fixed plate.

None of the transducers shown in this section lend

Fie,i rrs'aI tube

M000	
.

Hg. 9-9 Linear displace—  capacitor.
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FeO

Fig. 9 . 10 Angular displacement capacitor.

Fig. 9-I1 A method of sensing large disptcemer,t.

themselves to the measurement of very large dis-
placements. There are various 'vavs to accomplish
this, and Fi g . 9-I1 shows one example. As the ma-
terial moves beneath the friction wheel, it causes it
to turn. The ssheel is shaft-coupled to a toothed
wheel made of ferrous material. As the toothed wheel
turns, it alternately provides a high and then a low
reluctance path for the Hall-effect sensor. The output
of the sensor is in the form of pulses. These pU'SCS
can be accumulated by counting circuits to meas're
extremely large displacements.

lIE liE II' QUESTIOVS

I. Refer to Fig. 9-I Assume that 12 V is across
terminals A and 13 and that the slide bar is posi-
tioned at three-fourths of its right-most displace-
ment. What voltage drop should appear from A to
C?

2. Assume that the transducer in question I has
a linearity of 1 percent. What lange of output volt-
ages would be considered normal for the data
given?

3. A potentiometric transducer has a total resis-
tance of 500 f, and the smallest resistance change
it can produce is I fl. "'hat IS Its percentage of
resolution?

4. Refer to Fig. 9-5. Assume that the core is
I cm above its null posit i on and that the drop
across the top resistor is 6 V and the drop across
the bottom resistor 4 V. What is the output volt-
age? Is A positive or ne gative v.ith respect to B?

5. Assuming perfect linearity, what '.' cold hap-
pen in question 4 if the core were move•. to a posi-
tion I cm below the null position?

T	 .	 -
---
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6. Refer to Fig. 9-8. All bridge elements are
equal at 350 D. How much output\i1l be produced

if R 1 and RG both increase by I fl?

7. Refer to Fig. 9-7(4 How mapy sensiti e axes
are there?

Conrttirg

-	 Rou'.ir'g
gt

9-2
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION

Speed is the rate of change in displacement. It may
be measured in meters per second, kilometers per
hour, or centimeters per minute. 'lelocitv is a mea-
sure of speed and direction. It is a vector quantity.
Industrial measurements most often deal with fixed
directions. A ram on a machine, for example, can
only trael back and forth along a fixed path. Since
the direction is established, the term velocity rather
than speed is used to describe the rate of ram travel.
On ram direction would yield a positive velocity
and the opposite direction a negative velocity. Ro-
tating machine parts also usuall y travel in a fixed
path. Again, one direction would be measured in
terms of positive velocity and the other in negative
velocity. Angular velocity is the rate of change in
angular clisplacement. The most common unit of an-
gular displacement is the revolution (360') and an-
gular velocity is usually measured in. revolutions per
minute (rpm). It may also he measured in radians per
second (rad's) There are 6.28 (2 X 7r) radians in I
revolution. Linear velocitv is often converted to an-
gular velocity by an arrangement such as that shown
in Fi g . 9-I1. Velocit y information can be extracted
front this arrangement by timing the sensor pukes.

High velocities are ordinarily measured by timing
the period required for an object to travel from one
fixed point to another. Optical detectors and timing
circuits are used to make the measurement. For ex-
ample, an object passes one point, ; here it interrupts
a light beam and the timing circuit starts. Later, a
second point is passed, here a second light beam
is interrupted and the timing circuit stops. Very high
accuracy can be achieved with such an arrangement
if the distance between the two points is accurately
measured and if the timing circuit is precise. Modern
counting circuits can easily resolve millionths of a
second. Angular velocity can also be measured by
optical techniques. Figure 9-12 shows an optical
tachometer that can be used to measure shaft, gear,
or pulley velocity. A contrasting stripe of paint or
tape is applied to the rotating part. The tachometer
has a light source and lens assembly. The light re-
flected back into the photo detector is alternately
brighter and darker because of the contrasting stripe.
The detector produces one pulse for every shaft rev-
olution. Counting and timing circuits convert the
pulses to angular velocity.

Direct current tachometers are also popular for
measuring angular velocity. They are usually
equipped with a permanent magnet field, a rotating
armature circuit, and a commutator and brush assem-

T_be

Fig. 9-12 Oplicat tztherneur.

bly. Ignoring loading effects, the output of a dc tach-
ometer is proportional to the flux density of the field.
the length of the armature circuit, and the angular
velocity of the shaft. Since flux and the armature
circuit are fixed for any given tachometer, the man-
ufacturers rate them with an output constant of volts
per rpm. Typical dc tachometers produce outputs
from 0.01 to 0.02 V/rprn;They-producea polarity
reversal when, rotated backward. This is a necessary
feature when the tachometer must also provide di-
rection information to the system

Direct current tachometers, because they have
brushes, sufir from noise and maintenance prob-
lems. Alternating current tachometers have been de-
veloped to eliminate these problems. They employ a
permanent magnet rotor and a polyphase stator. The
output is ac, with both frequency and voltage pro-
portional to the angular velocity of the input shaft.
A frequency-to-voltage converter circuit is some-
times used to convert the output to a dc si gnal. Or
the stator output can be rectified to produce a dc
signal. Neither technique will produce a polarity
change if the input shaft changes direction, however.

The drag-cup tachometer works on an induction
principle. It is also called an ac induction tachome-
ter. Figure 9-13 shows its construction. One set of
stator coils is connected to an external excitation
source. The other stator coils are positioned 90' from
the excited coils and form the output circuit. The
drag cup is made of copper or aluminum and is con-
nected to the input shaft. The side view shows that
there is also a laminated inner core. The drag cup
has a clearance gap between this core and the stator
poles. The theory of operation i shown in Fig. 9-14.
With no rotation, the output is zero. An eddy current
flux is set up in the drag cup, but it is at 90 to the
output coils. If the shaft is turned, a second flux
appears in the drag cup. It is caused by an armature
reaction current flowing in the drag cup and is at

det,
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Fig. 9-13 Drug-cup tachometer.
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Fig. 9-14 Drag-cip tachometer operation.

right angles to the e\Citcl coils. The ICSUIICIi1 [lux
produces an output. The faster the shalt turns. the
greater the reczton flux and the better the angle of
the resultant for output. Therefore, the output is pro-
portional to shaft velocit y. If the shaft is reversed.
the reaction flux reverses, the resultant angle shifts.
and the phase of the output changes. With the ap-
propriate phae-de!ector circuitry. t!e drag-cup ta-
chometer can provide shaft dlreetloa information

A linear tachornotes produces an otoput that '.aries
smoothly and continuously with angular velocity.
For example. if the output is 10 V at 1000 rpm.
it will ideally he 10.5 V at 1050 rpm and II V at
1100 rpm. Digttal tachometers produce a fixed num-
ber of output pulses for every shaft revolution. The
optical tachceter presented earlier produced one
pulse per reoluzion. In Fig. 9-15 three pulses are
produced for e\ery revolution because there are
three slots in the rotating disk. It is possible to sense
direction with this type of tachometer by using ts o
sets of staggered. overlapping slots and a dual LED
phototransistor assembly. The oserlap provides a
point here h beams ;ill he on. Then one bearrt
will be interrupted first, depending on the direction
of rotation. Magnetic digital tachometers are also
popular. These operate on the Hall-effect principle
or the variable-reluctance principle.

At ce/era/ion is the rate of change in velocity. An
object that is accelerating is incieing its velocit
c ith time, In Oece!erarion, or negative acceleration.

the object is losin g vclocity with time. It is mcaurcd
in units of disp aeement per time per time. For ex-
ample r gravity will cause a falling objt to aecelerat

at 91 ciii sis. Ibis is often scritten as 9,X1 cm ,'s- and
is knon as the grt- national constant .Asignal
proportional to acceleration (or deceleration) can he
obtained by differentiating the output of a sclocity
transducer. Likewise, the output of an accelerometer
can be integrated to provide velocity information.
Differentiators and integrators ere covered in
Chapter 6. Or ace.,.tio-' cars be measured by an-
other indirect means. Ne's On'S law gives us F =
ma (force equals mass ames acceleration). If the
mass is known, it is p ossible to measure a displace-
ment produced by the force and derive the acceler-
ation. Fi g . 9-16 sho;s the basic accelerometer, in

LED a,'d
ru',s star

r-jt shaft

Output
tignl

0-c lap

for

--	 Overa

Fig. 9-I5 O'sItaehomrwr
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sra!L
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Fig. 9-16 Basic accnterome)U.
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Fig. 9-15 Damped sine save.
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ficient, the more quickly the system will reco ver from

Af	
transients. Some accelerometers use a 'icous ma-
teria] such as oil to increase the dampin g coefficient.

IVOT

sluggish, and the transducer ill no accuratel y track
A	 w a	 Ho ever. too much damping ill make the responseCa'-s er	 / 

rapid changes in acceleration. Resonant &equenc
and the damping coefficient are ver y irnpoiiant spec-
ifications in an accelerometer. It has been found that
when acceleration is changing with time (which is
normally the case) an accurate response cannot be
obtained from an accelerometer unless its resonant

Al frequency is at least several times the frequency of
the acceleration change. It is also important that the
mass of the accelerometer not appreciably change
the mechanical response of the system to which it is
connected. 

	 - -

Figure 9-19 shows a piezoelectric ac&lerometer
Fig. 9.17 Linear vzale driTerenii tmnsfc^rrt 	 LVDTI accel	 that lends itself to the very rapid accelerations in-

.voled in measuring shocks and vibrations. These

which a linear displacement transducer is mechani.
caliv coupled to a spring-loaded mass. Acceleration
along the axis shown will produce a reaction force
on the mass. Spring tension will allow more or less
displacement of the mass, depending on the amount
of force created by the acceleration. The output sig-
nal from the displacement transducer will be propor-
tional to acceleration.

An LVDT accelerometer is shown in Fig. 9-17.
The LVDT core and spring assembly form the niass.
The cantilever springs resist core motion. Core dis-
placement will be proportional to acceleration. De-
celeration will cause an opposite core displacement
and can therefore also be measured. If an acceler-
ometer such as the one in Fig. 9-17 is set into motion
and then suddenly stopped, it will oscillate at its
natural resonant frequency. In fact, any transient
m

e

chanical input will cause oscillations in a spring.
mass system. The oscillations are typically around
60 Hz for an LVDT-type accelerometer.

Figure 9-18 shows the damped sine wave produced
by a spring-mass system. The natural resonant fre-
quency is the reciprocal of one period of oscillation.
The system continues to oscillate, but friction even-
tually brings it to a rest. This friction is called the
damping coefficient. The greater the damping coef.

Acceleration

flg. 9-19 Piezoelectric accelerometer.

Tra,..cer
hor.sng
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transducers have natural resonant frequencies up to
40 kHz or so. The surfaces of pie zoclectriic materials,
such as qu:utz, become charged sshen the materials
are mechanically stressed. The seismic mass is sup-
ported by te transducer housing through the quartz
disks. Prckading allows the acccleromete to re-
spond to to  negative and positive accelerUin. The
mass can h made high for large-transducer scnsitiv-
ity or low for high-resonant frequency. A typical
high-sensitivity unit will have a range of plus or mi-
nus lOOg (g is the earth's gravitational constant given
earlier) and a resonant frequency of 2 kHz. A low-
sensitivity unit has a typical range of -20.000g to
± 50,000g with a resonant frequency of 40 kHz.

Angular acceleration is measured in revolutions
per time pec time (rev/I) or radians per time per time
(radii 2). Angular acceleration is measured indirectly
with an anaular displacement transducer. The trans-
ducer output goes to a computer, where timing and
position information can be combined to calculate
acceleration and deceleration. Sophisticated machine
tools and robots achieve very precise control of mo-
tion and position by using these techniques.

REVIEW QUESTIOXS

8. What happens to the output of a dc tachome-
ter when its shaft is turned in the opposite direc-
tion?

9. Wh y might it be said that ac tachometers are
angular speed indicators rather than angular veloc-
ity indicators?

10. What is the advantage of the drag-cup ta-
chometer over the ac tachometer?

11. When the output of a velocity transducer is
differentiated, a signal proportional to ________ is
the result.

12. The basic accelerometer in Fig. 9-16 mea-
sures	 directly. The calibrated spring allows
this to be interpreted as a	 measurement,
and the calibrated mass allows the output to be ex-
pressed in units of _______

13. Refer to Fig. 9-18. The period of one oscilla-
tion cycle is 1.5 ms. What is the resonant fre-
quency?

14. What would a larger damping coefficient
achieve in Fig. 9-18?

9-3
FORCE AND FLOW
Force is measured in newtons (N); I N is equal to
0.225 lb. Small forces may be measured in dynes
(dyn); 1 N is equal to 100,000 dyn. Force transducers
are often based on displacement principles. For ex-
ample, refer to Fig. 9-20 which sho',vs a force-mea-
suring device based orta compression spring and an

Force

Fig. 9 .20 Mcaasrtag fo;e.

LVDT. When a force is applied to the table, the
spring compresses in proportion to the amount of
force. The bod y of the LVDT moves down with the
table. The core of the LVDT is fixed to the platform.
The greater the force, the more the relative displace-
ment of the LVDT core. Devices such as the one
shown in Fig. 9-20 are often called load cells.

Figure 9-21 shows how force can be converted to
strain and a corresponding resistance change for
measurement purposes. The cantilever beam as-
sumes a semicircular shape because of the applied
force. The top surface of the beam elongates, and
the bottom surface compres s es. The equation shows
that the st!css at a given point is directly proportional
to the force magnitude and force distance and is
indirectly proportional to the beam v idth and the
square of the beam thickness. With all distance mea-
surements in meters and the force in newtons, the
stress will be found in units of newtons per meter. It
is also necessary to know the modulus of elasticity
fcr the beam material in nesstons!square meter. This
ailoss the strain in meters per meter to be calculated.
Once this is accomplished, the resulting increase in
the resistance of the strain gage can be calculated.

Bondeo strain gage

Force = F reo'sl

-L
T Meters)

//' w ','eters)

Cantile,,er
team

S wTa

S = Stress in ,-.ewtens.meter
StressStrain =	 oda:iis ol

1- 12. 9-21 C-:neerticr fVr::.:
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EXAMPLE
A beam is 2 cm wide and 025 cm thick. With a
force of 100 N, calculate the stress on the beam -
at a point 10 cnc from the point where the force
is applied.

SOLUTION

6 F
WT2 	-

where S = stress
F = force
D = distance between Strain gage and

point of application of force
W = Width
T = thickness

6100 0.10
- (0.021(0.00252
= 4.8 X 105 N/rn

If the beam is made of steel with a modulus of
elasticity of 2 X 10u N'rn, the strain can be found
by

Strain = modulus of elasticity
4.8 X 101 Win

Strain2 X jfl"N/rfi.
= 2.4 X 10 -3 If/rn -

Now, if we assume that a iaO-fl strain gage with a
gage factor of 2 is mounted at the strain point-, the
increase in resistance due to the 100-N force may be.
found by

. P. = GF x strain X resistance
= 2 X 2.4 X 10 X 120

0.576 fi
A tension load cell is illustrated in Fig. 9-22. It can

be used to measure the force required to pick up
heavy loads in industry.. The metal proving ring will
elongate along the tension axis. Four strain gages are
placed around the proving ring to sense the changes.
The four gages are electrically arranged in the bridge
configuration. Tension will slightly distort the prov-
ing ring and elongate gages R2 and R 4 , while R1 and

lot

Fig. 9-23 Piezoetectric force transducers. (e) Load waiher.
(8) Three-component dynamometer.

R3 u fli be slightly compressed. The bridge is ar-
ranged to produce the maximum change in output.
voltage for these changes. Temperature effects are
minimized by the bridge arrangement since all four
gages tend to track thermall.

Two exarnpies of piezoelectric force transducers
are shown in Fig. 9-23. The load washer type shown
in Fig. 9-23(a) is designed to measure axial forces. It
is preloaded when manufactured and can measure
both tensile and compressive forces. Load washer
force transducers are available with ratings from
7 kN to 1 MN. The three-component dynamometer
type shown in Fig. 9-23(b) measures three orthogonal
(right-angle) components of force. It has a natural
resonant frequency of about 4 kHz and measures a

Force

cor_flector

fF

Strifl 9t

Proving ri'9	

LI

Fig. 9-22 Tension Icctd cell.	 Tenoon
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Fig. 9-24 Solid flo' rrCauUrerliit.

maximum force of plus or minus 5 kN along any of
the three axes. T pically, the work piece is mounted
on the dynamometer to provide signals proportional
to the forces involved in grinding and milling opera-
tions. Or the tool can be mounted on the dynamom-
eter to measure the cutting forces produced in turn-
ing operations. Piezoelectric transducers do not have
a dc frequency response and are not useful for mon-
itoring steady-state conditions.

Force transducers can be applied in the measure-
ment of solid flow. The units may be in kilograms/
minute or in some other form; Fig. 9-24 shows one
arrangement. A load cell is placed under a conveyor
table to measure the force exerted by the flowing
material. Another transducer, not shown, provides a
signal proportional to conveyor velocity. A circuit or
a computer is used to multiply the to transducer
signals because the floss is directly proportional to
the product of the weight and the velocity. Another
technique that is used is to measure the sag of the
conveyer with a displacement transducer such as an
LVDT. The sag will be directly related o the eight
of the material being carried. Agdn, hen these data
are combined with the velocity, flow i the result.

Fluid (liquid and gas) flow is me,ured in other
ways. One popular way is to use sonic ty pe of a flow
restriction to create a differential pressure. Bernoul-
li's principle states that as the velocity of a fluid
increases, Its pressure decreases. Likewise, as the
velocity of a fluid decreases, its pressure increases.
When a fluid flows through a restriction, its velocity
must increase and its pressure must drop. This is the
principle behind many floss meters. Figure 9-25 shoss
a venturi differential pressure flowmeter. The ven(url
is that part of the pipe where the passage necks
down. This reduced area forces the fluid to increase

Fig. 9-25 Differenflal pressure	 meter.

in velocity through the venturi. Note that two pres-
sure tubes connect bellows to two points: P i and P..
Point P is at a point before the venturi, and P2 is in
the venturi. When fluid is flowing. P 1 will he greater
than P , and the pressure difference is proportional
to the flow. The bellows extend in proportion to
pressure. When P 1 is greater than P., the core in the
LVDT will move to the right in Fig. 9-25. If the flow
is increased, the core will move farther to the right.
If the flow stops, there will be no Bernoulli effect
and the core ssill be centered.

Some alternatives to the venturi tube are illus-
trated in Fig. 9-26. The orifice plate provides the
necessary restriction to flow. This construction is
less expensive than the senturi type. However. it
sets up flow turbulence in the pipe and is less accu-
rate The nozzle t pe is a compromise between the
venturi-tube and orifice-plate flo%%metcrs. It pro-
duces less turbulence and subsequent pressure loss
than the orifice type but is not quite so efficient as
the senturi tube. The Dali tube has the least turbu-
lence and insertion loss. Howeser. it cannot be used

Flow	 •,	 -.---O''f Ce pate

P,	 P2

Flow	 r

Flow	 •	 Da:! tube

fig. 9-26 Other dttferentii pressure I., rne:ers.
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with slurries, as the venturi tube can. A slurry is a

	

suspension of solid particles in a liquid carrier such	 ing through a magnetic field. The faster the flow, the
as water,	 greater the induced voltage at the electrodes. The

	

The turbine flow meter shown in Fig; 9-27 is a very 	 saddle coils provide an ac field. Direct current field

	

linear and accurate flow transducer. The fluid turns 	 floveters are also used but tend to cause pelzri-

	

the turbine as it moves past the blades. The faster 	 zation at the electrodes when used with fluids with

	

the flow, the greater the speed of turbine rotation. 	 low conductivity. Alternating current excitation also

	

The blades of the turbine are ma gnetized, and pulses	 has limitations caused by dielectric losses and direct

	

are induced in the magnetic pick-up coil located in 	 pick-up at the electrodes. In either case, the output

	

the wall of the tube. These transducers are expensive	 signals are usuaIl in the microvolt range and require
and cannot be used with slurries.	 -	 quite  bit of amplification. Magnetic flowmeters are

	

Positive displacement flowmeters divide the flow 	 typically the most expensive to apply.
-

	

into measured units and are noted for good accuracy.	 - Other floss meters use moving vanes or metering
The nutating dick-flowmeteris shown in Fig. 9-28.- floats to resprind-to flow. They may only provide a

	

- Fluid enters the left side of the housing. It then works 	 vistial indication or may be coupled to a potentiom-

	

irs way into the left chamber of the innr housing. 	 l eter or an LVDT. Phototransislors have also been

	

here it applies Pressure to the disk. The dick woh- 	 used to provide an electrical interface. Finally, tern-

	

bles (nutates) and releases measured amounts of flow	 perature-sensin cte ices have also been used tomea-

	

into the right chamber and on to the exit pipe. As 	 sure flow. If the fluid is colder than a sensor, then

	

the disk nutates, it turns the top shaft and drives a	 the flow will remove heat from the sensor. The sec-

	

pulse generator located in the lop housing. The pulse 	 tion on temperature transducers includes a simple
rate is proportional to flow,	 circuit that detects air flow in this manner.

All of the flow meters presented to this point offer
some restriction to flow. Only one of them, the \en-
turi type, lends itself to measuring slurry flow. Figure

	

9-29 shows a magnetic flowmeter that can be used	 REVIEW QUESTIONS
with electrically conducting fluids and slurries and

	

offers no restriction to flow. It is based on the pun- 	 15. Refer to Fig. 9-21. For what purpose might a

	

ciple of voltage induction in a conductor that is mov- 	 second,	 gage be mounted next to the first
gage, out WILLS ILS ax  Ut sciistuviuy aiiaugcu per-
pendicular to the first gage?

16. Refer to Fig. 9-21. Suppose the beam is 3 c
cide and 0.15cm thick, and that a force of 5 N is

applied 8 cm from the gage. What is the Stress at
the gage?

17. Refer to question 16. Assume that the beam
is made from aluminum with a modulus of elasticity

to'of 6 x 10 N nr. What is the strain at the gage.
18. Refer to questions 16 and 17. The gage factor

is 2. and the Lage resistance is 120 fi. Calculate the
increase in resistance due to the 5-N force.

19. Refer to Fig. 9 .22. Assume anull bridge with
zero tension. What will the polariry of A with refer-
ence to B be when the proving ring is loaded?

20. What other type of transducer or information
is required in Fig 174 to calculate flow?
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21. Refer to Fig. 9-25. The direction of flow is as
shown. Which pressure is greater?

9-4
PRESSURE AND LEVEL

Pressure is defined as force per unit area. Unfortu-
nately, there are many ways to measure pressure,
and many Units have evolved. The international sys-
tem of units has come to the rescue and established
the pascal (Pa) as the standard unit of pressure; I Pa
of pressure is defined as a force of I N applied over
an area of I m 2 . However, standards are sometimes
adopted slossly in industry, and the echncian who
works with pressure transducers will find several
measurement units with which to cope. Industrial
pressures are often measured in pounds per square
inch (psi). Pascals can be obtained by multiplying psi
by 6.8948 x lOs.

There are three different reference conditions for
pressure measurements. Gage pressure is referenced
to atmospheric pressure, which is 14.70 psi (101 kPa)
at sea level. Gage pressure will change with altitude.
Absolute pressure is referenced to a perfect vacuum
and does not change with altitude. Gage pressure can
be obtained by subtracting the ambient atmospheric
value from the absolute value. Likewise, absolute
pressure can be found by adding the ambient pres-
sure to the gage pressure. Differential pressure is
referenced to an arbitrary value. A g. a, or d may
be suffixed to a pressure measurement to clearly
denote gage pressure, absolute pressure, or differ-
ential pressure.

The most common way to measure pressure is to
uso a force-summing device to convert the pressure
into a displacement. Any of the displacement tra'ls-
ducers already discussed can then provide the output
signal. At very high pressures. the force-summing
device may be ehminated and the prssure directly
applied to a sensor based on the piczorcsistive or
piezoelectric effects. Figure 9-30 shows some x-
amptes of Bourdon tubes that are used to Convert
pressure in , ,, a proportional change in displacement.
In Fig. 9 .3Oi the cross section of a Bourdon tube
is shown. Boardon tubes are made of metal, such as
steel, phosphor bronze, or brass. Figure 9-30(b) and
9-30(c) sho s the circular and spiral shapes often
used for these tubes. When pressure is applied, the
tube tends to strai g hten, and a displacement results.
The helical Bourdon tube shown in Fig. 9-30( pro-
duces-a rotary motion when pressure is applied. Figure
9-31 shows a circular Bourdon tube coupled to an
I.VDT. When pressure is applied, some of the spring
tension is o'.erconre, and the core moves up.

Other force-umrning devices used in pressure
transducers- the bellows type and the dia-
phragm type. [he bellows type, shown in Fig.
9-32(a), is a pressure cylinder with a thin corrugated
metal wall. fhe	 !O\VS expand with pressure, pro-
ducing a dtspiacement to the right. Bellows can be

c
1) Cross-secuoriol Bourdon tube

P-e-re	

)

(b) Crcaa, Bo,.rdon tube

()

C) spiral BOr,don tube

MOtiOn

( '	
-*---

(0) He:caI Bourdon tube

Fig. 9-30 Burdon ruben

made more sensitive than Bourdon tubes and are
used at lower pressures. An auxiliary spring can be
added to allow the bellows to be used at higher pres-
ures. A pair of bellows makes a good arra,rgement

for differential pressure measurements. (This is illus-
trated in Fig. 9-25.) A diaphragm force-summing do-
sice is shown in Fig. 9-32(b). The apIt,tg!;i iz a
fiesible plate and can be made from rubber, ieo
prene, metal, or corrugated metal. A pair of dia-

vol

Pr,

Fig. 9-31 Linear sariable d'Fereial transformer (L% DT) çS.
s.:c transducer.	 -
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Fig. 9-34 Schematic diagram of LX34XX' merolithic pressure
transducer (National Semiconductcr.

(bl D.lwgm type

Fig. 9-32 Bellos.s and diaphragm presrre transducers. phragm to transmit pressure to a quartz element. An
output voltage proportional to pressure is the result.
Piezoelectric transducers are noted for high-fre-

phragms can be employed for differential pressure	 quency performance and can be used to monitor rap-
measurements,	 idly changing pressures. They are not dc sensors and

Figure 9-33 shows a strain gage pressure trans- 	 cannot be used for static pressure measurements,
ducer. The gage is bonded to a diaphragm. Pressure 	 Sudden pressure spikes can be damaging to some
flexes the diaphragm, stretching the gage, and its -transducers. These transients are caused by pumps
resistance increases. The reference side of the dia-	 and valves and by resonance effects. Snubbers are
phragm may be a perfect. vacuum, if it is, the mea- .somtimes used with pressure transducers to prevent
sured -pressurewill be absolute. Or a second pressure 	 transient damage. A snubber amounts toa restriction
port may enter the reference side. If thiidiOne, the 	 in a pressure port that prevents sharp increases or
output .will be referenced to the second pressure and 	 decreases in the pressure applied to the transducer.
v,01 be called arbitrary or a differential pressure. 	 Snubbers are effective in preventing transducer dam-
Finall y, the reference side of the diaphragm can be 	 age, but they do limit the hiehfrcquency perfor-
vented to the atmosphere. Pressures measured this 	 mance of the measuring s)stem.
way are known as gage pressures.	 Liquid level measurements can be accomplished

Figure 9-34 shows the schematic diagram for a	 indirectly with pressure transducers. Figure 9-35
National Semiconductor LX04XXA monolithic pres- 	 shows such an application. The pressure at the trans-
sure transducer. These units are actually piezoresis- 	 ducer is proportional to the liquid density, the level
tive integrated circuits. They provide an output volt- 	 above the transducer, and gravity. Note that the top
age proportional to applied pressure. They also	 of the tank is open (vented to the atmosphere). Sup-
supply a separate temperature-dependent output that 	 pose a tank contains water which has a density of
can be used to temperature compensate the trans-
ducer. Model LX0420A is rated to 100 pounds per
square inch absolute (psia) and provides an output 	 -
sensitivity of 0.2 to 0.8 mV/psi. It has a natural res- envEssel

onant frequency of 100 kHz. Other models are rated
to 1000 psia and 3000 psia.

A piezoelectric pressure transducer uses a dia-

Pressure

Fig. 9-33 Strain gage prasure transducer.

Lq.:d

Pdgh
P = Pressu. lN/rni
d = Liqu d.n,ity tki/m'l
p = Crevitstion.l connent t9 8 ,r,Js4

= LiqsJ h.ght (n.)

Fig. 9.3$ Level measurement by static pressure.
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1000 kg/m3 and that the I.3veI is 10 in the
pressure sensor. The pressure P at the sensor is
found by

P = dgh
= 1000 x 9.81 x 10
= 98,100 N/rn2

P	 98.1 kPa (14.22 psi)

You might wonder why the pressure is indicated in
units of newtons per square meter. Recall that I N
is defined as the force required to accelerate a 1-kg
mass I ms2.

If the vessel holding the liquid is closed, a different
technique is used to measure level. The height of the
liquid above the pressure transducer is proportional
to the difference between the pressure at the top of
the tank and the static pressure at the transducer. A
differential pressure transducer applied to a closed
vessel is illustrated in Fig. 9-36.

Figure 9-37 shows a tank supported by load cells.
The force on the load cells is proportional to the
level in the tank. A summing amplifier may be used
to add the signals from the individual load cells.
Figure 9. S illustrates a capacitive probe inserted
into the tank. The liquid is an insulator with a di-
electric constant that is different from the constant
for the air or gas above the liquid. This produces a
capacitance change in the probe as the level changes.
The capacitive reactance of the probe also changes;

-	 I

Lcd C'!t

Fig. 9 .37 I.	 1o.d cells to	 asure k'e}.

Cupatvs brki9e

Fig. 9-38 Capacitive level measurement.

the ac bridge produces an output signal that is pro-
portional to level. In addition to load cells and ca-
pacitive probes, there are various techniques used to
convert level to displacement. Floats, levers, cables,
and pulley systems are employed, and the resulting
displacement can be changed into an electrical signal
v ith potentiometric transducers or LVDTs.

REIIEW QUESTIONS

22. A force of I N alid to an area of I ns 2 is
defined as a pressure or I -

23. The three ways to reference pressure are ab-
solute, gage, and	 . - --

24. List three force-summing dev ices used in
pressure-measuring transducers.

2. Refer to Fie. 9-33. The strain gage environ-
ment is a perfect vacuum. What tpe of pressure
does the transducer meastre?

26. Refer to Fig. 9-35. The tank conairss water.
The transducer registers a static pressure of -S psi.
How far above the transducer is the top cf the
s ater?

27. The top of a tank is sealed. What type of
pressure measurement v. ill be appropriate for e, al-
uating the liquid level in the tank?

9-5
TEMPERATURE
There are three temperature scales NNidelv used in
industry: Fahrenheit. Celsius. and Kelvin. The Fahr-
enheit scale is the oldest and dates back :0 the early
1700s. It originally used the free7ing point of ater
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and the temperature of human blood as its two ref-
erence points. About 40) ears later, Celsius proposed
that the mel

ting point of ice and the boiling point of
water be used as reference points. His system be-
came known as the centigrtide scale, and in 1948 the
name was officially changed to the Celsius scale.
Lord Ke!in first proposed the concept of absolute
zero in the earl y lSOOs. His scale uses 00 to represent
absolute zero. The conversions for the three scales
are as fc'flo;s:

C = 5/9(F - 32)
F = 9-5C + 32
K C + 273.15

where C, F, and K are the Celsius, Fahrenheit, and
Kelvin temperatures, respectively. The Rankine
scale also finds some application in industry. It is the
Fahrenheit equivalent of the Kelvin scale. Degrees
Rankine mav be found by adding 459.67 to the Fahr-
enheit value.

Temperature can be sensed in man)- ways. A metal
tube can be filled with liquid and connected to a
Bourdon tube. The liquid will expand as heat is ap-
plied, and the Bourdon tube will provide a displace-
ment proportional to temperature. Bimetallic strips
can also be used to provide a displacement that is
proportional to temperature. A displacement trans-
ducer can .be added to the Bourdon tube or bimetallic
strip to provide an electrical output. klowever, it i
usually easier to use a sensor that directly converts
tethperutute in;o an electrical signal. Figure 9-39
shows the fc.ir common temperature sensors. The
ihrmocotpie produces an output oltage directI;

related to temperature. The resistance temperature
detector (RTD) shows an increase in resistance with
temperature. The ther,nistor has an .opposite re-
sponse, in that its resistance decreases \siih a tem-
perature increase. Finally, the integrated circuit sen-
sor produces a voltage or a current signal that-
increases with temperature increases. This section
will deal with these four devices.

Some industrial 1herm6couples'are shown in Fig.
9-40. They are based on thejunctionof two dissimilar
metals. When the junction is heated, a voltage is
generated; this is known as the Seebeck effect. The
Seebeck voltage is linearl y proportional for small
changes in temperature. Various combinations of
metals are used in thermocouples. Thermocouples
are Sometimes connected in series to provide higher
output and better sensitivity. The series arrangement
is known as a thermopile. Tpe E thermocouple units
use chromel alloy as the positive electrode and con-
stantan alloy as the negative electrode. Type S ther-
mocouples produce the least output voltage but can
be used over the greatest temperature-range.
- Figure 9-41 shows a type T thermocouple, which
uses copper and constantan. Copper is an element
and constantali is an alloy of nickel and copper. The
copper side is positive with respect to the constantan
side. Assuming-that copperwires will be used to
connect the thermocouple to the next circuit, a sec-
ond copper-constantan junction is unavoidable as the
illustration show-s. This second junction is called the
reference junction. It generates -a Seebeck voltage
that opposes the voltage generated by the sensing
junction. If both junctions are at the same tempera-

Fig. 9-39 Four cornettOn tem-
perature sensors (Omega En-
gineering').

Thoupie	 RTD	 -	 Thernoittor 	 IC Senoor
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Fig. 9.40 India'lrisl Lherctuplcs.

lure, Voa will be zero. If the sensing junction is at a
higher temperature, V. will he proportional to the
differences between the two junction temperatures.
The problem is that the temperature cannot be de-
rived directly from the output voltage alone. It is
subject to an error caused by the voltage produced
by the reference junction.

One solution to the problem is shown in Fi g . 9-42.
The reference junction is placed in an ice bath to
keep it at a known temperature. This process is
known as cc!d junction compe,isnrion. The reference
junction is maintained at 0'C. and the reference volt-
age is now predictable from the calibration curve of
the type T thermocouple. The reference voltage is
subtracted from V, and the temperature of the

Sensing	 Connector bock
juncton	 Cu	

r - -,

it

I

11

L_J

Cu = cope.	
rnrerercs

C = Consetnr

Fig. 9-41 Thp—....

junCt,Ofl N.	 C	 Cu

Refnence

	

- V J .	 ,.-iunwion
P

I >°,9sCil	 Icebuth

Fig. 942 Ced-junction compensation.

Fe	 Iron

lotherrn! blockSensing junaw
Fe	 -	 + Cu

C	 Fe	 Cu :

[	 junction

Fig. 943 Fr-juncIion circuit.

sensing junction is found from the calibration curve.
When copper is not one of the thermocouple metals,
the four-junction circuit of Fig. 9-43 results. The typo
J thermocouple uses iron and constantan. When it is
connected to copper wires, tw	 c-o iron-copper jun
tions result. These junctions present no additional
compensation problems, however, because of the
isothermal block. This block is made of a material
that is a poor conductor of electricity but a good
conductor of heat. Both iron-copper junctions will
therefore be at the same temperature and generate
the same Seebeck voltage. Note that these two volt-
ages will cancel. Also notice that cold-junction com-
pensation is used at the reference junction.

It is obvious that ice baths are not the most con-
venient way to compensate the reference junction.
This technique is used in the calibration laboratory.
The industrial environment demands a different ap-
proach: Fig. 9-44 shows one possibility. The iso-
thermal block contains two reference junctions and
a thermistor. The resistance of the thermistor is a
function of temperature. A circuit is used to sense

1r-nr4-ernel block and

Fig. 944 SenCi	 rh	 r•. --

MetuiB

3'4 ided
glass

head

Sensing
junction

a
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this resistance and to compensate for the voliâge
introduced by the two reference junctions. This ar-
rangement is sometimes called electronic ice point

reference. If the sensor is interfaced to a computer,
the reference temperature will be converted to a ref-
erence voltage and then subtracted from V. This
process is known as software compensation. The
question now is why bother with any of these pro-
cesses since the thermistor appears to he capable of
sensing absolute temperature with no compensation
problems? Thermocouples are useful over a much
wider temperature range than the other three sen-
sors. They can be optimized for various atmospheres
and are rugged and inexpensive. They lend them-
selves 10 monitoring a large number of locations. An
isothermal block with one temperature sensor can
provide compensation for several units. The term
zone block is often used in this application. A scanner
circuit using reed relays selects one junction from
the zone block at a time. If soiware compensation
is used, the individual thermocouples do not have to
be of the same type. Different correction voltages
for the various metals will be stored in computer
memory. The outstanding advantages of thermocou-
ples outweigh their disadvafltageS for many industrial
applications.

Metals exhibit a positive temperature coefficient;
their resistance increases with temperature. This ef-
fect is-exploited in resistance temperature. detectors
(RTDs): They are usually made from platinum, which
can maintain its stability at high temperatures. Figure
9-45 shows several styles of platinum RTDs. The
glass-encapsulated type is hifilar-wound with plati-
num wire on a glass or ceramic bobbin. This t ype of

wt-r.çs

Lass encapsaJ !at type

wres

ID

Fig. 946 Three-v. ire bridge circuit.

winding reduces magnetic pick-up, and a sensor less
susceptible to electrical noise results. The assembly
is then sealed vsith molten glass. The film types are
manufactured with a platinum film on an alumina
substrate. If the film is screen-deposited, it is a thick-

film type. If it is vapor-deposited, a thinl,n type
result. The film types are less costly, et are as
accurate as the wire-wound types. They can be made
very small, making their response time faster as a
result of the low thermal mass.

Platinum RIDs are available from 10 fl to several
thousand ohms. The most popular value is 100 fl at
OC. Platinum's temperature coefficient is + 0.00385.
Thus, the typical RTD will increase its resistance b
0.385Ii?C. This small change in resistance demands
the accuracy and sensitivity of a bridge circuit. The:
sensor is usually mounted away from the bridge so
that the bridge resistors are not subjected to a tem-
perature that '. ould cause - them to drift or to-be
damaged. The exLenion wires are a source of error
because of their resistance. They also exhibit a pos-
itive temperature coefficient. The effects of the ex-
tension wires can be minimized with the three-wire
bridge circuit of Fig. 9-46. The resistance of the ex-
tension wires is represented by RLI and RL'. if the
wires are matched in length and material, their ef-
fects are canceled because each is in an opposite leg
of the bridge. Lead R1 is a sensor lead and carries
little or no current. Therefore, its resistance is not a
source of error. Unfortunately, the three-wire bridge
circuit creates a nonlinear relationship between re-
sistance change of the RTD and output voltage. For
this reason, the four-lead circuit of Fig. 9-47 is pre-

I,,

Fhn type

- Miniature thin-ft, type

Fig. 945 Rsistanoc temperature detectors (RTD).

RID

Fig. 947 Resist2aCe Imperature detector four-lead Ercuit with

CUITCCt source.	 -
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Fig. 948 Integrated circuit LM335 temperature sensor (National Semiconductor)

ferred for those applications requiring greatest ac-
curacy. A constant current source supplies the RTD.
The resistances of RLI and RL, are no longer a factor
since the cur-rent will be held constant. Leads RLS

and R L4 are the sense leads. Their resistance is also
not a factor, assuming that V0 is applied to a very
high input impedance circuit such as an instrumen-
tation amplifier.

A thermistor is a negative-coefficient sensor made
from semiconducting material. Oxides of titanium,
iron, and nickel are among the materials used. They
are vory ScniIivc. with temperature coefficients that
range from -2 to —6 percent/°C. As such:thermis-
lOr are capdslc of detectin g minute changes in tem-
perature. Their resistance at 25°C ranges from 100 1

to 100 kfl, with 5000 ft being a very common value.
Their linearity is the poorest of those of all temper-
ature sensors, and they are susceptible to permanent
decalibration if exposed to high temperatures. The
normal limit is 200°C, but they are also subject to
decalibration if operated below, but near, their upper
limit for extended periods of time. They can be built
as small as 0.1 mm (about 0.005 in.), and their small
thermal mass provides a very fast response time.
They are available in a wide variet y of shapes and
sizes. Thermistors are much more delicate than ther-
mocouples and RTDs.

The higher resistance of thermistors makes them
less error-prone than RTDs. Lead resi ncc is not
nearly so significant, and a simple two-wire extended
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ature increases as a result of self-heating, and its
output will go in a positive direction. This voltage is
applied to the inverting input of the comparator. The
LM30IA comparator output will go negative when
the threshold set by the voltage divider at its nonin-
verting input is crossed. The second 1_14335 sensor
provides trip point adjustment and adjusts the posi-
tive threshold for changes in ambient temperature.
It also must be exposed to the air flow. Hysteresis is
provided by the I-NIQ feedback resistor. This circuit
does not provide a linear measure of air flow but
provides a negative-going output if the air flow stops
or falls below the trip point value.

IO10 kO

nr	
_.._____l;$l:' 1M33Trip pont

Fig. 9.49 Air flow detectar.

bridge connection is usually adequate. However,
they are subject to self-heating error. The bridge volt-
age is usually reduced to a low value to minimize
this effect, or a pulsed supply may be used. 	 I. -

Integrated-circuit (IC) temperature sensors elimi-
nate the linearity errors associated with thermistors.
However, as -semiconductor devices, they exhibit the
other limitations. They are available in both voltage-
and current-output configurations. Fimre 9-4S shows
the National -Semiconductor 1-M335 . IC tempera-
tire sensor. it provides a proportional output of
10 mV;°K. it operates a' a t\vo-terminal zener Its
dynamic impedance is less than I fl, and it operates
over a current range of 400 1iA to 5 mA with virtually
no change in performance. When calibrated at 25°C, -
it typically shows less than 1°C error over a 100°
range. Its usable range is —10 to + 100°C. and an
LM135 is also available with a range of —55 to
+150°C.	 -

Figure 9-48 (p. 217) shows how to apply and cali-
brate the IC temperature sensor. The minimum tem-
perature-sensing circuit is feasible because of the low
dynamic impedance of the sensors. The coolest sen-
sor will set the output voltage. The average circuit
simply adds the individual output voltages. A simple
potentiometer circuit provides one-point calibration.
Single-point calibration works because the output of
the sensor is proportional to absolute temperature
with an extrapolated output of 0 V at 0 K. Errors in
output voltage versus temperature are only slope er-
rors. Thus, a slope calibration at one temperature
corrects all temperatures.

Self-heating errors canbe reduced by operating
the IC at the minimum currCnt suitable for the ap-
plication. Sufficient current must be available to
drive the sensor and the calibration pot at the max-
imum operating temperature. Self-heating can be ex-
ploited in some applications. Figure 9-49 shows a
detector in which an aWflowiis directed Onto an
LM335 sensor. 11 the flow stops, the sensor temper.

REI'IEII' QUEST1ONS

28. Refer to Fig. 9-43. Ideally, how much error
is introduced by the two iron-copper junctions?
Why?

29. Refer to Fig. 9-44. The output of the ther-
mistor goes to a computer, which uses stored infor-
mation to correct for the reference temperature.
This technique is known as	 compensation.

30. Examine Fig. 9-46. Why is & 3 not signifi-

cant?	 -	 -
31. - Refer to Figs. 9-46-and 9 .47. Which circuit is

more accurate?

32. Refer t6the calibrthd censor circuit shown
in Fig. 9-48. What is its output at 100°C?

33. Refer to Fig. 9-49. The ambient air tempera-
ture increases. What happens to the threshold volt-
age atthe positive input of the comparator? What
is the net effect of this?

M. Refer to Fig. 9-49. What circuit feature re-
duces the possibility of multiple output pulses from
the comparator as the air flow approaches the trip
point?

9-6
MISCELLANEOUS MEASUREMENTS

Humidity is the moisture content of air. Relative hit-

midity is the ratio of water vapor pressure in the
atmosphere to that of the saturated water vapor pres-
sure of the atmosphere at the same temperature. It
is usually expressed in percentage form: 0 percent
means there is no water vapor at all in the air, and
100 percent indicates that the air is holding all the
water vapor that it can at that temperature. When
the relative humidity is 100 percent, any drop in air
temperature will initiate condensation of some of the
water vanor. The temperature at which this occurs
is known as the dew point. Relative humidity may
also be used to express moisture content in artificial
environments, as well as in gas or gaseous mixtures.
Relative humidity affects electromagnetic propaga-
tion, ballistics, aerodynamics, and many industrial
processes.
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Relative humidity may be measured with a pay

-clironieter, as shown in Fig. 9-50. Air, or gas, is
drawn into a chamber containing two temperature
sensors. Thermistors or IC sensors are suitable for
this application. One sensor is dry and measures the
air temperature. The other Sensor is encased in N, et
fiber. A wick and a reservoir maintain the wet con-
dition. Water will evaporate from the vet fiber and
cool the sensor. With low relative humidity, the water
will evaporate quickly, and the wet sensor will
achieve a temperature substantially lower than that
of the dry sensor. High ambient air temperature also
speeds the evapoiation and increases the tempera-
ture difference. High relative humidity slows the
evaporation, producing  lower temperature differ-
ence. Table 94 shovs the relationship between tern-
perature difference, air temperature. and relaive hu-
midity; More detailed data will be required for
accurate measurements than ae shown in this table.
The data can be stored in a computer. and, with the
proper sensor interface, an i.tumatic measuring 5S-

tern can be realized.
The psychrometer is not a particularly convenient

instrument. H ygrometers proide a more simple al-
ternative for measuring relative humidity. Hygro-
scopic materials that readily absorb moisture from
the air are available. For example. human hair is
hygroscopic and can be used as a relative humidity
sensor. A hair increases in length by about 3 percent
when the relative humidity changes from 0 to 100
percent. The hair can be placed under tension, and
an LVDT can be used to translate its length into an

T4BLE 9-1 RELATIVE HU?s[IDITV LOOK-UP TABLE

Dry Bulb-Wet Bulb Difference, °C

0.56	 2.78	 5.56	 8.33	 11.1	 13.9

	

'4.4	 92	 60	 -	 -	 -	 -

	

p10.0	 93	 68	 38	 12	 -	 -

	

15.6	 94	 73	 49	 26	 6	 -

	

21.1	 95	 77	 55	 37	 20	 3

	

26.7	 96	 79	 61	 44	 29	 16

	

32.2	 96	 81	 65	 50	 36	 24

	

37.8	 96	 83	 68	 54	 42	 31

Relative Humidity, '22

LV

electrical si g nal. Resistance hygrometers also use hy-
groscopic materials to sense relative humidity. Fig-
ure 9-51 shows an example. The plastic substrate
holds interlaced foil electrodes and is coated with
lithium chloride. As the lithium chloride absorbs
moisture from the air, the resistance between the
electrodes drops. The performance of a resistance
hygrometer is illustrated by Fig. 9-52. The resistance
ranges from SO kQ at 100 percent to over 300 MO. at
20 percent relative humidity.

Robotics has increased the interest in proximity

sensors. Such sensors can help a robot find an object
and are also useful for detecting obstructions and
human personnel that have entered the work erwe-
lope. Figure 9-53 shb's a simplified block diagram
for an ultrasonic- proximity sensor. A burst generator
produces seen cycles at a 30-kHz frequency. This
frequency is above the human range of hearing and
is therefore conside'red ultrasonic. The burst rate .is
2 Hz. The burst are amplified and-'applied to an
output transducer, where they become 0ltraound.
The s ound waves travel at approximatci3 3-I0 rns.
The reflected waves arrive at an input transducer and
are changed back into an electrical signal. The time
(t) between the transmit burst and the receive burst
can be used to calculate distance. For example, if
the time is 30 ms the total distance traveled is 340 x
0.03 - 10.2 m. The object that caused the reflection
is half that distance asay: 5.1 m (16.7 ft). Sound
velocity changes with the temperature of the atmo-
sphere, it travels at 331 nv's at WC and at 386 nv's at
100'C. A temperature sensor cars be used to correct
for this effect.

10k	 IO't	 IM	 tOM	 100 ?A

Sewr rn:surce in ohms

	

Fig. 9-5I Relative humidity versus zuistatce- 	 -
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flg . 9-53 UlinsofliC proximity sensor.

Some of the waveforms in an ultrasonic proximity
sensor are shown in Fig. 9-53. A receiver blanking
pulse turns the receiver off during the time the burst
is applied to the output transducer. This pulse pro-
:ects the receiver circuits from overload. It is pos-
0thle to use a sin g le I ransd ucer for both transmit and
:eceivc .A singlepiezoelectric element can be
's itchcd bets' een the receiver input and the poss er

ampliPer output. It skill he switched to '.he output
,) ,) Iv during the time of the transmit burs:. The gain
of the amplifier may he controlled by a ramp wave-
form not shown in the illustration. The strength of
he mccci' ed signal falls eff as the inverse sq.are Ui

:he total distance traveled. Therefore, for measut-ing
distant chiects. high receiver gain is needed. Here.
ever, siih htth ci'iver gain, extraneous reflections
.und other sounds may gi e a false indication. The
solution is to ramp the giin tip as time increases.
The receiver gain is set loss for the time .Timediatey
fottosving the transmit burst. As time increases, the
:eceiver gain is also increased to compensate for the

ath loss.
Pulsed infrared svstenis are also finding increased

application. The y use hght-emitiing diode transmit-
:ers that operate below the frequency rnge of the
visible spectrum. Phototransistors with h -. ,--h infrared

sensitivity are used to receive the reflected signals.
These devices are described in the discussion of op-
toclectronics. Infrared systems make excellent mo-
tion detectors and are used in industrial robotic, se-
corn y , and safety installations.

The scn'dng of near ferrous objects can he based
on magnetic principles. Figure 9-54 shows a reluct-

ance proximit y sensor. The assembly uses a permit-
oem magnet and a core with a coil wound on it. The

ma gnet produces a flux that surrounds the turns of
the coil. There is no coil output since the flux is
static. When a ferrous object enters the field of the
nia paet. flux distortion is produced and a cutting
action results. The graph shows the coil voltage with

an object approaahing the sensor field and then leav-
ing the sensor field.

Sensing of ferrous or nonferrous objects can be
accomplished with the eddy current killed oscillator
(ECKO) sensor shown in Fig. 9-55. An oscillator
provides an ac signal for a coil which in turn gener-
ates an electromagnetic field. When a target is inter-
cepted by this field, eddy currents are induced in the
metal. These currents represent a circuit loss, and
the amplitude of the oscillations decreases. In fact.
if the couplin g between the coil and the target is tight
and if the target is made from a metal with large eddy

Fig. 9.54 • <v.:tarce rick-up	 irnity sortnr
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Fe—aneni
magnet
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Fig. 9- 55 Eddy curnt killed oscillator proximity sensor.

current losses, the oscillator ill stop workin g . Th
effect established the name killed oscillator—It is not
necessary to kill the oscillator to trigger the output.
however. The integrator output can trip the trigger
before oscillations cease altogether.	 -

Figure 9-56 shows a tilt transducer. Tilt is any
departure from the horizontal and is usually mea-
sured in deu-ees or radians. The tilt cell contains an
electrolyte that conducts electricity. There are ah.o
three electrodes sealed in the tilt cell. When the cci:
is horizontal. Thebubbie is centered as shon, and
electrodes A a'xd B have the same exposure to thc
electrol yte Ars tilt ill cause the bubble to niose
left or ri ght Suo pose the seatin g plane tills d-
wise. This tilt causes the bubble to moe to the lcf,
decreasing the electrolyte contact on electrode A and
increasing the contact area on electrode B. The re-
sistance from the main electrode increases to A and
decreases to B. The bridge circuit takes advantage
of this dual effect, and an output voltage proportional
to tilt results.

Atomic radiation must be sensed in some industrial
environments for the protection of human personncl.
Radiation may also be used in some measuring ap-
plications such as thickness gaging, in which a ma-
terial placed between a radioactive source and a sen-
sor absorbs an amount of energy proportional to its

Air b.bbI	 Tat ,e5

E'ectrc.- A "	 -" Eledrode B

Maye;od

Fig. 9 .56 Tilt tranr.ducer.
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density and thickness. if the density is a known con-
stant, the thickness of a material can be gaoed by
the output of a radioactive sensor.

lonizazioix transducers are used to measure atomic
radiation. Thev are often tubes filled with inert or
org ank gas. Atomic particles enter the tube and col-
lide with the gas molecules, creating free electrons
and positive ions. The tube also contains electrodes.
A voltage across the electrodes produces current
pulses due to the free electrons and ions. Sensitivity
may be improved by operating some tube types at a
higher voltage. This higher voltage will accelerate
any disdged electrons to create more collisions,
and aavalanche skill result. Therefore, the current
pulse will be larger. Gei ger.Mulkr tubes are operated
at yen- high potentials. They a alanche over the en-
tire elcirode area, and a sinale event becomes sell'-
perpeatating. The y require some means to step the
action after each event. Oroani. materials are used
inside the tube to provide a seif-quenching action
after each discharge.

Sold-state radiation detectors are based on a re-
verse-biased junction. Normall y, little or no current
flows. Atomic particles enterin g the depletion reion
raise the energy level of electrons from the valence
band to the conduction hand In addition to free
electrt.iat, holes are crea:ed at these sites. The holes
and ectrons . serve as carriers to support the liossof
current, and output pulses result. - -	 -

Soe substances absorb atomic energy and reernit
the ertrvas photons. The flashes of light that result
can be coupled h\ b:r-op:ic cable to a phoiorrtulti-
plier tube. The hh F. of the pho:omultip!ie: tube
produces a sets scnsiti;c radiation detector. These
detectors are knot; n as sci'trillation counters.

Not all thickness-gaging systems use radiation.
Other techniques include variable reluctance. sari-
able inductance, and variable capacitance. The in-
ductaace and reluctance Ispes work with metallic
materials, and the capacitance sensor is suited to
gaging nonmetallic materials.

REIJEtV QUESTIONS

35. What is the name of the instrument that uses
wet and dry sensors to measure relative humidity?

36. What types of humidity sensors use hvo-
scopc materials?

37. Refer to Fig. 9.53. lit - 20 ms, how far
away is the target?

38. Refer to Fig. 9-53. The burst rate is 2 Hz.
Wha is the ereatest distance that can be mea-
sure?

39. Reluctance proximity sensors are useful for
detecting	 objects.

4. The ECKO proximity sensor can detect
_______ and	 objects.

41. Refer-to Fig. 9-56. The bridge output is zero
when the seating plane is horizontal. What is the
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polarity of terminal I with respect to terminal 2 if a
counterclockwise tilt is introduced? A clockwise
tilt?

9-7
SIGNAL CONDI'I'LONING

Signal conditioning provides any required gain, iso-
lation, noise rejection, offsetting, or linearization of
the output of a transducer. Gain is required in those
eases in which the output is too small to be directly
useful in a measurement or control s y stem. The re-
quired gaits is usually supplied by operational ampli-
fiers or instrumentation amplifiers. These circuits are
d iscussed in Chapter 6. The required gain may also
he supplied by special signal-conditioning devices,
several of ; hich are covered in this section. isolation
is required in those applications in which ground
loops must be eliminated. Noise rejection includes
common mode nulling and low-pass filtering.

Offsetting is required when the level of a signal
must be shifted by some predictable amount. For
example, an application may require the measure-
ment of small changes about some large initial value.
Offsetting may also be required to remove an error.
as in thermocouple cold-junction compensation. An-
other example is the cons ersiorm of one measurement
scale to another. such as gage pressure to absolute
pressure or degrees Celsius to degrees Kel' in. Fi-
nally. offsetting also includes the conversion of a
voltage signal to a current siznal for transmission
purposes. This topic mll be covered later in this
Section.

Lineori:ation ma% be accotuplished by digital or
analog methods. The di gital I-proach lends itself to
applications in which the transducer output is applied
to the input of a computer. The computer may lin-
earize the readings by performing mathematical op-
erations on them. Another computer approach is to
convert each digitized value to a corresponding cor-
rected value by using readings stored in computer
memory. The linearized values are stored in a look-
up table, such as Table 9-I ..Analog linearization uses
amplifiers and other circuits that have a nonlinear
response that is complementary to the characteristic
curve of the transducer. For example. an amplifier
with a logarithmic response can be used to linearize
a sensor with an exponential output.

In additionto transducer nonlinearit y, circuit non-
linearities can also introduce significant errors in
some cases. Let's review the basic instrumenta-
tion bridge Circuit shown in Fig. 9-57. When
R 1 /R4 =R]R3 the bridge is at null and V0 = 0. If
the ratio R,!R is fixed at K. then a null condition
guarantees that R 1 = KR,. If R 1 is unknown, it can
be measured b y millin g the bridge by adjusting R4.

If R• 4 is calibrated, the unknown is found by multi-
plying by K. Nu l l-type measure1lsents are typically
used in feedt:'-vstems.

Ficure 9 .	-	 a different set of equations be-
cause.,. sOccer measurements involve the de'.ra-

V

	

-R'1 s X)	 2

2-2X2-X v
212-XI

X

4
12

•XiwhenX<<l)

Fig. 9 . 57 Typical instrumentation bridge crcuit.

lion of one or more of the brid ge elements. The
equations show that the output voltage is not a linear
function of the resistance change in R 1 . Assume that
all of the bridge elements are nominally equal and
that R 1 is variable with a fractional deviation of X.
Note that the final equation shov, s that the output
voltage will he approximately equ.ai to Y,,.4 x X for

very small values of X. X gets larger. the nonlin-
earity becomes more evident. As a demonstration.
the folio'.'. in g values of Vo '.'.ee calculated for
V,= 10 V:

X = 0.05	 V0 = 0.12195 V (2.44rrr error)
X =0.10	 t',, = 0.23810 \' (4.76c"c error)

X	 0.20	 V0 = 0.45455 V (9.09% error)
X = 0.30	 V0	 0.65217 V (13.0 error)

Notice that the nonlinearity becomes more signifi-
cant '.'.ith large '.alues of X. Fcr this reason, the
simple bridge circuit is most accurate when the sen-
sor sho'.'. s onl y small chan ges in resistance.

Figure 9-58 shows a linear bridge circuit. This ar-

-

Fig.9 .5S La.eri.c.



•	 ••	 CHAPTER 9 INPUT TRANSDUERS 223I -	 sistance ratios of the top elements to the bottom
R R bridge elements large. This process, however, e-

creases the bridge sensitivit y. Figure 9-59 shows an
active bridge with good linearity and sensitivity. An

I , operational amplifier enforces a null condition even
for large values of X. It adds a variable voltage in
series with the sensor to maintain the null. This volt-

8	 age is also the output voltage and is inherently linear
RU	 with changes in X and tv.ice the magnitude of the

•	 -	 -	 basic circuit of Fig. 9.57.
The brid ge excitation voltage (or current) is an-

other source of error. It must be well regulated for
2	 high accuracy. Figure 9-60 shows the application of

-o	 a 2B
Fig.	

31 transducer signal conditioning module man-
t. 9-59 Anise brid. -	 ufactured by Analog Devices. It solves many of the

-

	

	 problems associated with accurate measurements. 	 --
This module also provides gain and stable bridge

rangement might represent two identical, two-dc- 	 excitation for measurements using resistive sensors
meat strain gages mounted on opposite sides of a 	 such as RIDS or strain gage sensors. It features a
cantilever beam. As the beam stretches on one side,	 high CMRR (140 dB) and active loss-pass filtering for
it compresses on the other side. This would increase	 a low-noise output. Pin 29 is available for offsetting
the resistance of two bridge elements and decrease 	 the output over a plus and minus 10 V range.
the resistance of the other two bridge elements. The	 If no offsetting is required, pin 29 is grounded. The
output of this bridge is linear and is four times the	 gain can be set from 0 to 66dH by varying the resistor
magnitude of a bridge where only one element	 across pins 10 and II.
changes resistance.	 Linearization is provided by feeding back a small

Unfortunately, the circuit of Fig. 9-58 does not 	 percentage of the amplifier output to modulate the
lend itself to all measurement applications- Another	 bridge excitation volare. The sense of the feedback

-. -•	 technique that improves linearit y is to make the re-	 is determined by whether the nonlinearity is concave -
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Fig. 9-E1 Liar variable differential transformer CLVDTI position
er.o (Sirteics).

MM

I -

Siock

upnard or downward. Fi g ure 9-60 shows the appro-
priae jum per connection for each case. The magni-
tude of the correction is set by R 1 . and the linearity
pot is used for final trimming. The circuit can he
adjusted by using a precision resistance decade in
place of the sensor. The offset is adjusted at the low
end of the measurement range. The fine span is ad-
justed at one-third range. and the linearit y is adjusted
at the top end of the range. There is some interaction,
and two or three trials are required for best perfor-
mance.

Art DT signal conditioner manufactured by Sig-
n-tics includes an amplitude-stabilized oscillator to
drive the primary of the transducer. The oscillator
has a range of I kHz 1021) kHz. The IC also contains
a s y nchronous demodulator to convert the amplitude
and the phase of the LVDT secondar y signal to a dc
voltage proportional to position. The synchronous
demodulator compares the phase of thesecondary
signal with that of the primary signal. The IC also
has an auxiliary amplifier to provide gain and filter-
ing. It will operate front a single or a dual supply.
The Internal oscillator generates a triangle wave,
sshich is converted to a sine wave and applied to two
driver amplifiers in the IC. Their output appears at
two different pins in phase opposition. One pin pro-
vides the reference signal for the synchronous de-
modulator. An LVDT secondary signal is applied to
a second demodulator input. The demodulator output
is in the form of a bipolar full-wave rectified signal.
The active l.as -pass filter formedwith the external
resistors und capacitors and the internal auxiliary

amplifier removes the carrier component Iripple) and
provides gain. The dc output signal is ecjal to half
the reference voltage ss hen the LVDT core is at null.
Core motion results in a d shift that is proportional
to displacement

Figure 9-61 shows the Si netics LVDT conditioner
used in a position servo Circuit. The output of the
NE5520 conditioner drives the nonnvierting input of
the NE540, which in turn drives a complementary
pair of transistors. The permanent magnet dc motor
sill change direction as the output si g nal reverses
polarity with respect to ground. The motor mechart-

-iSI	 —ALM	 ALM v- ccv?	 vo	 F3
14	 13	 [JT 	 1

C. trtoad
detect

A C 9 4. AD 595

-A

*

cr-

LU W LJ Li [ j L!J
*151	 C	 +1	 CC..t	 —T	 —C	 V

Fig. 9-62 Thermocouple ampliCer Ana ! rc Dev!cey
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Fig. 9-63 Sirgte sutv r! with even thr-

c-,,-n
rnocouple indicator (.knalo Deices),

ically drives a lead screw, and the drive block is	 and 10 to 50 mA, with the 4 to 20 range ing the
mechanicall y coupled to the core of the LVDT p0-	 most cnntrnc'o Current transmission Offes several
sition sensor. The -inveing input of the NE540 is - advanta ges. The signal is not affected by noise. droes
established- by V,,t and the position control. Any 	 in the lire. stray -thermocouples. contact resisatc

-	 discrepancy betiveen the settinr of the position con-	 or cont-. : ,, ems. Oclv Lw o wires--are needed, and LI
-	 trol and the actual position sensed by the LVDT will 	 open cieuit fail: is easil detected by a-0-cnA sm:al

result in a dtfferential signal at the NES40. The motor 	 coadtion. Th.- ationa1 Semiconductor LHCi45 a
will run in a direction to reduce the discrepancy. 	 two-wire transm:::er. It is a linear IC tha: con'e
Servos are covered in detail in Chapter 10. 	 the volta ge si gnal from a sensor or a brid ge to cur-

	

The Analog Devices AD594 AD595 monolithic 	 rent. A sin gle twisted pair of wires is all tha: is
thermocouple amplifier is shown in Fig. 9-62. The	 required for both signal output and supply circuits.
594 is precalibrated by laser wafer trimming to match	 The device contains an internal reference to poaer
the characteristics of type J sensors, and the 595	 the bridge, an input amplifier, and an output current
matches type K thermocouples. The chip contains a 	 source. The output is adjustable to meet either in-
complete instrumentation amplifier and a cold-junc- 	 dustry current standard. It interfaces easily with
tion compensator. It also includes a thermocouple	 thermocouples, strain gages, RIDs, and thermistors.
failure alarm Circuit that activates if one or both
thermocouple leads open. Figure 9-63 shows the de-
vice interfaced to a thermocouple. The thermocouple 	 RE17EW (UESTIOXSleads are soldered directly to pins I and 14, produc-
ing copper-constantan (Or copper-alumel) and cop- 	 42. Refer to Fig. 9-57. The bridge is at null when
per-iron (or copper-chromel) reference junctions. 	 Vo = _______
These junctions are isothermal with the IC itself, and	 43. Refer to Fie. 9-57. Calculate the actual vatie
the ice point compensator offsets their Seebeck volt- 	 of V0 when X = 0.03 for 1",,. = 5 V. Calculate the
ages. Special solders are recommended for these 	 nominal value b y using the approximation. Calcc-
connections. They should be composed of noncor- 	 late the percenta ge of error.
rosive rosin flux and an alloy of 95 p.ercent tin with	 4-1. Refer to Fi g . 9-57. What happens to the Den-
5 percent antimony, 95 percent tin with 5 percent	 linearity as X increases?silver, or 90 percent tin with 10 percent lead. Ordi-
nary electronic solder is usually 60 percent tin and 	 45. Refer to Fig. 9-58. Calculate V0 for V. =
40 percent lead.	 5 V and X = 0.1. For X = 02. Is V0 a linear

	

Many transducer signals in industry are converted 	 function of X
to current signals for transmission to a distant con- - ' 	 46. Refer to Fig. 9-59. Calculate V0 for l'j
troller or computer. The standards are 4 to 20 mA	 5 V and X	 0.07. Is V0 a linear function of X?
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9-1. S;retching a conductor will - its re-

"-2. .'.n ind:ttnal .t.r :n gaze has a GF of 2 and
a5ta.O. of 33G	 . if i	 ieih is

s ii) t:s resistance be if it is sti ctched to
2.02 cm?

9-3. What output vo;age would be produced b
the data in question 9-2 if the gage were in a
Wheatstone bridge circuit v.ith three fixed 350-fl
re '.10 rs 7

9-4. Assume that a tss o-element strain gage is
used for temperature compensation. What '.'.ould
have to be done to the gain of the instrumentation
amplifier to compensate for the transverse sensiti'.-
itv factory

9-5. Why might dual-staggered slots be used in
an optical tachometer?

9-6. When the output of an accelerometer is in-
tcrated. a signal proportional to ________ results-

9-7. The LVDT accelerometers do not lend
themsels Cs to vibration anal y sis because of their
rather	 resonant frequency.

9-8.	 princithc ls.; rehoe fluid fibs'. 	 tC

and pressere is attributed to
9-9. Identit y a transJjcr that divides llo %k into

measured units.

9-10. \ hich temperature sensor converts heat to
a soltage7

9- 1 i.  '.Vhjch temperature sensor has the greatest
It .perature range?

9-12. Tie signal generated by a thermocouple s
due to the	 effect.

9-13. Which temperature sensor requires coot-

9-14 .Ase ties arrandetrient of Owl mocoupl-
"5 .5 _________

9-15. Low thermal mass is desired in a sensor
requiring a	 response time.

9-16. V.'hs do v. ire-ts pe RTDs use bifilar wind-
ings?

9-17. A p iinint RTD is rated at 100 fl at 0C.
Assuming a positive temperature coefficient of
0.00385. what is its resistance at 50C!

9-18. Low-resistance sensors, such as RTDs, re-
quire three or foot- wire Connections to eliminate
the error due to _______ resistance.

9-19. Radiation detectors that use a gas-filled
tube are based on the	 principle.

9-20. Atomic radiation entering a semiconductor
depletion re gion can cause the junction resistance
to

9-21. What type of radiation detector utilizes
light 7

9-22. Linearization based on look-up tables is
a(n)	 technique.

9-23. Refer to Fig. 9-63 Whv must the thin mo-
couple leads be soldered at the IC pin-, and not to
copper extension '.si res?

9-24. \Vhy do the current transmission standards
USC 4 or 10 mA to represent zero rather than 0 mA"

L\'SIIERS TO REVIELI' O•L'ESTIO.VS
1. 9 5 2. 8.88 icr 9.12 V 3. 02 percent 4. 2 V. positne 5. .-\ would he 2 V negat i se "ith respect to B & none
7. 3	 S. the po)sritv reverses	 9. thes cannot indicate shaft direction 	 10. it pros ides direction information
11. aceration	 12. displacement, force; acceleration 13. 667 H:	 14. fewer c cbs of o'cit!ation (more rapid
decay 15. for temperature compensation 16. 3.56 s 10 N m 17. 5.93 x tO m'm 18. 0.142 0 19. negati'.e
20 seity 21. P 1 22. pascal 23. differential 24. Bourdon tube: hetloss: diaphragm 25. absolute 26. 2.81 m
27. diTccnti:d 23. rt, fle: the voltaces cancel 29. seft" are 30. it is a sense lead (tittle or no current) 31. Fig. 9-47
32. 3.2 V 33. it increases: IC '.0)1 have to become ssarmcr to trip the comparator 34. hysteresis 35. psychrom-
iner 36. hsgromeucrs 37. 3.4 m 38. 85 in (in practice it is much less) 39. ferrous 40. ferrous; nonferrous
31. pe"ti'c; mletj\e 42. zero 43. 0.03695 V; 0 0350 V; 1.47 percent 44. it increases 45. 0.5 \'; 1.0 Vt yes
46. -0.175 V; yes
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SERVOMECHANISMS --

This chapter discusses servomechanisms and
the components that make up servos,ystems.
Some components are electrical, some elec-
tronic, and some mechanical. Servomecha-
nisms are sy stems that position an object b,
comparing position feedback signals with

-command signals. Si-stems that use feedback
are closed-loop systems; those that do not use

- feedback are open-loop systems. Feedback
- can be Continuous or discontinuous. This
chapter will only- deal with continuous es of

	

--	 - - control systems. -	 -	 -	 -	 - -
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POETIOMETERSAND ENCODERS
Precisi&n pie i,firrsare simple rotar y devices
for obtaining shaft position information. The most
straightforward application is the conversion of me-
chanical position to a voltage. Basically, a precision
potentiometer consists of a resistive element with a
movable arm, or slider, in contact with the element.
As the arm (slider) rotates, the resistance varies be-
tween the end of the resistive element and the slider,
indicating shaft position. The resistive element can
be made of wire, conductive film, or a ccrmnet ele-
ment.	 -

Potentiometers used for servomechanisms are gen-
erally about 7/ to 3/I6 in. (22.2 to 84125 mm) in
diameter. The early models were mostly of the wire-
wound type. Current technology provides other
choices such as conductive plastic, which offers a
better temperature stability, longer life, and lower
sensitivit y to the environment. Potentiometers can
be excited with alternating or direct current. Sin Ic-
tUrn potentiometers have a rotation that is usually
limited to 350'. Some models have continuous rota-
tion with no internal stops. Potentiometers may be
ganged so that a single shaft will rotate several slid-
ers. Multilurn potentiometers are limited to 3, 5, 10,
15, 25, or 40 revolutions before hitting internal stops.
Figure 10-I shows the internal construction of a ten-
turn potentiometer. The winding (resistance element)
is in the form of a helix, and the contact assembly is

such that the slider travels a helical path while mak-
ing Contact with the resistance element. -

A linear potentiometer produces a resistance
-change that is linearly related to its shaft position. A
position of one-half rotation will produce 50 percent
of maximum resistance, and a position of three-
fourths rotation will produce 75 percent of maximum
resistance, and so on Linearity is specified as the
deviation (in percentage of the total resistance) of
the actual resistance at any point from the expected
resistance. This is called normal, or inpendent.
linearity. A standard value of linearity is 0. percent
with 0.01 percent t ypes available. If a load resistance
is placed between the slider and one end of a linear
pOtentiometef as shown in Fig. 102. the -potentiom-

- eter will nolon ger be iinear. The magnitude of load-
inia error 6 a function of the ratio of the slider load - -
to the total resistance of the potentiometer. This er-
ror varies inversel y with the toad ratio That is a
small load ratio will prodicea large error. -

There are several other important charactentics
of potentiometers, such as resolution. noise, and me-
chanical tolerances Resolution in a potentiometer is
the minimum change of resistance output expressed

Ca rl tcCyct
S5,e,- bIoc¼ WIth

S:p_r5 coOant
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--	 /	
Rtron dr,flt-	 w4 o hytf coil
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to shift	 I	 -f	 trerctStgpiastc

0u' o5er conct
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Fig. 10-2 Pot	 :c'o!nr

as a percentage of its total resistance. It is dependent
on the number of turns of wire per inch on the wind-

ing and the arc diameter of the slider.
A nonwire potentiometer is stepless and has es-

sentially infinite resolution. The typical resolution of

a wire-wound potentiometer is 0.05 percent. Many
high-gain servomechanisms have a tendency to
'hunt between the turns of wire on the potentiom-
eter, seeking a voltage that does not exist in the
surface. Plastic conductive and cermet units have all
but eliminated this problem. A rnultiturn wire-wound
potentiometer may also be employed because of its
better resolution.

Xoise in a potentiometer appears as spurious un-
wanted volta ges. If a wire-wound potentiometer is
excited ssith direct current, for example, the finite
resolution of the potentiometer skill cause a ripple
voltage to appear at the slider as the shaft is rotated.
In sonic systems this noise can cause problems. es-
pecially if the potentiometers slider is worn and the
noise becomes excessive. There kkill also be an in-
crease in the hunting of the System. This noise is all
but eliminated with the r.on-i;e potentiometer. Me-
chanical tolerances of poterss. ' orneters .re important
in servomechanism appljcaiiofls. They are manufac-
t'red with accurate external surfaces to allow inter-
changeable units and to permit low backlash (see
Chapter 10) and matchin g coupling surfaces.

Wh y use -i ire-svound potentiometers? Two tea-
sons are apparent. First. the ire-wound potentiom-
eter can be made with very low values, such as
100. Values less than 10001) are hard to obtain with
non-wire-wound types. The second reason is that
nonlinear functions are needed in many servome-
chanism s y stems, and it is all but impossible to du-
plicate the specifications obtainable from wire-
wound units. Nonlinear potentiometers can be made
by winding the element on a mandrel which has the
slope of the function. Examples of mathematical
functions that are available include the tangent, se-
cant, cosecant, square root, and inverse functions.
The use of taps on a linear windin g is another method
used to obtain nonlinear functions. Sections of the
resistance be:os con taps can be loaded with external
resistors to warp the resistance to obtain a given
I From 4 to to taps are normally used, as
hovn in Fi.

A rci,ati;ci.	 a p	 diameter that solves namer-
ous linear cntrl app lications is the rectilinear pc-

External
,.—hsnting

resistors

R,

0	 320

Slider output

Fig. 10-3 Tapped potentiometer.

tentiometer. This unit has strokes (travels) from '/
to 6 in. (12.7 to 152 mm), with an independent line-
arity of 0.1 percent.

Optical encoders may also be used to providepo-
sition feedback. The primary parts of an optical en-
coder are shown in Fig. 10-4. Two types of rotary
optical encoders available are incremental (outputs
a fixed number of N pulses per revolution) and oh-
solute (the output is a unique code for each angular
position). i-te'rs'nte'till optionl eiuo jer.r generally
provide tsso si gnals which are in quadrature (90

phase difference). The phase difference provides di-
rectional information. The output waveforms may be
square wave or sine wave, as illustrated in Fig. 10-
5. The marker pulse is used to provide index infor-
mation and is typically 180 electrical degrees. Not
all optical encoders i,iovide a marker pulse.

Figure 10-6 shows a 28-min t'o-channel incremen-
tal optical encoder. The emitter end plate contains
two light-emitting diode (LED) light sources (with
molded lenses) to form a parallel beam for each chan-
nel. The cede wheel is a metal disk which, in this
case, has 53 equally spaced slits around its circum-
ference. An aperture with a matching pattern is po-
sitioned on the stationary phase plate .. The light beam

Stationary -. a 55

Cede ask
	

(phase plate

Light
source

orabsolute

Light d,acm^s

p So t a C edO
tra:t;istotL 5:0.

Fig. 104 Primary elements of an oç. ieal eacoo-.
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is transmitted onl y when the slits in the code wheel

1,1

and the aperture line up: therefore, during a complete
shaft revolution, there will be 500 alternating light
and dark periods. A molded lens beneath the phase
plate aperture collects the modulated light into the
photodiode detector. Each channel consists of an
integrated circuit with two photodiodes and ampli- 	 -	 -	 -J I

flers, a comparator, and output circuitry as sho n in 	 i
Fig. 10-7. The two quadrature output signals are in-
dicated at their respective channels. The direction of	

'S
rotation is determined by observing which of the
channels is the leading waveform. E-,:t-	 CcewheoI	 Pt.ut	 Mo-'r

Figure 10-8(a) shows a circuit approach to inter-	 aIy	 plate	 v

face to a microprocessor. The logic gates and micro- 	 }jg 10-6 OpticI ncodr kit.
processors are discussed in the next two chapters.
An encoder used to provide position information for
a shearing process is shown in Fig. 10-8(b). The ma-	 failure, whereas the incremental type of encoder

terial moves the measuring wheel, and the encoder 	 must be rotated to the index marker for initialization

provides pulses to the computer. When the desired 	 once poser is restored. In the absolute encoder.

count is reached, the shear solenoid is activated.	 . there are signal output lines (one for each bit posi-

The absolute optical encoder makes absolute p0-	 tion) going to the di gital processor. An optical en-

sition information available in the form of binary, 	 coder disk i5 illustrated in Fig. 10-9(a). The parallel

gray, or binary-coded decimal (BCD) formats, de- 	 digital data (four lines in this case) require condition-

pending on the coding pattern of the optical encod- 	 ing and eventually are interfaced to a computer.

er's disk. These codes are covered in Chapter II. 	 Many industrial processes and computer controls

The advantage of the absolute encoder is that it can 	 also require linear motion inputs. They may be from

maintain position information even during a power 	 X-Yt.ables, plotters, quality control (QC) equipment,
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Fig. 10-8 Incremental -coder processin g . (a) Electronic prOceSslag. (b) Feedback cc-,.t.01.

machine tools, etc. These units have a similar type
of optoelec:ronics and also produ ce quadrature sig-
nalswih an optocil reforoncejust as the incremen-

-:1 encod•crs do. Hgh_resjlution units usiru special
signa' electt-otiics provii 	 resolutions as rifle as

0.5 urn (2000 pu)sesmm) at 300 kHz. A wide variety
of linear encoder lengths are also available. Velocity

can also be derived from the incremental
stanals.	 -

Position sensing varies .r.-srn application to appli-
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Fig. 10-9 Abslut encoder. () Si,rpIe encoder disk. cD)T)-piat encoder interfr.

cation. Potentiometers are used for systems tht
have low resolution requirements. In some cases, a
potentiometer is used as a coarse position sensor,
and an optical encoder is used for the high-resolution
positioning. Areas with heavy contamination (such
as oil and dust) are a problem for optical encoders

- The problem can be solved with special enclosures.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. List three common types of potentiometers.

2. The movable contact on a potentiometer is
called the wiper or

3. Suppose a 10 kfl linear potentiometer has a to-
tal travel of 350.° What is its nominal resistance
from the wiper contact to the far-end contact when
it is rotated 270'?

4. The deviation of a potentiometer from its
nominal straight-line resistance is rated as a per-
centage and is known as its ___, specification.

5. A noisy or dirty wiper on a potentiometer can
cause a feedback system to

6. Taps may be used to linearize a potentiome-
ter, (true or false)

7. The two outputs from an incremental encoder
are ______ desrees apart.

10-2
SYNCHROS AND RESOLVERS

The term synchro is a generic name for a family of
inductive devices which can be connected in various
says to form shaft angle measurements- All of these
devices work on essentially the same principle.
which is that of a rotating transformer. A ss nchro
looks like an ac motor and consists of a rotor and a
stator. Synchros vary in diameter from 0.5 to 3.7 in,

(12.7 to 94 mm).
Internally, most synchros are similar in construc-

tion. They have a rotor with one or three windings
(depending on the synchro type) capable of rev olving
inside a fixed stator. There are two common types
of rotors: the salient pole and the wound rotor. Dur-
ing one complete cycle, the magnetic polarity of the
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I4BLE 10-1 S\7\CIII1O 1PES

Functional	 sIiIitar'
CIasi6cation	 .-'hbre i..tjor.s

Torque	 IX
transmitter

Torque	 1 DX
differential
transmitter

Control
d iff cc nt ial
transmitter

Torque
receiver

Torque
dtlfcrcntial
receiver

Control
Iran-former

CDX

Input

Rotor positioned mechanically or man-
uslis by in:ormation to be transmitted

TX output applied to stator: rotor posi-
tioned according to amount: data
frontTX must he modified

Same as TDX but data usually supplied
5CX	 -

Output

Elecr-c output from stator identifying
position upplied to torque re-

CC!	 . torque differential transmitter,
or torque differential receiver

Electric output same as TX but sup-
plied onl y to control transformer or
control differential transmitter

Electric output from rotor (representing
angle equal to algebraic sum or differ-
ence or rotor position angle and an-
gular data from TX) supplied to
torque receisers. another TDX. or a
torque differential receiver

Same as TDX but supplied only to con-
trol transformer or another CDX

Rotor assumes position determined by
electric input supplied

Rotor assumes position equal to alge-
braic sum or difference of two angu-
lar inputs

Elect ri c output from rotor (proportional
to stue of thedifference bet'.s-een ro-
tor angular position and electric input
angle)

Control	 CX	 Same as TX
Tran,nnitter

TR	 Electrical aricular position data from
TX or TDX supplied to stator

TDR	 Electrical data supplied from two
TDX5. lsva TXs, or one TX nd
TDX tone connected to rotor, one to
"raw)

cr	 - Electrical data from CX or CDX ap-
plied to s!aor; rotor positioned me-
chardcal y cr manually
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rotor changes from zero to maximum in one direc- 	 transformer. The rotor is energized by an ac voltage,
lion, back to zero, then to maximum in the opposite 	 and the coupling between the rotor and the stator

- -	 direction, and then back to zero. The wound rotor is 	 windings varies as a trigonometric or linear function
used in most synchro control transformers. It often 	 of the rotor position. Figure 10-10 shows a synchro

•	 consists of three coils arranged so that their axes are 	 schematic diagram. Synchro s ystems consist of two
displaced from each other by 120. One end of each 	 or more interconnected synchros. units are grouped
coil terminates at one of the three . slip rings on the	 together according to their intended function. The
shalt, and the other ends are connected together, 	 seven common types are lis:ed in Table 10-1.

	

The stator of a synchro is a cylindrical structure	 The conventional svnchro transmitter TX) uses a
of slotted laminations with three Y connected coils 	 salient pole rotor with ske'-Ned slots. When an ac
wound with their axes 120 apart. The stator wind- 	 excitation volta ge is applied to the rotor, the resultant
in are not connected directly to the ac power	 current produces a magnetic held and by transformer
source. Their excitation is supplied by the ac mag- 	 action induces voltages in the stator coils. The effec-
netic field of the rotor,	 live voltage induced in any s:ator coil depends upon

	

The synchro may be viewed as a variable coupling 	 the angular position of the coil's axis with respect to
the rotor axis. When the maximum coil voltage is
known, the induced voltage at any angular displace-

_____________________ 	 ment can be determined. FiTJre 10 . 11 shows the
-	 S5	 voltages induced in one sta:or coil as the rotor is
-- -	 turned to different position.

- -. The turns ratio between the rotor and stator is such
that when sinele-phase 115-V excitation is applied to
the rotor, the highest value of effective voltage in-

 115V	 0)	 duced in any one coil will be 52 V. Because the
R..	 o'	 common connection between the stator coils is not. 	 -

- -	 .	 accessible, it is only possibe to nTeasure the stator

	

- coil-to-coil effective volue Figure 10-12 shows how 	 --
these voltazes varN as the ro'c'r is fumed. Values are

.	
-	

-	 oy.	 -	 -	 shown aboe the Inc when the terminal-to-terminal-
-	 '	 xoltage is in p'-ase VIA tA , R 1 to R sot tae and-

1 below the line when the votcc is 180 out of phase -
- . . .	 I	 -	 \\lth the R and R- oiae. Therefore, ne gative val-

C I ues ir.dlctte aphe resirr'.' As an example. when
the shaft (Fi g 10-12 i-. tried 1W from the reference
(zero de gree) position. the S 1 to S voltage will be

I	 about 45 V and in phasevi-.h the R1 to R. voltage.
52 V	 The S 1 to S vcsltae ;i!I he about 90 V and is 180-

H

	

	 out of phase with the R I to R voltage. Although the
curves of Fig . 10-12 reerri-ie time graphs of ac volt-

0

150' CCW

fl;0:
273

ul 	ccw

_•—ccw ni-çu	 Eig. 10. 12 S	 efir of	 stator output ,.ojt2es Versus

Hg. 10-Il Curve of stator voltage venus rotor position. 	 shaft rotazion.
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a gec, they shoa only the sLnations in the ettective
soitace amplitude and phs.e as a furicti.n of the
mechanical rotor position.

it should he noted that the s nchro is not a three-
PI-' a 'C Pnach i. -.0 or zcncratoi. in :-cc-j-.asc ma
:hLae. there ate three voltages equc! in n::'gnitude,
djp!aced from each other hv 12fl CICOITiCO) deoies.
With the synhro. which is a sing!e-phne device, the
three stator voltages v ary in mag nitude, and one sta-
tor coil is in phase or ISO' out of phase with another
coil, as illustrated in Fig. 10-12.

In general, if the rotor of a synchro is excited by
60-Hz or 400-Hz ac (called the reference voltage),
the voltage induced in any stator s inding v. ill be
proportional to the cosine of the angle between the
rotor coil axis and th stator axis, as %\ as indicated
in Fig. 10-I1. The voltages induced across any pair
of stator terminals (S 1 to 5,, S 1 to S. 5, to 5) sill
be the sum or difference, depending on the phase. of
the voltages across the coils measured.

For example, if a reference voltage V sin ((w) ex-
cites the rotor of a synchro (R 1 to R), the stator
terminals will has e a voltage of the fblfos k ing form:

V (S t to S) - V sin (of) sin 0
V (S l to 5.) = V sin (of) sin (0 - 120)
V (S to 5,) = V sin (of) sin (O - :40)

heic 0	 s nchro shaft anzie.

Note: The e\presion V 'in t0tt predicts the in-
:antaneous soltage of a sine \a\e at time (1) sshere

V represents the maximum soltage and w 2nJ.
The rms stator voltages are gisen b:

V, (S 1 to Sd = 0.707 V sin 0
(S to 5)	 0.707 V sin tO - 120)

r,-.. (S to Sd = 0.707 V sin (0 ± 240)

These voltages are knoss n as the sviu Itro ,fo r,tirit

voltages and skill be referred to as such front nos
on. Svrtehros are dis ided into tsso basic t peS. torque

s nchros and control s ichros. iwqzie siic r.'s are
required if it is necessary to transmit angular dis-
placement iitforiiaiion from a shaft of one senchro
to the shalt of -another ss nchro without using any
additional amplifiers or gca:-ing. The two n:Cst coin
mon torque ynchro connected in a repeater system
are the toraite t, on cot liter (TX) and the ie i quc IC-

(jeer (TR). Fiaure 10-13 shows a TX and 'FR con-
nected as a repeater system. In the repeater system,
the rotor of the transmitter (TX) is excited with a
reference voltage to produce the synchro format olt-
ages on output terminals S 1 . S,, and Sy The stator
voltages induced in the receiver (TR) stator coils as
a result of its rotor excitation will be equal to the
voltages induced by the transmitter stator current.
In this balanced condition, shown in Fig. 10-13, there
is no current flow in the stator coils or in the stator
interconnections. The total current drav.n is that
used by the excitation of the two rotors. Therefore,
the transmitter ssill supply current only vhen the
receiver rotor is out of alignment ssith the transmitter
rotor. These repeater s y stems are accurate to --P
and are used in systems in Nkhich a rotating device's
output is required to position a remote pointer. To-
day, must of these units have been replaced by a
svnchro-to-digital converter driving an LED displa
of the digital readout of angular position. There alo

a digital to-s\ nchro ttansniitter to con'e't
intl dat to ss tic hi o format voltages to dii' e a remote

electramec han cal pointer. A m ix of these des cc', Is

not uncommon. Dii to) s\ ne hi a converici ss ill be
cove led shortl

I'o other members of the torque svnçhro lamil
are s orth mentioning. The first des ice is the d'r-
Cflhjttl S\tiCIli() friin'niitter (TDX). The stator is quite
similar to that o f the transmitter and receiver just
diccussed. It has three sets of coils wound around
the "ator frame to produce poles 120' apart. The
rotor is quite different  from those of cons Cntiina
sy ichro units. Electricalls. it has three sets of coil'
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Fig. 0-14 Schematic diagram of differential uvnrhro.

wound in slots equally spaced on the rotor and con-
nected to produce poles 120 0 apart. The schematic
of the differential transmitter is shown in Fig. 10-14.

The TDX usually obtains it input from a torque
transmitter (TX) and produces electrical synchro fo r -

mat -signals. The power comes from the synchro sta-
tor outputs (there is no reference applied to the
TDX). The TDX may be connected to add or subtract
two inputs. Figure 10-15(a) shows a connection for
subtraction. I(a mechanical input of 75' is applied
to the TX and its output signals go to the TDX stator.
the TDX subtracts its own mechanical input 00 1
and transmits the results to the TR, which indictcs
the s y stems mechanical Out pot by position of 11 Q.

rotor (45), a indicated in Fig. 10-1 5a). In some
cases, the svs:ciil is set up for addition. This is done
by reversing the S 1 and ;3 leads from the TX to the
[DX siator, aid from tltc f DX rotor to the TR sta-
torc This will result in the behavior sho" . n in Fig.

10-15(6), With the same mechanical inputs of 75' and
30 , the receiver will provide an output equal to the
suitt 01 sittnols y tat rd rig 10 i05'. A w in it ig ache iiui ic
for the sub1ra.iioii s stein is shown in Fig. 10-16.
The torque s nchro system is suitable only for very
light loads and is never really accurate. In addi:ion
the torque system places a drag on the associated
equipment it is measuring.

When larger amounts of power and more accuracy
are required, torque synchros give way to the control
sync/tros. These devices are used for providing and
handling -control signals to a servo power amplifier
a hen ii-re power and accurate angular displacement
of a large load are required. The control synchros
are not designed to handle any mechanical load. The
two most common control synchros are the control
transmitter (CX) and the control transformer (CT).
The CF develops an ac rotor output voltage that is
proportional to the relative shaft angles between the
synchro transmitter and the control transformer. The
devices are normally connected as shown in Fig.
10-17. The output of the CX (transmitter) is fed to
the stators of: he CT uransformerh The CT is a high-
impedance version of the torque receiver a ith Its

Ip..t 33'	 Output 45

OM

-rat 75'	 ar-_. 30
	 Output 105

Fig. 10 . I5 Arrc.u:CaS of tttc differerttal syrchzoa.

(a) Subtractie-	 TDX.	 .'sdditen sith TDX.
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Sutor MMF	 -	 -	
'-- -- -:	 - -.

-	
Rotor MMF

TOXRR,'QTRTX

Transmtter	 Dfferenta!	 - -	 --

Fig. 10-16 Schrrnatic diagram of a subtraction TDX s) stem.

Control	 I
Control	 -
transformer	 - -

.	
-	 - - - -

•

Pr	 ,

Il

Referenre	 cx CT
voltage input

Fig. 10-17 Srtcnro control system (chain)

rotor aligned at 90 from that of a TR. In a control	 Rotor OOtpUt
system (chain), when the shaft angle of the CX equals 	 vottage(mn
that of the CT shaft angle, a null (minimum) voltage
will appear on the rotor terminals, R 1 and R2 , of the
CT. Any variation from this null will produce a signal
in the CT rotor whose phase will depend on in which
direction it is moved off null. Figure 10-18 shows the
output of a CT rotor as it travels near alignment (null)
with the transmitter rotor. Typically, for a 115-V CT
the null voltage would be about 30 mV rms.

A simple closed loop servo system using a CX and
CT control system is shown in Fig. 10-19. When the
shaft of the CX is turned to some angie, the S 1 . 5,,
and S3 outputs provide the synchro format voltages
previously mentioned. These voltages are transmit-
ted to the CT stators S, S, and S 3 . If the CT is not	 CW rotation	 - CCW rotaton

at theinput angle 0, a voltage will be produced at
the output of the CT rotor winding. This signal (error)	 Fig. 10-18 CT rotor null voltage near alignment.
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Input

Servo _-

motor

Fig. 10.19 S i mple servo system using control s nchros.

Dgrtal input angle

MSB	 LSB
Corrtol	 Erro
trans'Ormer	 amp or

3 tat to svrcro
	 Phase detector

•	 crverter
	 and frttevng

rflPt

-	 Po.ver
a - p I it er

L5J
To load I tla,call

Fig. 10-20 Digital-to.ChrO converter.

is amplified, phase-detected and fed to a servo am-
plifier to cause a servomotor to position a load and
the CT shaft to a position vs here the CT rotor output
is minimum (null). The direction in which the motor
turns toward ansle 8 is determined b y the phase of
the CT rotor si gnal with respect to the reference
voltage.

In some later applications, a digital-to-synchro
converter (a solid-state CX) can be used, with the
input angle in dzital form as shown in Fig. 10-20.
There also exis:s a control differential transmitter

(CDX), which i the control equivalent of the TDX
previously discussed and is used to add or subtract
an additional 5h.ft angle.

The resolver is basically a trigonometric function
generator that resolves for an angle U, the hypoten-
use. or sides of ari ght triangle. Although it resembles
a synchro device outwardly, internally the resolver
is quite different. There are a wide variety of'.inding
and ratio configurations available. The most common
has two isolated primary (rotor) windings at right
an gles to each other. The two windings of the stator
are isolated and are 5150 placed 90' apart. A resolver
is illustrated in Fig. 10-21. it solves the unkaovsnS of
a right triangle. If 8 is the shaft input angle, one can
determine B and A directly from a resolver by up-
pI;iag voltage C as an input to the stator. pnsieniP1g

the rotor to an '-!e 6, and reading .4 and B as outputs
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Fig. 10-21 Schematic diagram of a resolver. Either rotor or stator

can be thepritnarv

from the rotor windings.To be more mathematically 	 -	 ('0 Ang

,correct, if the stator is excited with V sin (Ut, the	 A	 r

- resolver format voltages will b 
•	 , -	 = v sin tot sin 0	 •	 -	 - -.	 -	 .	 -

-	 tR_R} = V Sin wt cos 0	 tflpod	 -	 .: • -.

- For example,	 -	 hg. 1O-2 Examplc of computirfg resolver for d 	 rnre height,	 - -.

= 100 x 0.500= 50 V
= 100 x 0.866 = 86.6 V

where	 The unused stator rotor is usually short-circuited.

	

resolver shaft angle	 30'	 These voltages represent the rectangular or cartesian

	

V sin wl	 100 v	 coordinates of the point.

	

sin 8	 sin 30 = 0.500	 Figure 10-22 is an example of polar-to-cartesian

	

cos 8	 cos 30' = 0.866	 conversion used to determine the precise height of

BCCo.8
output 

st

4:fl8ClO

Error signal

JrF 0 H < {

	

Motor	 \	 P,	 P2

8Oc.rtp.t	 -

Fig. 10.23 Conpot.tion using a resolver.
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Fig. 10 .24 Scott connected transformers.

an object by using an adjustable laser. 'the output
voltage yR 1 VR, is proportional to the height, and
output VR 3 - yR4 is proportional to the around dis-
tance when a voltage V (equal to the laser range) is
applied to S t- S2 , and the resolver is rotated to an
angle 0. A servo system to perform this function is
shown in Fig. 10-23. The servomechanism is satisfied
only when the resolver angle is equal to 0, which
occurs when the input to the error amplifier is at a
null. One output is B = cos 0, hich is the voltage
proportional to the height of the Fig. 10-22, when a
voltage C (equivalent to the laser range) is applied
to the stator as shown.

By using all four windings of the resolver, a Lso-
dimensional space problem can be solved, If the sta-
tors are excited with a voltage representing X and i
respectively, A hen the shaft is positioned to an angle
s(', the voltages produced at the rotor terminals will
be

VRI.z3=Xcos'' + Ysin'l-'
VR4 _ R 2 = Y cos 'V —X sin '1'

The applications of these mathematical functions are
commonly used in guidance and robot control sys-
tems.

It is possible to convert synchro input si gnals into
resolver format signals and to convert resolver for-
mat signals into synchro format sign.ds. These con-
versions are generally done by usin g Scott connected
or Scott T transformers. In many cases this is or was
done to up grade a system to use synchro-'e-digital

or digital-to-synchro converters (DSC), which

use signals in the resolver format. Figure 10-24 shows
two common Scott transformer connections. In Fig.
10-24(a) the svnehro-to-resolver connection and the
resolver output format voltages obtained are shown.
In Fig. 10-24(b) the resolver-to-synchro Scott con-
nected transformers, which are s:mply the inverse of
the syiichio-to-icsulscr case, are illustrated.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
8. The stator windings S 1 , S, and S 3 of a syn-

chro are connected to a three-phase power source.
(true or false)

9. Referring to Fig. 10- 11, the voltage at the
180° point should be _______

10. In Fig. 10. 12, the voltage of S, S 2 at 270' is
out of phase with R 1 —R2 voltage. (true or false)

11. Referring to Fig. 10-13, if TX is moved
clockwise, TR will move ________

12. If the differential synchro system of Fig.
10-15(b) has an input of 130°, the receiver will be
at_______

13. A _______ transformer is used to input angu-
lar signals into a servo power system.

14. The control transformer error signal is com-
posed of a voltage and 	 signals.

10-3
SERVOMOTORS AND HATE
GENERATORS
The requirements for most small servomechanisms
are met by ac two-phase induction motors. Their
mechanical output power varies from 0.5 to 100 W.
Above 10 \V, most two-phase seivomotors are cooled
by a separate motor-driven blower included in the
same housing with the servomotor. A 10-W frame
will deliver about 25 W output with the added blower
cooling. Direct current servomotors vary in size from
1/20 hp to many horsepower and are generally used
in large power servomechanisms.

A typical connection for a two-phase motor is
shown in Fig. 10-25 A voltage V., is applied to the
main (fixed or reference) winding. Voltage Vc is sup-
plied from the controller, which is usually an ampli-
fier. The magnitude of Vc is a function of the degree
of action required of the motor. The windings are
usually identical and equally rated. The voltages V0
and V0 must be in synchronism and are derived from
the same ac source. They must also be in time quad-
rature, which may be produced by introducing a 90°
phase shift in the amplifier or by connecting a suit-
able capacitor in series with the main (reference)
phase Vi,. When V- has a voltage value leading %"Cf
by approximatel y 90°, rotation in one direction is
obtained: vshen V- lags V, rotation in the other
direction will occur. S i nce torque is a function of
both V..,. and Vi . , changing t1 .:- magnitude of V
changes the de-eioped torque of the motor. Some
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Fig. 10-25 Cortsrntioi'al two-phase servomotor circoit.
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Fig- 10-27 Torque-speed characteristics of a typical servomotor.

servomotors are designed with a center-tapped wind-
ing to be fed from a push-pull output amplifier as
shown in Fig. 10-26. 	 The drag-cup motor shown in Fig. 10-28 is cots-

The speed-torque characteristic curves for a typi- 	 structed with its rotor made of copper, aluminum, or
cal ac servomotor are shown in Fig. 10-27. They are	 an alloy. For a given size and weight as compared to
typical of servomotor characteristics. The torque is - the squirrel cage motor, it generally has lower torque.
large a zero speed to aid in servo static se-nsitivity, 	 The heavy iron laminations are stationary, only the
to give internal damping for the servomechanism, 	 - lightweight cup rotates, and the inertia is very small.
and to prevent single phasing (the tendency of the	 The solid iron rotor core is used to carr y both flux

rotor to continue to rotate when one winding is. 	 and induced rotor currents. This motor was designed
opened and the other winding remains excited) ofthe . for operation from the output of vacuum tube arnpli-
servomotor. Two-phase servomotors are inherently 	 fiers and is rarely encountered today. The two-phase
high-spedlow-torque devices and are geared don 	 induction motor consists of two input windings (coils

to drive the load,	 in slots ofalaminated-ron structure) spaced 90elec-
Although two-phase servomotors are available in 	 trical degrees apart. Under a balanced condition, the

a wide variety of configurations, the most popular 	 windings are excited with equal voltages. 90' apart

type has a squirrel cage rotor with a low ratio of	 in time phase. The motor currents therefore generate
rotor-to-fame diameter and high rotor resistance, 	 magnetic fields in the air gap which are also in space
This type gives the best overall performance and is 	 and time quadrature. As with the induction motors,
efficient for converting input watts to shaft torque.	 the rotating speed pr5 is

There are other motor configurations that are used	 120f
in specific applications. These include drag-cup mo-	 N5 =

tors and solid iron rotors.	 -
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Fig. 10-26 Center-tap (push-pull) two-phase servornotor.
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Fig. 10-2 Drag-asp two-phase servomotor.
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Fig. 10-29 Waveforms and characteristic
curves for two-phase servornotor.
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A 4-pole. 60-Hz winding causes the resultant field to
rotate at -1800 rpm, and a 4-pole 400-Hz winding
rotates at 12,000 rpm. Figure 10-29(a) shows the two-
phase stator currents which develop the rotating field
in a 2-pole machine. This rotating flux field induces
a voltage in the rotor conductors with a magnitude
proportional to the relative speed. The rotor voltages
in turn cause currents; as a result a torque is devel-
oped by interaction of the current-carrying conduc-
tors and the rotating field. This drags the rotor along
after the synchronous field of the stator. Since the
rotor must overcome friction, it cannot reach svn-
chronous speed. The difference between actual and
synchronous speed is known as slip:

Slip	
ynchronous - actual speed

IP --	 synchronous speed

In servomotors, the no-load speed is approximately
five-sixths synchronous speed, corresponding to a
slip of one-sixth, or 16.7 percent.

Figure 10-29(6) presents the characteristics of a
typical servomotor from no load to the stalled con-
dition. Curve A shows the variation of torque for
rated phase voltage and varying load. As previously
showr in Fig. 10-27. it is nearly linear. Curv .: B

shows the power output and hac a parabolic shape
which peaks near one-half or the no-load speed.
Curves C and D show the power i nput aod the power
factor, respectively. Curve E shows that the effi-
ciency peaks near one-half of the no-load speed.
Curve F plots the vaiations of stall torque as a func-
tion of control voltage s ith the fixed-phase voltage
constant. This curve is lineai td is a measure of
the motor's stiffness. A servomoor should develop
torque with a minimum amount of inputwattage.

In ac servomotors, as mentioned earlier, there has
to be a phase shift of the voltage on the main (ref-
erence) winding with respect to the con:rol winding.
There is no simple method of maintaining this phase
shift for all motor speeds. Some designs use the two-
capacitor method shown in Fig. 10-30, which gives
good results on small servomotors.

A de motor can be controlled b y varying either the
field current or the armature current. The types of
dc servomotors are the series nt'tc-r, the shunt mo-
tor, and the permanent magnet PM) motor. These
motors offer higher efficiency than an ac motor of
the same size, but radio frequency ir.teierence (RFI)
is a problem in some applications.

Most of the dc servomotors sci 	 lcw-po'.ver
applications are of the PM type. T e 	 c-f cc-n-



Fig. 10-31 C .acteristic curves for a dc servo-
motor.
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torque. Larger units with up to 4.5 kW of outputI	 I
power are available.

I The dc servomotor in some modern servornecha-
-	 nisms may be one of the brushles types (covered

C,	 previously) which lend themselves to easy computer

fl	
-.

control. Along the same lines, the stepping motor
has become a valuable type to be used as a servo.
type motor. This type of application will be covered
in a later section.

-

	

	 In the past, large dc servo systems employed con-
stant armature current, with the control signal ap-

/0	 0\	 plied to the field winding. These systems operated

	

(0 0 °)	 with vacuum tubes, thyratrons, or 	 plidvnes pro.
\o	 0J

	

0/	 viding the field drive. The power required for field
control is only a fraction of the poser required for

p Rota,
Cor-I	

armature control. Power amplification of the order
of 20,000:1 can easily be obtained.

	

Fig. 10-30 To-cpacitor method of phase shifting main excita-	
A rate generator (tachometer) is an ekctrome-

chanical device resembling a small motor, which pro-
duces an output voltage that is proportional to its

	

troliable speed, along with the linear torque-speed 	
shaft speed that can be read out or used for closed

	

control curve, makes the PM motor ideal for servo- 	
loop speed control or stabilization. The dc rate gets-

	

mechanism applications. The characteristic curves 	
erator is usually separately excited (shunt-wound) or

	

are shown in Fig. 10-31. The speed-torque curve is	
is a permanent magnet generator. Though any dc

	

quite similar to that of the ac servomotor presented 	
generator can be used with a calibrated meter to

	

earlier in this section. These molór-s are available in 	
indicate speed, more precise units are required for

	

•6-, 12-, and 24-V models, making them applicableto 	
- control-system applications. Special consideration is

	

solid-state circuitry. By comparison, the dc motor 	
given-to certain electrical and mechanical character-

	

has some advantages over the ac motor. The dc mo- -
	 istics. The electrical output signal should be a noise-

tor inertia is greater thah that of the ac motor (inertia

	

-	 free voltage that varies linearly with speed. Mechan-

	

is covered in the next section). This greater inertia 	
ically, the Unit should run quietly and smoothly, with -

	

is due to the- wound armature and commutator, which -
	 lowdrag and low-inertia. The relationship between

	

produce a hevier rotor. The dc motor does not re-	
voltage and speed can be expressed mathematically

	

quire any standby power; however, the ac Si%O.	
as

	

motor continuously draws power for its main (ref.	 V = KN

erence) winding.

	

Figure 10-32 shows a modern dc servomotor that	
where N rate generator's speed

	

is only one-third as thick as a conventional motor. 	
K	 constant of proportionality between the

	

Such motors are popular in compact systems, such 	
voltage and speed

	

as numerical control and robotics systems, and in 	 Most dc rate generators have an Output sensitivity

	

automatic control machines. At 24 V and 3.8 A, it	 of about ½ V/100 rpm. Other important factors that

	

develops 1-5 kilogram-centimeters (kg - cm) of 	 differ from those of a standard dc machine are finc-
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Weight = 2.8 - 10 kg
Poster 100—SCOW

Fig. 10-32 -Space saver dc servomotor.

tions of the mechanical and electrical quality. Cog- -
ging is prevented by skewing the armature slots, and
friction is reduced by limiting brush pressure and by
using precision high-quality bearings.

Some of the advantages of the dc rate generator
are the following:

I. Freedom from waveform and phase-shift prob-
lems

2. Absence of any residual zero-speed voltage (pea-

- ent in ac units)

3. High output gradients: up to 20 V 1 1000 rpm

4. Easier temperature compensation than in an ac
rate generator

Some of the disadvantages of using dc rate gen-
erators are the following:

1. Brush problems:contact, vibration, arcing, and
breaking contact. The position of the brushes
must be exactly at neutral for reversible units.

2. Noise generation: filtering of high-frequency
brush commutation noise is necessary.

3. Output ripple is undesirable and must be atten-
uated in some systems.

4. Brush friction and hysteresis effects require a
higher driving torque.

The selection of a separately excited or a perma-
nent magnet rate generator is based on factors such
as line-voltage variations, ambient temperature var-
iations, and the possiblity of demagnetization of the
PM type. The output of the separately excited rate
generator can be line-valtage-compensated, as indi-
cated in Fig. 10-33, whereas the output of a PM type
can only be attenuated.

Since a majority of rate generators (tachometers)
are closely connected to the servomotor, many de-
vices combine the motor and the tachometer on the
same shaft. An example is shown in Fig. 10-34.

The ac rate generator must produce a sinusoidal
signal output of constani frequency whose amplitude
is proportional to its speed. The amplitude of the

Field	 \\	 --
I	 -

k-'.	 --::	
)	

rate generator)

4	 )	 I

Driven SF01

Fig. 10-33 Separately excited de rate generator.

Brushes
and holders

Fig. 10-34 Servomotor and rate generator on common shaft

— I	 -

ncij Pnrnrry ltvC tedi stIflCflg

f'i	
.p.j Dacreols

Squirrel case rotor	 voltage

Fig. 10-35 Squirrel cage induction rate genera:Or.

voltage from an ac generator is prcorzional to its
speed, but the frequency of the ac sinaI also varies
with the speed. An ac rare generator used for ser-
vomechanisms is shosvn in Fig. 10-3f. The unit has
two stator windings: an excitation (reference) wind-
ing and an output winding. These windings are placed
in the stator so that they are 90 electrical degrees
apart. Because these coils are at right angles to each
other, no output voltage is induced v. hen the rotor is
stationary. When the rotor turns, the flux produced
by the eddy currents in the rotor is along the sec-
ondary axis and produces a voltage at the reference
frequency in the output winding. The magnitude of
the output voltage is proportional t ., the rotational
speed. The direction of shaft rotation is indicated by
the phase of the output voltage (ccmpared to the
reference voltage). If the output vol:ae is in phase
with the reference, the direction is said to beposifile.

-
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If the output is 480' out - of phase, the direction is
said to be negative. The sensitivity of ac rate gen-
erators ranges from 1/10 to I V/lO0 rpm, with output
impedances of 100 to 1000 fl. The output voltage is
mathematically expressed as it is for the dc rate gen-
erator.

There are three'types of errors associated with the
induction-type ac rate generator: residual voltage at
zero speed, nonlinearity, and voltage and phase er-
rors at low speed. The zero speed output has a det-
rimental effect on a servo system's performance. The
fixed andariable residual components as a function
of rotor position are shown in Fig. 10-36(a). These
residual volta ges are minimized by the manufacturer
by using precision machining techniques. The resid-
ual output voltage must be considered when replace-
ments are required. Figure 10-36(b) shows a simple
compensation network that may be employed to can-
cel the fixed component of the residual voltage.

If an ac rate generator is directl y coupled to the
servomotor shaft it adds directly to the inertia. For
this reason, the drag-cup rate generator finds wide
application. The drag-cup rate generator consists of
the same type of stator (two-winding) as the two-
phase induction rate generator just discussed. Its ro-
torconsists of a thin nomnanetic conducting mate-
rial ofa1uminum or copper Drag-cup rotors yield

Vr	 corr,porr,t of	 -
rotor dtssyrnmetry - 	 -
causn'g —t..!ird,jc:o.i	 r,x,o ccnper.ent caused

.1	 by stator dssyrr,nietry

fAt_I

maximum uniformity. This is accomplished by var-
ious manufacturing techniques and - byhaving
matched temperature coefficients for all mating
parts.

No output voltage is induced when the drag-cup is
stationary. Upon rotationthe eddy currents induced
in the rotor cup distort the path of the flux so that a
voltage proportional to shaft speed appears at the
output winding. A notch or some other dissymmetry
may be added to the rotor to cancel the inherent
output dissvmmetrv

A wide variety of incremental encoders are avail-
able and arebeing integrated into servomechanisms
as rate generators. These devices are discussed in
Chapters 3, 13, and 14. In many cases their usa ge is
dictated h the environment of the application.

REVIEW QUESTIOXS

15. The phase relationship between the reference
voltage and the control voltage in a two-phase ser-
vomotor is ______ degrees.

16. The reference voltage is usually shifted by
use of a _____

17. Single phasing of a servomotor is a method
of braking. (true or false)	 -

18. The rotor of a tv. c-phase servomotor is ei-
ther a squirrel cageor a 	 -

19. A 2-pole. 400-Hz rnotor will rotate at
rpm:	 -

20. If the motor in question 19 rotates at 20,000
rpm, the slip is	 percent.

21. The resistor in Fi g . 10-36(b) is used for
phase-shifting purposes. (true or false)

Rotor ar,çular posaten

-	 tat

Ie

C

Referenco wind r.g

III3 
Outpr.t

Otput

Correction voltage for
carceling f.xed component
Ca)

Fig. 10-3 Fixed and variable componen:s of residual voltage ad
canceling circuit

10-4
MECHA\1CAL COMPONENTS
A servomechanism will usually contain mechanical
components such as gears, couplings, bearings, limit
stops, and clutches. These parts are manufactured
to tight tolerances for ease of assembly and for con-
formance with performance specifications.

Couplings are used to connect the ends of two
shafts together so they always rotate at the same
speed with the same angular position. Most couplings
fall into one of the four following categories:

I. Rigid (sleeve) coupling
2. Flexible three-piece (Oldham)
3. Flexible-bellos, spring, one piece
4. Flexible-sleeve, one piece
5. Universal joints

The rigid (sleeve) coupling, as the name implies,
is a onepiece coupling that rigidly couples two shafts
together. Each end has a set screw to secure the
sleeve to each shaft. One type requires that both
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shafts be of exactly the same diameter; no misalign-
ment is allowed. Another type of adapter coupling
allows mating of two different diameter shafts. In
specifying couplings, the letters OD stand for Outside
diameter, and the letter B indicates the bore (inside
diameter). Dimensions are specified in inches and
millimeters by most inanufactarcrs. Mixing of sizes.
that is, inches with millimeters, though it may seem
tolerable, is not good practice. The Set screws usu-
ally require use of an alien wrench for any adjust-
ment. These will also be in inch or metric sizes and
will require the appropriate too!. Some '.ery-high-
speed high-torque applications will use a recessed
inner set screw with a second set screw on top.

A flexible three-piece coupling is also known as an
Oldhani-zvpc coupling. This coupling allows for a
slight angular or lateral misalignment of the shafts
being coupled. It consists of two end hubs with ma-
chined surfaces to receive the center interlocking
floating member. The floating (center) member,
called the torque disk, is usually not metallic, but a
plastic material such as delrin. The machined parts
must be handled with care, and distortion will cause
backlash in the coupling. Backlash is the play or lost
motion that occurs between two loosely fitting parts.

The bellows or spring coupling consists of two
hubs connected by a flexible metal bellows or a
spring. It also allows for shaft misali g nment. How -
evct, flexin g of the bellows can cause metal fatigue.
so these couplings are found only in low-torque ap-
plications. The spring coupling is preferred for high-
speed applications and acts as a shock absorber.

Aflexible one-piece coupling consists of a flexible
element that may be polyurethane, rubber, or neo-
prene. This coupling can accommodate shafts that
are out of alignment by as much as I in. (25.4 mm).
They are quiet-running and absorb end play.

Universal joints can be either single or double
types, as indicated in Fig. 10-37. The single joint will
operate at angles up to 30°, and the double joint can
couple shaft angles approaching 900. Figure 10-37(c)
shows a typical position for each type of universal
joint.

The clutch can be thought of as a special type of
coupling device. The most commonly used clutch in
servomechanisms is the slip clutch. The clutch slips
when the shafts reach a torque limit. Without the
clutch, the servo may stall, potentially resulting in
damage to the gearing or motor if the rotation energy
is not dissipated in the clutch. Some models can be
adjusted at the installation; others are fixed and are
not field-adjustable. Occasionall y , an electrically op-
erated magnetic clutch is employed. For example, it
could be used to disconnect a hand crank so it does
not turn during normal system operation.

Bearings are an important part of any servomech-
anism. Sleeve bearings are usually oil-impregnated
and are not commonl y found in precision servo-
mechanisms. For the most part. bail bearings are
used beca..tsc of their low-friction and low-wearing
characterist

i
cs. Two common tps of ball bearing

4)
Emma 

OD

Single 0ns	 Ooub!e joint

UOb0iflhifl;

Fig. 10-37 Urg s ers,t jortis. (a) Single. (b) Double. (c) Typical
applications.

mounts are the plain and flanged types. The flange
type is popular because of the ease of snapping it in
and out of place in its housing.

Some servomechanisms employ limit stops as a
mechanical safety feature to prevent a shaft from
rotating past a particular point. They are often used
in conjunction with clutches to avoid damage. Some
limit stops allo'.v many revolutions before stopping
by using a traveling nut c.ii a screw thread. The
threaded shaft is stopped when the traveling nut con-
tacts either stop plate; In some cases, rubber or
springs are used to absorb the shock when the stop
is reached.

Gearing is required in a servomechanism to con-
vert the high-speed low-torque power from the ser-
vomotor to a lower-speed higher-torque power to the
controlled shaft. Many types of gears are available.
including spur, helical, worm, bevel, internal pinion,
and gear racks. Of all the gears mentioned, the spur
gear is the most commonly employed. A worm is a
gear with teeth in the form of screwthreads. Figure
10-38(a) shows a worm gear and a spur gear that can
be mated to obtain a right-angle drive. Because of
their high friction, right-angle drives are rarely found
in servomechanisms. Bevci gears are conical in form
and operate at intersecting axes, usually at right an-
gles (Fig. 10-38[b]). Internal gears are usually limited
to planetary drives and must mesh with an external
gear. Figure 10-38(c) is an illustration of an external
gear. A helical gear is c y lindrical and has either right-
hand or left-hand teeth, as shown in Fig. 10-38(d).
They may he operated on parallel or crossed axes.
Crossed helical gears are sometimes called spun!
gears. When t.\o gears run together, the cne ith
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- Spur gear

II Therefore,

F 2T1

Similarly, wi:h the second gear:

Left-hand	 Rght-ir	 Left-hand P i n ion R ight-hand pi..,n
halica l^ can 	 Rçtvr-hrgear Lndear	 For meshed gears, the forces are equal and sub-

stituting for F gives

-	
=

•	 -	 -.	 -	 For proper gear meshing to 1.alte place, all teeth
must be the same size, and the number of teeth on-	
each.gear is proportional to the pitch diameter The

(a)	 gear ratio is the ratio of the number of teeth on the - - -
Fig. 10-38 Typio-eI scrvo gearn• (a) Worm genr. (b) Bevel (miter)	 secoad gear to the nuher of teeth on the first gear.
gearn. (c) Eterna1 geaa th Helical gears.	 This leads to	 - -

subtract the angular position of two shafts Differ-
entials are usually made from bevel gears, as indi-
cated in Fig. 10-39. Differentials are available ith
speed ratios from 1:1 to 3000:1. -

Some dynamic characteristics of gearing are im-
portant in servomechanism applications. Assume a
pinion of diameter all is driving gear d,. An external
torque T1 is applied to the pinion shaft, causing a
rotation with an angular velocity o. The torque on
the shaft is equal to the force developed at a point
on the circumference of the gear times half the gear
diameter:

= F'

the larger number of teeth may be called the gear,
and the one with the smaller number of teeth may
be called the pinion. A rack is a gear with teeth
spaced along a straight line.

Uniform clearance of gears is critical in determin-
ing backlash between two gears. Backlash is propor-
tional to the chfferenc& between the tooth space and
the mating gear's tooth thickness. Increasing clear-
ance will increase the difference and the backlash.
Wear also increases the backlash, and so does loss
of lubrication.

Differential gearing is used to mechanically add or

- N2

W, - N1

Combining with the torque equation,

d2N,
- - 
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These equations show that the ratio of the torque
is proportional to the ratio of the diameters, which
is also proportional to the gear ratio. It can be shown
that

- - -
a 1	 (e3J	 6 1	 N2

Clearance

	

18 7 F2 + 0 D-W!

Ed gear,

Fig. 10-39 DifTere.'-t.
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where ct, and n 1 = angular acceleration of gears 1
and 2, iespectively

0 1 and 02	 angular position of gear I and
gear 2

and o 2 = angular velocities of gear I and
gear 2

Hence, the ratio ofacceleralions, positions, or an-
gular velocities is inversely proportionat to the ratio
of the number of gear teeth. If the moment of inertia
of the load is defined as

J = Mr

where J	 inertia. kilogram-meter2 (kg - in2)
M = mass, kg
r	 radius of gear, in

The angular accefrration of a gear is equal to
torque divided by inertia:

TI
01

and

T-.

Substituting, we obtain

- TJ N.J N
T1J. - X 1J. N

which results in

' 
(\)2

Therefore, using a step-down gear box reduces the
apparent inertia affecting the servornotOr by a factor
equal to the square of the gear ratio.

For example. if a rotating load has an inertia of
250 kg ' m 2 , through a 40:1 gear ratio. what is the
resulting inertia on the motor?

'-0k'm
- 402	

= 0.156 kg ' rn

where	 J,,, = inertia of motor
.1, = inertia of load

The gearing also provides an improvement in load
torque as compared to motor torque. The torque and
inertia advantages are themain reason for the use of
gear boxes in a servomechanism. However, do not
forget that these advantages are obtained at the sac-
rifice of speed.

RE1EW QL'ESTIO.VS

22. The B diameter on a coupling si gnifies the
________ diameter.

23. The beUo'.vs coupling is only used in high-
torque applications. (true or false)

24. Large angular or lateral alignment correc-
tions are obtained by using

25. The mechanism that allows slip to occur
when torque limits are reached is called a

26. Torque multiplication is obtained at the ex-
pense of

10-5
AMPLIFIERS AND FEEDBACK
A system can be represented by a combination of
blocks. Each block may have a single line input and
a single line output. Each block may represent a
single function. For example, the block shown in Fig.
10-40(a) represents an amplifier with a voltage gain
of 250 times. With a 1-mV signal in, the amplifier
will produce a 250-mV signal at its output. Figure
10-40(b) is a more general form with the input volt-
age, output voltage, and amplifier gain given as 171,

V., and G 1 , respectively. It can he said that G 1 op-
erates on the input V1 to give V2 . If V2 is divided by
V 1 this result will be equal to the gain (G 1 ), provided
that the amplifier stays within its linear range. This
function can he expressed as

a c0112Ialit

Figure 10-41(a) shows a second amplifier con-
nected in cascade with the first amplifier. The entire
ssstem can also be represented in reduced form, as
shown in Fig. 10-41(b). It is important to note that
G 1 is multiplied by G.. which operates on V 1 to oh-
tam V3.

252.

(St

Fig. 10 .40 Block representations of an amplifier.

t)

Fi g . 10 . 41	 blocks.
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EXAMPLE	 -	 v	 +cm	 V, VIi + 1tv

if v,	 1 mVG 1 50, and G2 = 50, find
+

SOLUTION

x G 1 x G2	() 	 -
= ImVX5OX5O

	

=2500mV2.5V	 -	 -.
V,	 vV-1-v

	If G2 ere a potentiometer (voltage divider), its 	 -

	

gain would be less than I (unity). At 50 percent	 -
rotation its gain (G.) would be ½. The preceding total
gain would now he 25 for the G 1 x G2 product. Since

	

the gain of G is Vioo of the first example, the output	 to)

will now he 25 mV
The summing junction is used where signals are

	

added or subtracted. In a block diagram, a circle is	 + I 
Z	 -

	used as a summing junction as shown in Fig. 10-42. 	 +	 V, v,- v v
The Greek letter may be used inside the circle to
signify that a summing operation is to be performed.

	

Summingjunctions may perform addition or subtrac- 	 -
tion of two or more variables as shown in Fig.
10-42(a to c).

	Figure 10-43(a) shows a gain block cascaded with	
Id

	a summing junction. The overall function can be 	 Fig. 1042 Srn.'ning junctions.

found by
•.V=V — V+V

-	 %',=V,,.xG1	 -	 -----
V	 - 	 - I', + V)	 -	 -

1 IM

= _l_(-2)+2=(—l+2+2)V

V2	G, x V_	 -	 -	
G;

I

= 60 V 

An alternate representation is shown in Fig.

	

10-43(b). It illustrates that ajunction can be viewed 	 j V.

as several junctions. This may lead to simplified anal-
ysis in some cases.

	

Summing junctions are often based on operational 	
Fig. 10-43 Bcck dgc.m alternate forms.

amplifiers (op amps). Sum and difference amplifiers
were covered in Chapter 6. Operational amplifiers

	

may be used as noninverting or inverting amplifiers, 	 often called the preamplifier. The power gain is pro-

	

depending on whether the signal is applied to the 	 duced in the final amplifier. The power amplifier must

	

plus input or to the iinus input. Figure 10-44 shows	 supply the required load voltage and current, which

	

a summer (adder) circuit and a subtractor (difference)	 can be substantial, as in the case of a large servo-

	

circuit. Other variations that are commonly used in 	 motor.

	

feedback systems are shown in Fig. 10-45. Note that 	 Power amplifiers usually provide a frequency re-

	

the summer (adder) is now of the noninverling type 	 sponse from dc to 1000 Hz. A total servo amplifier

	

and that the difference am plifier output is now	 (package) may appear as a solid-state unit. Figure
V2 -	 as compared to V1 - V2 for the circuit of Fig.	 10-46 shows what is contained within such units. The

	

10-44. These circuits are but a few examples of those 	 amplifier gain can be adjusted as needed by resistor

	

available to fit the numerous mathematical needs of 	 selection. The frequency response is adjusted during
servomechanisms,	 installation by selecting and connecting frequency-

	

Servo amplifiers can be divided into two types. 	 compensation components. In some low-power ap-

	

Most of the gain is contained in an early amplifier	 plications, the power amplifier stage may be a corn-
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A,

vi
-	 - -

In

(a)

Fig. 10-44 Op Amp circuits. (a) Summer (adder). (b) Subtractor.

ni

V.

= *

(a)

Fig. 10-45 Differena) amplifier circui:s. (a) Siabtractor. (b) Sum-
mer (adder).

plementary pair of transistors connected directly to
the output of the preamplifer. as discussed in Chap-
ter 6.

Servo amplifiers are available with output power
ratings up to 5 kW. In those cases in which main-
taining low-voltage offsets with time and temperature
is essential or when external set adjustments are not
practical, a chcpper-stabilized amplifier is used to
achieve drifts as low as 0.1 sV/'C The chopper
amplifier is a high-gain feedback amplifier, containing
a MOSFET chopping transistor. The chopper con-
verts the differenc e between the do or low-frequency
input voltage ac,d the feedback voltage to a high-

frequency square wave and amplifies it with no drift.
The high-frequency square wave is then rectified and
filtered to produce an output waveform that is an
amplified version of the input.

Figure 10-47 presents a detailed block diagram of
a chopper-tabilizcd amplifier. In a system diagram,
it may be simplied and represented by a single OF-
AMP s. mhol. [he chopper-stabilized amplifier is
best understood by looking at the waveforms in Fig.
10-47. The input signal. V, is split into two com-
ponents by high-pass network C 1 - R, and by the low-
pass network The low-frequency signals are
applied to the chopper, along with a square wave
that gates the chopper transistor off and on at a high
frequenc y rate. The ac amplifier can be designed for
high gain and drift will not be a problem since its
frequency response dues not extend dosn to do (it
will utilize coupling capacitors between stages). The
amplified output is then peak-detected to recover the
low-frequency and dc components. Capacitor Cz fil-
ters the detected signal to remove any component of
the chopper si gnal. The output signal V,., is formed
b y summing the detected and filtered signal with the
high-frequency signal.

In cases in which overloads are unavoidable or
may create very long recovery time, an overload
circuit may be incorporated into the amplifier. Such
a circuit is illustrated in Fig. 10-48. This overload
recovery circuit will prevent the amplifier circuitry
from saturating. The input circuit is protected from
large signals by a diode clipper. The feedback circuit
will drop in impedance with a large swing in V, due
to the zoner's becoming forward-biased. This will
lower the amplifier gain and allow the amplifier to
recover in I i ts. Without this overload protection, it
may take up to 10 s to recover.

A closed-loop system is one in which the output
of a process affects the input. Adjustments are made
by the control system until the difference bet-,keen
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22 V & 7.5 A
Fig. 10-46 5.0 amplifier block thararn. 	

@  

Fish

tic -n

AC	 PA

High

-	

.

-:

chopper	 npIifr

J= chopper

filtered low

Fig. 1047 Chopçe-stabilized
amplifier block dagrm.	 -

the desired and actual output is as small as practical. 	 hog the speed (speed is the output), (2) a backward

In other words, the controlled parameter (output), 	 (feedback) path via the speedometer to the operator,

whether position, angle, or speed, is sampled and fed 	 serving as the comparator to the speed controller:
back to the input, where it can be compared with the 	 The input to the speed-control handle is the differ-

desired condition. Look at Fig. 10-49, in which a 	 ence between that indicated by the speedometer and

human operator is trying to maintain a speed of a 	 the desired speed computed by the operator. It would

trolley at 50 mph (80 kph). Th& operator observes 	 be almost impossible to maintain a constant speed

the speedometer and decides (compares) whether to 	 without feedback. If we had no way of knowing the

increase or decrease the speed control, depending 	 speed we would have to guess.
upon whether the indicator is above or below the	 Block diagram representation is ,a technique corn-

desired 50 mph (80 kph). Note the two signal paths: . monly used in control system analysis. Consider the
(I) a forward path from the operator handle control- 	 illustration in Fig. 10-50(a), which shows a simple
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15kIil

7

I	 z

p.
2,,

v±

Input
protOCbCn
if nned

Dodedipp'	 ,17

	

Fig. 10-48 Overload recovery Circuit.	 v

Fi g . 10-49 Stm& cloed lxp fcedbak socrr

form of feedback control system. The block diagram
can be reduced by block diagram algebra into a form
that is commonly used and should be remembered.
From Fig. 10-50(a)

EG C

also,

R - CH =

Substituting for e yields

(R - CI-/)G = C

or,

RG - CGH = C

Combining

RG = C ± CGH

then

RG = C(l -i- GB)

The control ratio is defined as the output C over
the command signal .R and is equal to

C	 G
R14-GH

(a)

Fig. IC-SO Servo system block reductioc. (a) Simple system. (b)
Block rrductioo.

Figure 10-50(a) can now be reduced to the single
block shown in Fig. 10-50(b) having the same input
and output as the original.

The unity feedback system shown in Fig. 10-51(a)
can also be reduced to one block and the control
ratio CIR derived. The feedback loop can be consid-
ered to have a value of H = 1. All the output C is
fed back to the summing junction. The reduction will
therefore be the same as previously shown in Fig.
10-50(b):

C_	 G
R1±Gxl
C_ G
R?

 reduction is shown in block form in Fig.
10-51(b).

-
A>
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(5)

Fig. 10-51 Unity feedback system block reduction. (a) System.
(b) Block reduction.

There are five important characteristics for a
closed loop system:

1. Accuracy
2. Sensitivity
3, Resolution
4. Linearity
5. Frequency response

Together, all five characteristics provide a complete
description of the systcm.

The accuracy is an indication of how closely a
system meets the desired control parameter. If the
normal speed of a system is 77 kph and the actual
varies between 70 and 84 kph, the system is said to
be accurate to ±7 kph. Accuracy may also be de-
fined as a percentage of deviation. Instead of 7 kph
we could specify a9 percent deviation. The per-
centage of error may be based on a maximum value,
For example, if the maximum value were 210 kph,
the maximum error of ±7 kph would become

max error, % =	 210
7x100 = 3.3 3 oC7

example, if an amplifier is driven into saturation by
a large input signal, Iinesuity is lost.

Amplifier frequency response was covered ' in
Chapter 6. The same definition applies to a control
system. The output of the s ystem may be plotted on
a frequency-response CBFVC and the —3-dB points
obtained. The response time of a system is usually
used, rather than the frequency response, in control
systems. This is the time a system takes to respond
to an input signal. By definition it is the time needed
for the output to change from 10 to 90 percent of its
final value when a step signal is applied to the input
as shown in Fig. 10-52(a).

This is referred to as rise time and it is also the
response time of a servomechanism. In Fig. 10-52(b),

curve (a) shows an underdamped response. The out-
put overshoots the value dictated by the systems
input, then undershoots this value, and finally settles
to a value close to the input value. This type of
response has an oscillating or ringing effect. In the
.overdamped response (b) the output does not over-
shoot the desired value but takes a very long time to
reach its final value. The third response (c) is that of
a critically damped sy stem, in which the output
reaches its final value in the minimum possible time
without overshooting the desired final value.

Both the mechanical and electrical components of
a control system have response-time characteristics,
and both determine the overall sy stem performance.
After a transient period, a final steady-state value is

AnrpttudC
0p,t/C:	

Steady state value

-----1 0.9 (9011)

___0•1 (10%),

which is less than a third of the nominal percentage
error.

The sensitivity of a control system specifies the
level of input required to obtain a desired output.
A speed-control system may have a sensitivity of
1000 rpmlV; a temperature-control system may have
a 100°/V sensitivity. Therefore, sensitivity has var-
ious interpretations, depending on the specific sys-
tem used as reference.

Resolution is defined as the smallest quantity rec-
ognizable by the system. Resolution can be specified
in percentage of maximum or in absolute units. If a
thermometer has 10 markings, 10 is the smallest rec-
ognizable quantity.

Linearity is defined as the amount by which a re-
lationship between two quantities deviates from a
straight hOC. Linearity is usually expressed as a per-
centage of a value or as a percentage of maximum.
Operation within a linear working range is obtained
only if the system signals are restricted in magnitude
to avoid nonlinear regions of the components. For

in

AephmdeInput step

	

UnoerdanuPed	 Steady state

	

I / / response (a)	 error

I 
J

MM

Fig. 10-S2lranstn'. response curves. (a) Rise time (respenre
time). (b) Response curves.
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obtained. The difference between the final steady- 	 There are three types of servomechanisms:
state output reached and the value called for by the
input is called the stead-s-state error. The steady-	 1. Type 0: A constant input signal (x) will result in

state error is shown in Fig. 10-52(b). The gain of the 	
a Constant position at the controlled output ().

system cam be increased to reduce the steady-state 	 2. Type I: A constant input signal (x) results in a
error. However, with increased gain, a situation in 	 constant velocity at the output (j).
which the oscillations obtain a fixed amplitude and 	 3. Type 2 A constant input signal (x) results In a
the system never settles or reaches steady state may	 constant acceleration at the output (y). -
arise. This is an oscillatory system, and it is said to
be unstable. Open-loop systems are never unstable,	 The control system tyr.e is determined mathemat-

but when feedback is introduced, the control system 	 ically by examiaing the G and H factors of the loop

can become unstable. Any feedback system may be-	 which determine its transfer function. A mathemati-

corie unstable if the feedback is in phase with the 	 cal analysis of a control system's transfer function

input. Amplifiers and feedback networks exhibit	 yields two key factors. The first is the steady-state

phase errors that are especially pronounced at the	 response of the system to three types of inputs. The

frequency limits. It is possible for negative feedback 	 second is the steady-state error, which is either zero,

to become positive feedback at some frequency	 finite and constant, or infinite.

treme. For this reason servomechanisms tend to 	 Figure 10-53(a) shows a type 0 servomechanism

come unstable when the gain is increased in an effort 	 (often called a position or follow-up system). The

to reduce the steady-state error In order for oscil-	 output shaft (either driven directly or through a gear

lations to occur, the magnitude of G must be greater 	 box) is to follow the angular setting of the input

-	 than I when the phase error is — 180 . Various tech-	 potentiometer. If a step input is applied to the type

niques, such as Bode and Nyquist plots are used 10	
0 system, the steady-state error, E, for a step (also

ensure stability when the system is designed It is 	 called aposizion orsetpoint) with a value of  is

important to understand that system stability can be 	 E. =lost if gain or phase-shift networks are altered.	 I -+ K

Cod -.ariP,
-	 --

Nf r-	 mpI'.a	 I
Fes.jback

r\

1\
I	 Gar L__\

Motor

ll

P.

	

C	

aeofocA -

	

P - Ar = Ramp input	 A	 - ps-abO'air.pet

Is)

Fig. 10.53 Type Osystem and test inputs. (a) Type 0 systot.. (b) Test inputs.

Differental arnpt;fIer 	
Aope
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Arnpl 1w Se

Input
P

Transient -	 Steady State	 Time

(a)

Ampliiade

II

Amp:i rule

Transient Steady State

(5)

\ -
K

AT

Time

Fig. 10-4 Steady-stale error for differ-
ent system types. (a) Type 0 s% stern.
(b)Type I 5551cm. (c) Type 2 system.

The larger the alue of K (gain) the smaller the
error, but as mentioned earlier, lar g e values of gain
can make a System unstable. This response for a type
0 sy stem is shown in Fi g . 10-54(a). if a ramp or
acceleration (parabolic) input is applied to a type 0
system, the output cannot follow i(, and the steady-
state error increases with time an 	 r'roaches a
value of infinity. These inputs ar 	 c--i in Fig. 10-
53(b).

The type I control system, which is Known as a
rate (v-/cncirv) servo, is shown in Fig. 10-. As de-
fined eat ; cr. the output shaft %v ill run at a constant
velocity (speed) for a constant input. The steady-
state error of the type I -st e m to the step input is

'-V.,.	 ,Comnrand 5 : g.eal (C)

1—'-	Bdrectional
amplifier

Speed
signal	 eOtage

— +	 Signal	 Armature
Feedback	 current

-	 Opt:OnaI

I

Tachometer
IeEe gene: nc-ri

Fig. tO.55 T7pe I (ratvelocitsT sbsecr-n.

Transient	 I	 Steady State	 - Time

cIJ

zero, v. hich is the desired circumstance. The steady-
state error of a t ype I system due to a ramp input Q
is shown in Fig. 10-54(6). If the s y stem gain is K.
the stead y-state error is

E =
K

As with the type 0 system, increasing K will de-
crease the steady-state error. A type I system cannot
follow an acceleration (paraboic) input, and the
steady-state error for this type of input diverges (in-
creases) as time increases.

A type 2 system has a steady-state error of zero
for both position and velocity inputs. If the input is
an acceleration of value R, then the steady-state er-
ror Eis as shown in Fig. 10-54(c) and is equal to

R
E5, 

K

The type 2 control system is seldom used indus-
trially and is more commonly used in missile and
guidance systems. The steady-state errors for the
three types of systems are summarized in Table
10-2.

If a control system is found to be marginally or
inherently unstable, a compensating network may be
added to improve the system's gain and phase mar-
gin. These networks may be based on integrators or
differentiators, and their applications in servo damp-
ing are shown in Fig. 10-56. These stabilizing net-
works are usually found either preceding or incor-
porated within the amplifier (gain stage) of the
system. They are critical for proper s ystem response
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T4BLE 10-2 STEADY-STATE ERRORS FOR \BIOUS 	 error. When the step signal is first applied, the inte-
H	 INPUTS TO THREE iPES OF SERVOMECHANISMS 	 grator output is zero, and the system responds as if

the integrator were not in the circuit. As time passes,
System Type.	 the error signal decreases, but the integrator output

Input Type	 0	 1	 -	 2	 increases. Without the integrator, a small residual
error signal would be present when the cotro11er

Position, P	 i__.	 o	 finally stopped. However, with the integrator the Cr-

	

I + K	 ror signal will eventually be removed- because the
Velocity, Q	 Infinity	 Q.	 integrator ou:put . con:inues to ramp as long as any

IS	 residual error %olta2e remains at its input.
Acceleration, R	 Infinity	 Infinity	 Integral damping may also be added to a type I

	

K	 servo. Suppose there is a sudden change in the com-
mand set point. The immediate reponse w-iI be a
relatively large error signal that will be amplified and

	

and should not be modified; if they are modified, 	 will act on the output device, thus reducing the error
oscillations may occur. 	 - to a small value as the output speed comes close to

	

Steady-state error can be reduced by increasing 	 matching the command signal. However, because of

	

loop gain, but stability can be lost if the gain is too 	 friction and loading torque on the output, the will
- -	 high. Compensating networks improve the phase 	 be some stead-state error and some residual error

	

margin and allow greater gain for improved perfor- 	 voltage- If this error voltage is integrated and applied

	

mance. Integral damping is a related technique to	 to the input of the amplifier, it will eventually be

	

reduce steady-state error. Integrators are presented	 removed as the inteerator output continues to ramp

	

in Chapter 6. The output of an integrator will ramp 	 in response to the stead y-state error signal.

	

in response to a steady signal applied to its input. In 	 The underd.amped response that was shown in Fig.

	

the case ofa type 0 servo, as in Fig. 10-56(a), suppose	 10-52 is undesirable. Because of inertia (both me-

	

a step command signal is applied to position .the 	 chanical and -electrical) the controlled panmeter

	

output to a new location. An immediate and rela	 overshoots the set point value,-then undershoots it.

	

- tively large error signal results, drivingthe input of 	 and so on. Gain can be reduced to control overshoot

	

the summing amplifier. The summin g amjalifierouiput	 but at the expense of response time -and-accuracy. 	 -.
drives the controller in a direction th1 eliminates the - Derivative damping is  technique based on aecànd -.

-

Cr	

Dre	 o,	

• OUT.

Feebcc

C "rrtacr k-,--1 Dffe,e-tator

Fig. 10-56 Compensation!daInpir2
	 A—' t 	 veoc;,,	 Post

techniques. (a) Integral damping	 Fetsck

(b) Dcriviti ye damping. (c) Second-
-	 - detivative damping.
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feedback loop that contains a differentiator. (Differ-
etiators are covered in Chapter 6.) The output of a
differeutiat0r is proportional to the rate of change at
its input. When derivative damping is added to a
servonChhism, overshoot and undershoot can be
reduced without sacrificing loop gain. Suppose a
change in command signal is applied to the damped
system chovn in Fig. l0-5€(b). Because of system
inertia, the immediate response is slow; the output
of the differentiatOr is also small, so it has little im-
pact on the input to the amplifier. As the system
continues to respond, the error signal begins to de-
crease, and the rate of change is now increasing. so
the output of the differentiator is increasing. Even-
tually, the error signal and the rate signal (velocity)
will be equal, resulting its no input to the amplifier.
However, the system Continues to respond because
of its inertia. Now, the differentiator output is greater
than the error signal which reverses the polarity of
the amplifier output. The controller responds by re-
versing, and the overshoot is reduced (damped).

Everything in electronic systems has an analog in
mechanical systems, and the reverse is also true. For
example, mechanical damping (the analog of the elec-
tronic damping just discussed) is also possible. Fric-
tion forces that oppose oscillatory motion can be
developed. Simple brakes are usually not used be-
cause they degrade response time and accuracy. Rate
brakes that respond to the rate of change are used.
These are usually called iiscous damping SySO"!S
and include devices such as fluid turbines, magnetic
particle brakes, and eddy current types.

Derivative damping can cause an error in type 0
servomechanisms if there is any Output from the dif-
ferentiator under steady-state coiditious. The first
derivative of motion is velocity, and the second de-
rivative of motion is acceleration [Fig. 10-56(c)].
Therefore, a second-derivative damping system pro-
vides damping correction only when the output is
accelerating or decelerating.

Servomechanism characteristics can also be con-
trolled by digital techniques. With the advent of the
microprocessor, there is an increased tendency to
calculate the correct input to the servomotor at any
given time to provide the desired response. Digital
techniques and microprocessors are covered in the
next two chapters.

FLEVIEII PROBLEMS

27. If in Fig. 10-42(c) V is + 3, V is + 3, and V
is —4. then V. is

28. If V,, of question 27 is fed into a block with
G 1 of 0.25 V/V the output is ________ v.

29. In Fi g . 1044(b), V1 is ±4, V, is —2, and R
equals R 1 eqials R2 eO!3]S R,	 equals

V

30. The a- -' 	 drives a, servomotor is a

..:cciai high-stabii.ty cscs. a
may be employed.

32. To prevent lock-up, an amplifier may incor-
porate an	 circuit.

33. A type I system will have an error equal to
for a ramp input as shown in Fig. 10-54.

10-6
ROTATING AMPLIFIERS

When the control of a large power load is required,
the choice is usually limited to hydraulic systems or
electrical systems involving motors, mostly dc. If a
do motor is chosen for the output, a rotating power
amplifier may be used to excite it. Rotating amplifiers
are being replaced with solid-state devices as the
power capabilities of these devices continues to im-
prove. Most new systems employ solid-state ampli-
fiers. But rotating amplifiers are still in use at many
industrial sites, and familiarity with their character-
istics is still important.

Rotating amplifiers fall into one of three basic cat-
egories. They are the Ward Leonard system, the
Regulex or Rototrol generator, and the Amplidyne
generator. Each system has a generator driven by an
ac induction motor at a constant speed. 3600 rpm for
small to medium systems and 1800 rpm for large
s y stems. They can be considered as amplifiers be-
cause a small change in field current will produce a
large change in armature current.

The Ward Leonard system employs a simple mo-
tor-generator set. The circuit shown in Fi g . 10-57 is
a Ward-Leonard system in its simplest form. The dc
motor in the circuit is fed directly from a do gener-
ator. which is operated at a constant speed. The
generator may be viewed as a power amplifier since
the power required to excite the field is much lower
than the power output from the armature. The dc
field to the generator (F5). is adjustable in magnitude
and polarity by means of the field rheostat and the
reversing switch. The motor armature is supplied by
the generator, which provides a smoothly varying
voltage from zero to some full-load value. The dc
motor field (F,,,) is fed from a constant source derived
from the ac line. The generator is driven by an ac
induction motor of constant speed. This motor may
be either single- or three-phase, depending upon the
size of the application. The Ward Leonard system
allows a small variation in field current to provide a
smooth, reversible, flexible, and stable control of a
large dc motor. Such systems are employed in hoists
and elevators and in large machining centers.

The system shown in Fig. 10-57 is open loop and
only applicable where an operator must have com-
plete control at all times. This system can be modi-
fied for closed loop operation by providing a feed-
back signal to be compared to the control input. The
feedback can be proportional to rate (type I) or to
position (type 0). Figure 10-58(a) shows how the sys-
tem can be connected with tachometer feedback to
provide motor-speed reulation. The motor,  speed is
measured by the output from the dc tachometer (rate
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Fig. 10-58 Ward-Leonard rate (velocity) feedback systcm

generator) coupled to the motor shaft. The tachom-
eter voltage V, is compared with the reference volt-
age V,. The difference is voltage-amplified by the
preamplifier and then power-amplified by the booster
to drive the field of the generator.

The Ward Leonard system can also be used to
control the angular position of an output shaft at a
high power level by following an input signal at a
lower power level. This type of s ystem is shown in
Fig. 10-59. The output angle O is converted into an
electrical signal, which is compared with the com-
mand signal. Any error is amplified and applied to
the field circuit of the dc generator. The slider/wiper
of the position-sensing potentiometer is driven by
the output shaft through a gear box. Some systems
use synchros and control transformers in place of

- potentiometers for input and feedback devices.
The Regulex generator and the Rototrol generator

are trade names of Allis-Chalmers and Westing-

house, respectivel y. They are employed in systems
rated at 5 kW and above. Both are basically dc gen-
erators which employ self-excitation as a method of
increasing amplification. The Rototrol generator
commonly uses a series field for self-excitation. The
Regulex generator, in most applications, uses a shunt
field. The typical magnetization curve of the dc shunt
generator shown in Fig. 10-6b is shown in Fig.
10-60(a). The simple shunt generator is driven at a
constant speed with the field switch(S) open. A small
residual magnetism is assumed to generate some
value of emf at zero excitation The straight line (8.a)
is called the field-resistance line and is a plot of

Vf = RI

The slope of the field-resistance line is determined
by the field rheostat. This slope (Of) is less than the
air-gap line (a straight-line projection of the magnet-
ization curve through the origin). Point (a) is the
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Fig. 10-59 Ward-Leonard position coriirct syi:cn.
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intersection of the field-resistance line with the gen-
erator's magnetization curve. If the switch (S) is
closed, the residual output will start a build-up of the
shunt-field current. If the Connections are such that
positive feedback results, the generator voltage
builds up until limited by magnetic saturation at point
(a). The generated voltage will just satisfy the field
current required to sustain itself.

If the field resistance is large, the resulting field-
resistance line will be small (B,' in Fig. 10-60[a]).
and very little output voltage build-up will occur. The
value of Rj coiTespohding to the slope of the air-gap
line is called the critical field resistance. An adjust-
ment to this value is referred to as tuning. Suppose
the resistance of the self-excited field is increased
until it has the slope shos a in Fig. 10-60(c), and the
necessary additional field current required is supplied
by an auxiliary control field. Up to the saturation of
the iron, the output will be proportional to the all-
plied control current, which is only a small percent-
age of the total field required.

The self-excited generators have a number of field
windings. lip to eight separate windings can be put
on a machine. For a given power output, these added
windings will increase the physical size of the gen-
erator compared to that of a conventional model.
Figure 10-61 shows two basic self-exciting genera-
tors. Both have critical values of resistance, and both
can be tuned. The main differences show up in the
magnitudes of field currents involved. The shunt gen-
erator will have a small field current flowing in a
high-impedance winding of many turns. The series
generator shows a large current flowing in a low-
impedance winding of few turns. Whether shunt or
series, the field is tuned to the air-gap line, and op-
eration is on the linear part of the magnetization
curve.

When a change in the output voltage is necessi-
tated by a change in the load requirements, the con-
trol fields are used to establish the new operating
point. The power required by the control winding is
very small Uecause it only has to initiate change or
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stabilize steady operating conditions. Figure 10-62
shows a voltage control system with an exciter (E,
control winding (C), and a tuned shunt-field winding
(S1). The control field voltage V, is obtained by feed-
back comparison of the generator voltage lssith the -
reference voltage (1'.). The exciter is dri en at a
constant speed. At steady-state condi:ios,the shunt
field provides all the reqtiired. excitation, and error
volta ge V is zero Any tendcjtc to drift from this
point results in a correction soltage V. across the
control field. Suppose a Io.d chan	 iereases the
output volta ge. This error voltage t , V, - i' is
applied to the control field, and the exciter output
builds up. This output will continue to change as
long as the error exists. The final operating point '.ill
shift to the point at which the self-energizing shunt
field again alone supplies all the excitation required
by the newload requirements. At thi s ne operating
point, the steady-state error 1' is again zero. The
series-excited generator will act in essentially the
same way as the shunt generator just discussed.

The amplidyne motor generator consists of a con-
stant-speed ac drive motor and a two-stage electro-
mechanical power amplifier contained in a single
housing. As the symbol in Fig. 10-63 s hows, the

amplith ne generator has t' o sets of quadrature
brushes \it'n one set shorted. The drive motor. usu-
all a squ ire] cage t ype, has itcrotor shit coupled
to the armature of the generator section. Since this
motor drise is sijiar to preiously djsssed sys-
tems. it need not be covered a gain. The ampl ithne -

- is radicalh JifTerertt-t-orrtthe conventional generator
because of the tususeal i'nethod employed to o:zii. -
hih-po',er aphñcatioa.

Fture l"-t.-1 shcr.ss a de g enerator ith a O-A
loud on the armazure To rnect thk detntd. the ar-
mature must have induced in it sufficient oltage to
force the required current to the load. Therefore, the
armature conductors must cut a magnetiz field of a
certain flux densit y to pro\ ide the requed output.
A field current of 3 A may be necessary is this case.
The generator can now be considered as a current
amplifier v.ith a gain of 20:

Figure 10-63 is the same as Fig. 10-64, except that
the load has been removed and the ariture leads
short-circuited. Since the load resistanceis gone, the
only significant opposition to current flow is the re-
sistance of the armature windings. This condition
would produce ahrorrnall high armaturecurrent and

-- -
1 -1 -

I	 R 

V,

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - L -------I

Fig. 10-62 Vott3ge-r	 taangyet si'h tu7cd shunt-field exciter.
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quickly lead to a burned-oat armature. How eser, one
way to reduce the enormous current is to reduce the
excitation flux to a much tower !e ci. It is possible
to reduce the short-circuit current in th arrr. * , i re to
(,0 A by reducing the flux. Since th- -rr- ,urc han-
dled a 60-A load before, a short circu. oi e same
:"rrent will not cause any dama ge. . i i.ct:on in
:L fteid ,-xciation current will weake' the flux to
he proper i evei, in this case, pcthaps 0.03 A
30 mA). It can he een th:'t 0.0. A now controls a
hort-circuited CUITCi of fU A. bC'", 3 A with a

load applied was required. The gene ato .."n has
:.-icreased to 2000. The problem as to how tl,ia in-
creased power gain can he put to use now arises.
Obviously, the load cannot he put in series with the
short circuit, since this would just he a return to the
original cit cuit. The short circuit must remain. It can
he seen in Fig. 10-65(b) that two flux circuits exist:
o, a weak excitation flux, and ö.a strong armature
ux due to the 60 A. The cross '.ctiofl of Fig.

10-65(a) shows that the armature conductors are
esenl y spaced around the Lore. They will cut across
he heavy armature flux, ó, at the same rate that
:he v-ill Cut the excitation flux ô. The maximum
oltage induced in the conductors as they cut the

armature flux will b ' at right angles to the voltage
r.duceJ by '	 "	 on flux. To ,t,,le ndsantage of

:his	 - :•'	 -	 second 'sct of brushes, shown
is added ii) the comm'i:,stcr at riht

angles to the short-circuited brushes and connected
to the load. The voltage developed across the second
set of brushes is sufficient to suppl y a 60-A current
to the load.

Another problem arises, as can be seen in Fig.
10-66. As the armature current in the short-circuited
Section creates a flux at 90'to the excitation flux, so
will the load current set up a flux at 90° to the ar-
mature flux. This new reaction flux, ób, 

is 
1801 from

the original excitation flux, ó. The reaction flux is
much stronger than the excitation flux, and because
it opposes it, the excitation flux no longer has control
of the output. To overcome this condition, a com-
pensating winding is placed on the pole pieces and
is connected in cries with the load. The number of
turns is adjusted so that the compensating flux Ix

will exactly cancel the load armature reaction flux
for all values of load current within the operating
range. The equisahent Circuit is shown in Fig. 10-67.

Since any residual magnetism along the axis of the
control field would considerably affc-t the Ampli-
dyne output, it is necessary to demagnetize th core
material. A small ac generator is used to eliminate
any residual magnetism. This generator has a per-
manent magnet attached to the end of the armature.

Concpensa: "g
w nd.ng

M311711110017111171rd
exctro:

60A

Fig. 10.67 .\flpi'Jr:C ec.scx--r e .". Cr0 Cr1". cnn" IV m5-
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The magnet revolves within a separate field winding 	 a system is to be aware of its performance, so that
and generates a small ac voltage, which is applied to	 if there is a tendency toward error it can be discov-
the two sets of opposed windings on the field pole 	 ered and corrected before it becomesdetrimental.
pieces. They are sometimes called killer windings.	 During their useful life, potentiometers will Un-
The generated alternatin g current neutralizes anyre-	 dergo certaiifchanges in their characteristics. The

	

-:	 sidual magnetism when the control field is zero. 	 - two most common characteristics that change are
The power gain obtainable from an Amplith -Ic at-	 linearity and nQ r se. Linearity is checked with a suit

-'	 icc from 700 to 100.000. For exam ple. t pical gains . able master potentiometer hose accuracy is known

	

-. -. -	 are S000for a 500-\V unit and 25.)0 for an S$W	 to be at least len times that of the unit to be tested. --
unit. Figure 10.68 shos a type 0 position control '	The method of testing is s'no'.;n in Fig 10-69(a),
system utilizing an Amplidvne with s\nchros as the 	 here te materand the potentiometer under test
feedback control elements. 	 are connected in parallel across a dc power supply.

The wipers (sliders) of the two potentiometers are

REVIEW QDESTIONS	
connected to the vertical (dc) input of an oscillo-
scope. the shafts of the two units are mechanically

34. The Ward Leonard s ystem is always an open 	 coupled so thev . rptate simultaneously. The osciJlo-
loop system. (true or false) 	 scope deflection may be calibrated by means of a- -

35. The Ward Leonard system in Fig. 10-59 is	 DVM for allowable linearity error. As the shafts are
-directional,	 slowly rotated throu ghout the specified angular

travel. any deviation can be observed in the oscillo-
36. The Regulex generator typically uses a 	 scope. The horizontal sweep can be off during this

field for self-excitation,	 test. In some test units, a third potentiometer is
37. The adjustment of the field resistance in a 	 driven along with the other potentiometers. Its out- -

Regulex generator is called _______. 	 put can be used to deflect the oscilloscope beam
38. In Fig. 10-62, voltage Vris also called the	 horizontally, and the horizontal position of the beam

voltage,	 will correspond to the shaft angle.
Noise is a common characteristic of potentiome-

ters and tends to increase with the life of the unit.
10-7	 When a circuit is affected by noise, the potentiometer

TROUBLESHOOTING AND	 should be checked. Some commercial instruments to

MAIVI°ENANCE

	

	
perform this measurement are available. if such a
unit is not available, the set-up of Fig. 10-69(b) gives

Servomechanisms are much like other electronic sys- 	 satisfactory results. The dc voltage is applied across
tems in that the fundamental measurements of volt- 	 the short-circuited ends of the potentiometer and the
age, current, and resistance are of primary irnpor- 	 wiper arm through a 300 kfl resistor. With the shaft
tance. The technician must test and ana1ze the	 slowly rotated throu ghout its ran ge, the ac oscdlo-
system to ensure that it is performing properly and 	 scope is monitored for any vertical deflection. The

-	 within specified tolerances. The best way to maintain	 ac noise generated may be calibrated in equivalent
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noise resisra,mce ENRt by alternately brid g in g the
resistor in series with the wiper to obtain a given
deflection in terms of the added resistance.

Most shaft encoders do not require periodic ad-
justments. A corirrci frsi!ure is the internal light
source. which r't. , b.. solrd-otate or incandescent,
with the latter rrorc sescentible to falure. If the
output of the encoder is missing On all channels, the
light source should fist be verified. Many Units have
modular construction for the electronics. Spare units
should always te kept on site. As with any device
that is connected to a shaft, loose connections are
not uncommon and shouki -ot be discounted as a
source of problems, especially when operation is er-
ratic or intermittent.

Since the different units of a synchro system may
be located at some dis'.nce from each other, they
are connected by cables. Whenever a synchro sys-
tem operates improperly, it is advisable to check the
wiring of the unit (especially for loose or dirty con-
nections) before looking for trouble in the synchros
themselves. This is particularly important when
working with systems which may have been under
repair or overhaul. Should the symptoms indicate
wiring trouble, it is suggested that all wirin g be dis-
connected and checked for continuity.

Troubles involving open and short-circuited wir-
ing, with the associated symptoms are listed for easy
reference in Table 10-3. Should the symptoms indi-
cate th.t the trouble mi ght be in both the rotor and
o:atuc c. .: he rotcr cireit should be checked
first. To uvuid electrical shock, all safety precautions
snould be obsered at all times.

The nominal out put of a resolver is known explic-
itly o lint the signal input is normal aud the angle of
the rotor is known. However, accurate measurement
of therotor anele in the field is often extremely dif-
ficult. A method of resolver testing, which does not
require measurement of the rotor angle, is frequently
used. Assume that the resolver to be tested is of the
type having both sine and cosine outputs. If the input
is 10 V, it is apparent that for normal operation the
output voltages are 10 cos 0 and 10 - sin 0. The ro-
tor must be locked (clamped) so it does not turn. If
the two voltmeter readings are first squared and
added, the result should equal the square of the input
voltage, since

(10 cos 0) 0 = 100 cos 2 0
(10 sin 0)2 = 100 sin' 0

and

(100 cos 2 0 + 100 sin  0) = 100 (sin 2 0 + cos t 0)
=100

This result is based on the trigonometric identity

sin 0 0 + cos2 0.= .1

If the input voltage is 10 V and the rotor angle is
30'. then

(10 sin 30)2 = (5)2	 25
(10 cos 30)2 = (8.61) 2 =

The sum of these squares is seen to be equal to
tOO V. which is equal to the input voltage squared.
Thus, voltmeter readings of 5V and 8.67V indicate a
properly functioning resolver in this example.

The typical ac motor used in servomechanisms is
a two-phase induction motor. The important aspects
of the motol are that the two stator windings (control
and reference) are operated 90 degrees electrically
from each other. The voltages fed to the stator wind-
ings must be 90' out of phase. Since a t'svo-phase
supply is rarely available, it is common !'l operate
the two-phase motor with the phase-splitting capac-
itor. If the motor runs slow or is sluggish, the capac-
itor is suspect and should he tested. Improper phase
shift between the windings is a common clue, An

:increase in bearing friction can have a detrimental
effect on a motor, especially at low speeds. and
should not be overlooked. Any suspected leakage or
short circuit in the stator windings should be tested
as specified in earlier chapters.

Tachometers that are used in accurate velocity
servomechanisms must meet specific accuracies. The
signal-to-noise ratio of a tachometer is usually spec-
ified b y the manufacturer, and the unit must always
meet these requirements. in dc types, high output
noise is often an indication of bad brushes or a dirty
commutator.

With ac tachometers. variation in amplitude of the
residual voltage robs' have a modulation effect on a
servomechanism. This measurement can he made by
using the potentiometer method with osciiisCOpC
as a null detector. The outpt" phase of the ac
tachometer should reittain constant. It is specified by
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Remedy

If ascertained trouble is not in ring
connection or brush, unit must be
replaced.

Locate open in supply line; repair.

Remove short circuit from wiring or
interconnecting switches. If it is
internal, unit may require replace-
merit.	 /

Locate defective wrinz or
re-air.	 -

Free damper if it is jamenea. If
transmitter has been used, replace
with a receiver unit.

T4BLE 10-3 SYNCBRO Sr1VFO\IS AND REMEDIES	 -.

Symptoms	 Possible Cause of Trouble

	

Rceiser rotor either in correspon- 	 Rotor winding open, connection to
dence with transmitter of I80 dis- 	 slip ring open, or hush not nrak -

	

placed, but follows in proper di-	 ing contact.

	

re.ction. Stator v&taers var', from 	 -
0 to 90 V Both rotor solsases are
115 V.

Supply line is open to the rotor read-
ing 90 V, the 90 V appears across
the rotor by virtue of transformer
action.

The pair of stator leads which read
0 V is short-circuited.

All three stator wires are short-cir-
cuited together.

Inertia damper jammed tight on re-
ceiver rotor shalt. Absence of
damper indicates that transmitter
unit is being used.

Intermittent operation	 Corroded rings, defective bri
loose connections.

Torque normal. Receiver las or 	 Stator wiring incorrect

	

leads the transmitter or may turn	 -
in proper direction or reverts di-- .	 rection.	 -	 -

•	 --	 - Torque normal. Receiver follows - 	 Rotor connections reersd.
transmitter, but is displaced ISU
from it.

	

Receiver shows large error and lags 	 Bearings frozen or partially frozen

	

transmitter. Connections normal, 	 because of improper lubrication_
but excessive current flows, pro-
ducing overload indication.

Voltage between one pair of stator
wires is zero for all transmitter po-
sitions. Other stator-lead voltages
read from 0 to 90 V Both rotor
voltages are 115 V.

Both transmitter and receiver units
hum and heat excessivels. Re-
ceiver either does not follos or
may spin.

Sudden change in transmitter rotor
position causes oscillation at re-
ceiver or a spinning effect.

Replace unit. since bearing trouble
u-.ualiy damages other parts of the
unit.

ishes.	 Respectively, clean rings, install new
brushes, tighten loose terminals.

-	 'etc.
COrect stator wiring...

-	 Ccect sinn , at proper Unit.

the manufacturer, and its value should be checked
to ensure that the unit is within the limits specified.
It is often easy to couple a rate generator to a vari-
able-speed drill. Use a calibrated strobe to ascertain
its output magnitude and direction. Be sure to check
both directions of rotation.

Most servomotors operate most efficiently at
higher speeds than are actually necessary to drive
the load. Gearing is quite common to convert the
low-torque high-speed motor output to a high-torque
low-speed output for the load. The main problems
encountered in gearing are backlash and friction.
Backlash introduced by the gear train on the order
of only a fraction of a degree can have a serious
effect on the stability ofa servomechanism. Backlash
introduces a time delay between the servomotor and
the input command signal. As the amount of backlash
increases, so will the oscillations of the servomech-
anism. Even small oscilfations caused by backlash
will eventually cause excessive equipment wear.

Static friction, due to the tightness of the geaiing,
is probably the best deterrent to backlash oscilla-
tions. But friction problems will occur if the meshing
of gears is not concentric with their supporting
shafts. When gears are rotated, eccentricities com-
bine in the gear box to produce excessive friction at
one point of the revolution and backlash at another
point.

Clutches, by their nature, are susceptible to wear
more than any other mechanical part of a system. If
the clutch is adjustable, the adjustment mechanism
can work loose, especially if the system was or is
oscillatory. The clutch surface must be clean and free
of any contaminants, especially oil or grease. If light
sanding with a recommended abrasive does not rec-
tify the problem, a new clutch should be considered.

The typical servo amplifier is a summer (adder) or
difference (subtractor) amplifier. In many cases, the
reference or feedback signals may come from remote
locations; noise pickup can be a problem, especially
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if a shield connection is loose or broken. Dirt or
crease can cause electrical leakace and cause a
cround loop which makes the system noisy or un-
stable. - An oscilloscope is recommended for close

ecion of the signals fhr the presence of noise.
The low-voltage power sipp!ies should alwa ys be
verified as being within tolerances.

The components used in control s ystems have high
recision in most cases and will be adverselv affected

if overheated by improper ventilation. Loss of feed-
.ack will cause the amplifier to lock up to a power

sup ply rail, unless an overload circuit is incorpo-
rated. In some instances, the feedback resistance can
he shunted with a value to make the gain approxi-
mately unity. The decreased gain will allow the sys-
tem to be analyzed under more reasonable condi-
ions.

Loss of feedback can also cause a servomechanism
to go to the extreme end (limit) if it is a position
type, or turn at its maximum rate (velocity) if it is a
rate type. In either case, a potentiometer or an ad-
)ustable power supply may be substituted to simulate
the closing of the loop. Most systems have either
static or dynamic tests that can be performed to aid
in localizing any problems. Refer to the manufactur-
er's service manuals for the necessary details. Re-
member that any significant gain or feedback change
can cause a s ystem to become unstable. This can he
dan gejous in some instances. You must know and
thoroughly understand all tests before performing
them.	 -

Block-level understandin g is necessary to localize
a problem to a particular block. If the system is dead
to any input command, signal tracing through the
blocks should lead to the malfunctioning block. Final
fault isolation is done with conventional voltage or
resistance tests.

Loose or slipping follow-up potentiometers or rate
g enerators are not uncommon. Most of these Units
have specific alignments and if not properl y set can
cause position or rate feedback errors and imbal-
artces in the system. If a servomechanism is at its
limit and no clutch is u 'd. shut it down immediately
I o prevent damage to the mechanical components
(gears, vuplings. etc.). A good stock of replacement

modules is a must to minimize down time. When a
replacement is made, he sure the malfunctioning unit
is repaired or returned to the manufacturer for
prompt return to the spares stock or returned to the
manufacturer.

Rotatin g amplifiers, as do other components with
brushes and commutators, require careful mainte-
nance procedures. Precautions with lubrication, ac-
cording to the manufacturer's recommendations, are
essential. The Amplidyne has multiple sets of
brushes, and proper attention is a must. In most
cases, the output from a large servomotor, either
position-type or rate-type, is fed back to close the
systems loop. This factor must be taken into account
when energizing the field of a rotating amplifier with
an auxiliary source. Remember that these units can
have current gains in the thousands. A few milliam-
peres of Amplidyne field current can produce am-
peres of output current for a servomotor or load.

The loss of the killer winding will leave a residual
field in the Amplidyne, thereby causing an imbalance
in the s y stem. Leakage resistance to the frame is
unacceptable, as with any type of generator, and
should not be overlooked if overheating occus. Rou-
tine preventive maintenance is essential for all rotat-
ing devices and will enhance the operation of the
units and extend the operating life while minimizing
down time.

RE VIE IV UESTIOXS

3. The _______ source is a cause of frequent
failures in a shaft encoder.

40. If a synchro receiver follows the transmitter
but with 1800 of error, this is at indication of rotor
connection

41. The voltmeter reading of a resolver winding
is the square of the applied voltage. (true or false)

42. The phase difference between the reference
and control windings of the ac servomotor is

degrees.
43. Loss of _______ can cause a type 0 servo to

travel to one of its limits.

CHAPTER REVIEEV QUESTIONS
10-1. What type of encoder retains position in-

formation during a power outage?
10-2. Incremental encoders can provide position

and ______ information.
10-3. A linear motion optical encoder is a type

of absolute encoder. (true or false)
10-4. The resolver solves the unknowns of a -

10-5. lfV sin oiis lOOV and Ois45°,VR3to
VR4 is	 ?

10-6. The output voltages from a resolver repre-
sent cartesian or rectangular coordinates. (true or
false)

10-7. What happens to the output of an ac scm-
vomotor v, hea the control voltage is shifted by
l80?

I------



I

10-8. A dc rate generator is free of any zero speed
voltage.-	 -

10-9. Alternating current rate generators pro-
duce an output frequency proportional to their
speed. (true or false)

10-10. The mutual coupling of the stator wind-
ings in an ac servomotor is due to the induced

currents in the rotor. -
10-11. Direct current servomotors require

standby power. (true or false)
10-12. Most servomechanisms use 	 type

gears.	 -
10 . 13. Mechanical addition and subtraction with

gearing is accomplished by the use of a
10-14. A motor with an inertia of 0.2 k g - m 7 that

is coupled through a gear box of 20:1 can handle a
load inertia of	 kg - m2.

10-15. In a simple feedback system, the H block
represents the feedback. (true or false)

10-16. A servosystem is usually	 damped
for best performance.

10.17. A type 0 servosystem is a rate (velocity)
system. (true or false)

10.18. A type 0 servosystem is a position (fol-
low-up)system. (true or false)

10-19. Feedback in a t ype I servosystern is usu-
ally from a
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10-20. Stability of a closed loop syem may be
improved by addition of an integrator or a

10-21. Double differentiating a posion signal
will produce a velocity signal for daning pur-
poses. (true or false)	 ---	 - -

10-22. The	 windings correct for the ef-
fect of load flux on the control excitaQn in an Am-
plidyne.

10-23. The brushes of the Amp1idae are
degrees apart.
10-24. An Amplidyne needs a resithal flux to es-

tablish its excitation flux. (true or fal)
10-25. The Amplidne is a type of _______ am-

plifier.
10-26. The typical servo amplifier- ii usually a	 -

summer or a	 arnplrter.
10-27. The Amplid ne requires periodic checking

of its two sets of
10-28. The Amphdyne's co,itrol fi&1 is a high-

current, low-voltage winding. (true or false)
10-29. The maximum torque of a two-phase ser-

vomotor occurs at 	 rpm.
10-30. The output phase of the ac ittchometer	 -

should change as the shaft angle chaiges speed.
(true or false)	 -

10-31. Lost motion, or piav, in a rchanism is
Known as-

ANSWERS TO REIIEW QUESTIONS
1. cerinet, wire-wound, and conducivpla1tic 2. slider 3. 7.71 kU 4. Imeaciny 5. hu 6. false 2.90 S. fa1s
9. 52 V 10. false 11. clockwise 11 160 13. control 14. phase 15.90 16. capacitor 17. false Ii. drag-cup
19. 24,000 20. 16.7 21. false 22. bore (inside) 23. false 24. universal joints 23. dutch 26. seed 27. -4

28. -IV 29.6 30. power 31. chopper 32. overload recovery 33. QK 34. Use 35. uni 36. )hunt
37. tuning 38. error 39. light 40. reversal 41. false 42. 9J 43. feedback


